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NEW RECORDS AND SPECIES OF NEOTROPICAL
BARK BEETLES (SCOLYTIDAE: COLEOPTERA), PART V
by
Stephen L. Wood-

ABSTRACT
The

Carphodicticini, the genera CarPcnocnjphalus, and Phelloterus,
and 101 species are described as new to science.
Notes on the habits of Cladoctonus boliviae
tribe

]>hodicticus,

(Wood), Mimips mimicus Schedl, and Styphlosoma Qramilatum Blandford are included; and
the female of Slijphlosoma granulatum Blandford

is

described.

The

species

new

to science

include the following: Phrixosonm crehnim, P.
jrustratum (Colombia), P. viriosum, Chramesus

macrocornis, C. orinocensis, C. striQiUs, C. imC. impolitus, C. parens, C. denticu-

porcatus,
latus,

C. priscus, C. vinealis, C. solicitatus, C.

penicuhts,

ChaetophJoeus andinus, Liparthrum

carapae, L. inerideiisis (Venezuela), Pijcnarth-

inornatum, Pijc. funerium, Pijc. perditum
(Honduras), Pijc. fici (Honduras, Venezuela),
Pijc.
Jucidum (Costa Rica), Pijc. cariimtum
(Peru), Pyc. suhcarinatum (Venezuela), Pijc.
brosmii (Venezuela, Colombia), Gijinnochdus
alni (Mexico), Scohjtodes ommateus (Colomriim

bia),

S.

crassus
S.

punctifer,

micidtis

S.

Jiirsnhis

(Costa Rica),

S.

pannuceus (Honduras),
(Mexico, Guatemala), Microhorus

(Panama),

S.

lectus, Scohjttis barinensis, Scohjtopsis orinocanus.

Carpliodicticus cmtatits (Venezuela), Pseu-

dothifsanoes cptenietis, Ps. ftirvescens, Ps. funereus, Ps. graniticus, Ps.

verticillus,

Ps. tenellus, Ps. tjuccavorus,
us.

Ps.

cuspidis,

Thijsanoes inornat-

MicracuseUa adnata (Mexico), M. serjaniae

(Honduras), Micracis amplinis, Mic. incertus,
Mic. torus (Mexico), Mic. exilk, Mic. vitulus,
Mic. sentus (Venezuela), Htjlocurus torosus
(South Carolina), H. dilutus, H. dissidens
(Mexico), H. disparilis (Honduras), H. verrucosus, H. viUijrons, H. singularis, H. flageUatus,
Stegomerus mirandus, Phacrylus pruni, Periocryplwlus puUtis (Venezuela), Hypothenemus nanellus, H. ascitus (Costa Rica), H. teretis (Costa
Cn/ptocarenus coronatus
Rica,
Venezuela),
lepidus (Costa Rica, Guate(Venezuela),
mala), Dendrocranulus tarduhis, D. diversus, D.
pumilus, D. limus (Costa Rica), Xyleborus ebenus (Costa Rica, Panama), Mimips analogus,
Mini,
iincinatus
(Venezuela),
Mini,
fortis
(Costa Rica, Panama), Mim. bidens, Mim. ocularis (Colombia), Styphlosoma subulatum (VenDendrotcrus exiniius. Den. sodalis
ezuela),
(Guatemala), Den. parilis. Den. resolutus
(Costa Rica), Den. defectus (Costa Rica, Panama), Den. cognatus (Mexico), Phelloterus
tersus (Venezuela), Ph. anaxeus, Ph. atrocis
(Colombia), Pityophthorus arceuthobii (Mexico), Pityoborus hondurensis (Honduras), Pit.
frontalis (Mexico), Pseudopityophthorus singularis, Pd. virUus, Pd. declivis (Mexico), Pd. colombianus (Colombia), Gnathophthorus clematis (Mexico), G. cracens (Honduras), G. rallus,
G. pertusus (Venezuela), and Splienoceros aztecus (Mexico).

C

INTRODUCTION
While preparing a taxonomic monograph of
and Central America a
large number of species new to science were
discovered. Because it will be several years
before that work will be concluded, the new
names are being published in order to stabilize
nomenclature and to facilitate identification.
the Scolytidae of North

On the following pages 101 species and three
genera are described as new to science; a new
tribe Carphodicticini is also proposed for the
genera Carphodicticus Wood, described below,
and Craniodicticus Blandford. The new species
represent the following genera: Phrixosoma (3),
Liparthrum (2), Chaetophloeus (1), Chramesus

*Most of the field work that led to the discovery of these insects was sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
n^epartment of Zoology, Brigham Young University. Provo. Utah. Scolytoidea contribution number 42.
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Gymnochilus

(12), Pycnarthrum (8),
It/todes (6),

lytopsis

sanoes

(1), Sco(1), Scohjtus (1), ScoCarphodicticus (1), Pseudothij-

Micwhoms

(1),
(8),

MicracK

Thijsanoes

(1),

(6), Hylocurus

Micracisella

(8),

(2),

Sfegowienw (1),

Phacrylus (1), Hyjiotheneinus (3), Periocryphalus (1), Cryptocarenus (2), Deiidrocmnulus
(3), Xyleborus (1), Miinips (5), Styphlosoma
(1), Dendroterus (6), PheUoteru.s (3),

PUyoph-

PHijobonis (2), Pseiidopityophthor(4), Gnathoplithorus (4), and Sjilienoceros

thortis (1),
tts

The new

from the following
United States (1), Mexico (25),
countries:
Guatemala (2), Honduras (8), Costa Rica
are

species

Panama

(12),

(1),

Colombia

(8),

Venezuela

38 ) and Peru ( 1 ) One species in each of the
following combinations of countries is also included: Mexico-Honduras-Costa Rica; Honduras-Venezuela; Honduras-Costa Rica; GuatemalaCosta Rica; and (Colombia-Venezuela.
,

(

.

Except as noted below, the type
tentatively deposited in

housed

my

the Brigham

at

series

were

collection presently

Young

University,

in

order to facilitate preparation of a monograph
of the Scolytidac of the

Western Hemisphere.

Upon completion

monograph paratypes

of that

be distributed to several major cooperating

will

museums.

SYSTEMATIC SECTION
Phrixosoma crehrum,

the

much

This species is closely allied to minor Wood,
but it is distinguished by the much more weakly
impressed transverse line on the female vertex
and by the finely punctured pronotum with

2.7

granules restricted to the margins.

black.

Female.— Length

mm),
black.

Frons as in minor except more coarsely
of

on vertex and

re-

laterally,

same pattern but much less strongly imPronotum as in minor, except surface

pressed.

smooth, shining, punctures irregularly shaped,
distinctly, shallowly impressed, granules indicated only near base and lateral margins. Elytra
as in minor except surface more strongly reticulate-granulate,
interstrial
granules
evidently

Male.— Similar to female except devoid of
impressed and sinuate line on vertex.
Type Locality.— Eight km south of Colonia
(near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca, Colombia.
Type Matekial.— The female holotype, male
and 49 paratypes were collected on

allotype,

m

9 July 1970, .30
elevation. No. 640, from
Rheedia miidrufw, by S. L. Wood. The biramose
parental galleries were more or less longitudinal.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

my

mm),

collection.

Phrixosoma
This species

Blackman, but

it

is

is

viriostim, n. sp.

by

as

2.7
(paratypes 2.4times as long as wide; color almost

in

crebrum Wood, except very
and line on vertex

not at

all modified or impressed; vestiture very
moderately abundant.

Pronotum outline much as in crebrum except
median area extended posteriorly more than in
other species; surface densely, strongly, finely
reticulate-granulate, intermixed with abundant,
shining, small, irregular, somewhat elongate,
rounded granules evidently derived from margins of punctures. V^estiture of rather abundant
short, stout

recumbent

bristles.

times as long as wide, 1.7 times
as long as pronotum; sides weakly arcuate on
basal two-thirds, rather narrowly rounded behind; striae narrowly, very deeply impressed,
longitudinally strigose, punctures very smidl,
1.1

rather deep, rather widely spaced; interstriae
about four times as wide as striae, strongly reticulate-granulate, with very numerous, confused, narrow crenulate granules, each granule
about one-fourth as wide as an interstriae on
basal half. Declivity beginning about middle of
elytra,

gradual,

convex;

interstriae

becoming

about half as wide as on disc, granules largely
obsolete before middle of declivity. Vestiture
of abundant, slender, curved scales of equal
length, confused.

remotely allied to obesum
distinguished

1.8

slightly less strongly convex,

Elytra

slightly smaller.

mm

Female.— Length

short,

ticulate-granulate, line

finer,

ules.

Frons

mm

(paratypes 1.5-1.9
1.9 times as long as wide; color almost
1.8

by the pronotal sculpture, and by
more numerous interstrial gran-

larger size,

n. sp.

the

much

Male.— Indistinguishable
external characters.

from

female

by

New

BioLCx;iCAL Series, Vol. 15, No. 3

Type Locality.— Forty km

Neotropical Scolytidae

.southeast of So-

copo, Barinas, Venezuela.

Type M.\terl\l.— The female holotype, male
allotype, and 96 paratypes were taken at the

m

elevatype locality on 25 January 1970, 150
No. 254, from Rheedia madruho, by S. L.
Wood. The biramose parental galleries were
tion.

longitudinal.

The

my

holotype, allotype,

and paratypes are

in

collection.

Phrixosoma frustraium,

Male.— Length
mm), 2.1 times as

mm

(paratypes L9-2.3
2.3
long as wide; color very dark

brown, elytra lighter.
Frons deeply concave from epistoma to
upper level of eyes; lower lateral margin at
level of antennal insertion

armed by

a pair of

very large, triangular, almost hornlike processes;
surface minutely reticulate, dull; concavity impunctate, fine, sparse, shallow punctures above

upper level of eyes; vestiture short, fine, sparse.
Antennal club typical of genus; rather large;
apex rounded.

n. sp.

Pronotum 0.85 times

as long as wide; widest

remotely allied to viriosit is unique in having the striae
much more v^'eakly, irregularly impressed, and
in having, in the female, a large, subquadrate

arcuately converging to slight
constriction just before broadly rounded, subemarginate, anterior margin; surface subreticulate, shining, entirely devoid of granules and

extension of the anterior margin of the pronotum
fitting snugly against the head behind the eye.

asperities;

This species
um Wood, but

may be

Female.— Length

mm), L6

mm

(paratypes 2.7-3.0
2.S
times as long as wide; color almost

black.

Frons as in viriostim except granules finer.
Pronotimi as in viriostim except posteromedian
area less strongly produced, and surface with
very indistinct small punctures indicated and
granules smaller, closer. Vestiture of fine and
coarse short hair. Anterolateral margin of pronotum with a large, subquadrate extension projecting forward flush with side of head between
upper and lower halves of eye and equal in
area to upper half of eye.
Elytra as in viriosum except striae much
less strongly impressed, granules slightly smaller,

much more slender, a central row on
each interstriae slightly stouter and very slightly
longer on declivity.

vestiture

at

base,

sides

punctures rather small to moderately

large intennixed, rather deep, moderately close
except very close near base. Vestiture of very
fine, short,

inconspicuous hair.

Elytra 1.3 times

i\s

long as wide; sides

al-

most straight and parallel on basal two-thirds,
broadly rounded behind; striae 1 moderately,
others feebly or not at all impressed, punctures
moderately large at base, gradually decreasing

minute at base of declivity; intersmooth, twice as wide as striae at base,
punctures mostly uniseriate, finely granulate on
basal half. Declivity rather steep, broadly convex; striae not impressed, punctures very fine;
interstriae smooth, punctures minute, confused.
Vestiture of rather abundant, fine, moderately
in size until
striae

long hair.

Female.— Similar to male except frons
weakly concave, a transverse callus just below
middle, surface reticulate, finely, sparsely punctured, tubercles absent; lateral areas of prono-

Male.— Similar
anterolateral

to

female except process on

margin of pronotum absent.

Type Locality.— Eight km south

of Colonia

(near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca, Colombia.

tum

finely subasperate; strial punctures decrease

in size only slightly

toward

declivity; interstrial

granules moderately large to declivity; strial
punctures on declivity slightiy larger, granules
obsolete.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
allotype, and 93 paratypes were taken at the

m

elevation,
type locality on 9 July 1970, 30
from Rlieedia madruho, by S. L. Wood. The
biramose parental galleries were longitudinal.

The
in

mv

holotype,

allotype,

and paratypes are

Type Locality.— Merida, Venezuela.
Type Material.- The male holotype, female
and 56 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevatype locality on 22 October 1969, 1700
tion, from rather old stumps of cut Japanese

bamboo, by

collection.

in gracilis

Chramesus macrocornis,

S.

L.

Wood. The

is

as

simplicis, n. sp.

allied to hylurgoides

it is smaller, it has much smaller
punctures, and the male frons is armed
by a pair of very large tubercles.

Schedl, but

strial

were

n. sp.

Chramesus
This species evidently

habits

Wood.

This species evidently is similar to hylurgoides Schedl, but it is distinguished by the
smaller size, by the more widely separated eyes

BwGHAM Young
by the absence of pronotal puncand by the very fine strial punctures.

Male.— Length

in the male,
tures,

Male.— Length 2.2 mm (paratypes 1.9-2.5
mm), 2.4 times as long as wide; color black.
Frons deeply, broadly concave from epistoma to upper level of eyes, lower fourth of
lateral margin acute, not strongly elevated or
dentate; surface minutely rugulose-rcticulate, not
punctured; vestiture on lateral margins moderately abundant, fine, very long, in concavity
very short, sparse. Antennal club tvpical of
genus; moderately large; apex rounded.

Pronotum

moderately

constricted

reticulate; all punctures replaced by
small asperities over entire surface.
Vestiture of rather abundant, fine, moderately
long hair.

strongly

narrow,

Elytra 1.7 times as long as wide, 2.0 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal two-thirds, rather broadly
rounded behind; striae very feebly, broadly impressed, punctures minute; interstriae smooth,
dull, four or more times wider than striae, punctures minute, a few on basal half finely granulate, subasperate near base on interstriae 2-4.
Declivity steep, rather narrowly convex; sculpture about as on posterior half of disc. Vestiture
of moderately abundant, fine, rather long hair.

as long as

parallel

Female.— Similar

to

male except frons modshorter, more evenly

vestiture

distributed; strial punctures larger, rather small;
interstriae except

1,

upper

on

disc; interstrial

Locality.— Carbonera

Experimental
Mer-

(airline) northwest of

Venezuela.

ida,

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 3.3 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevatype locality on 12 January 1970, 2.500
tion. No. 21.3, from native bamboo, by S. L.

Wood.

Tlie habits

were

Chramcsus

as in gracilis

Wood.

as

long as wide; es-

sentially as in subopacus.

Elytra

1.0

times as long as wide; sides alparallel on slightly less than

most straight and

basal half, broadly rounded behind; striae slight-

impressed, punctures moderately large, disshallowlv impressed; interstriae twice
as wide as striae, weakly convex, almost smooth
but not shining, punctures fine, abundant, confused. Declivity as in other species; sculpture
as on disc. Vestiture of abundant, short, interstrial scales in ground cover, each slightly longer
than wide, some with acute points; and interly

tinctly,

strial

rows of longer, erect scales, each about
as long as ground cover,

two and one-half times
about

six

times as long as wide.

Female.— Similar to male except frons weakconvex, lateral margins not modified, vestiture
short, coarse, unifonnlv distributed; anterolateral
areas of pronotum moderately asperate; basal
ly

half of each discal interstriae

armed by

a

row

of small granules.

Type Locality.— Campamento Rio Grande,
.30

km

east of Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 71 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation.
type locality on 12 June 1970, 200
No. 568, from Bejuco Trinitario, by S. L. Wood.
The host appeared very similar to, if not identical with. CeJtis iguanae. Specimens were taken
from a small, broken branch, from transverse

parental tunnels.

The
in

mv

holotype,

allot)'pe,

and parat)'pes are

collection.

Chramesus

orinocensis, n. sp.

This species is allied to subopacus Schaeffer,
it is distinguished by the smaller size, by
the less strongly, less extensively impressed male
frons with the lateral margins less well developed, and by the larger strial punctures.

but

half.

Pronotum 0.80 times

granules largely obsolete.

km

of eye; entire sur-

face strongly reticulate, punctures ver\' small,
not clearly indicated; vestiture of fine, long hair,
moderately abundant near marginal areas of

each with a row of rather

declivital striae smaller than

Type

lighter.

and upper margin

insertion

fine granules to base of declivity; punctures of

Forest, about 50

mm

1.7
(paratypes L6-L8
long as wide; color very dark

Frons rather deeply concave from epistomal
margin to just below upper level of eyes, then
flattened from there to vertex; lateral margins
acutely, rather strongly elevated from epistomal
area to half distance between level of antennal

before

just

rather broadly rounded anterior margin; surface

erately convex,

1.6 times as

brown, vestiture somewhat

0.91 times as long as wide; widest

one-third length from base, sides rather strongly
arcuate,

mm),

University Science Bulletin

strigilis, n. sp.

This species evidently is allied to orinocensis
distinguished by the larger
it is
average size, by the lighter color, by the coarser

Wood, but
vestiture
lateral

and by the

strongly,

margias of the male frons.

closely

serrate
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Male.— Length 2.0 mm (paratypes 1.9-2.1
mm), 1.5 times as long as wide; color brown.
Frons deeply, broadly concave from epistomal margin to well above eyes; lateral margins
acutely elevated from epistoma to level of antennal insertion, much more strongly elevated
closely, stronglv serrate from there to twothirds distance to upper level of eyes; surface

and

reticulate,

a

few

fine,

obscure punctures

in-

dicated; vestiture of fine, sparse, short hair.

at

to slight constriction just before broadly round-

ed anterior margin; surface reticulate; posteromedian area rather sparsely, coarsely, shallowly
punctured, anteriorly and laterally from this
point anterior margins of punctures become in-

become smaller

creasinglv asperate as punctures
interspersed.

a

few nonasperate punctures

Vestiture of rather long,

slender

scales.

Elytra

1.1

times as long as wide; sides

al-

most straight and parallel on basal half, broadly
rounded behind; striae deeply, rather narrowly
impressed, punctures rather small, moderately
deep; interstriae about three times as wide as
convex, almost smooth,
punctures very fine, confused; a few pointed
granules at bases of large, erect scales. Declivity
rather strongly

striae,

moderately steep, convex; sculpture about as
on disc; interstriae 1 weakly elevated. Vestiture
of rather abundant interstrial ground scales,
each slightly longer than wide; and interstrial
rows of longer, erect scales, each twice as long

ground scales and four times as long as wide,
spaced within a row by two or more times
as

length of a scale.

Female.— Similar to male except frons
weakly convex, shallowly foveate at center, lateral margins not elevated or otherwise modified;
pronotal asperities larger but

more nearly

re-

stricted to anterolateral areas; interstrial tuberlarger, verv widely separated posteriorly
but extending to declivity at bases of major
cles

setae.

Type

Experimental
northwest of Merida,

Locality.— Carbonera

50
Venezuela.
Forest,

km

(airline)

Type Material— The male holotype, female
and 33 paratypes were taken at the

allotv'pe,

m

elevatype locality on 27 October 1969, 2.500
No. 89, from an unidentified cut seedling

tion,

by

S.

L.

The
in

my

Wood.
holotype, allotype,

collection.

n. sp.

This species represents a species group new
The male frons bears the pair of tubercles on the lateral margins near the antennal
insertions as in many other species, but it also
bears a pair of sharply elevated carinae on the
to me.

upper fourth of the lateral margins, their upper
limits ending just below the upper level of the
eyes. In this species the upper carinae are on
the crest of the lateral margins.

Pronotum 0.74 times as long as wide; widest
base, sides arcuate and strongly converging

and more obscure,

Chramesus imporcatus,

and paratypes are

mm

Male.— Length

mm),

1.5

(paratypes 1.9-2.1
2.0
times as long as wide; color almost

black.

Frons deeply, broadly excavated from epistomal margin to well above eyes; lateral margins below level of antennal insertion strongly,
acutely elevated, not pointed, margins above
antennal insertion subacutely, weakly elevated
then upper third strongly, acutely elevated to
just below upper level of eyes; surface deeply
punctures sparse, small, obscure;
reticulate,
vestiture of very fine, short, sparse hair. Antennal club large, typical of genus.
Pronotum 0.79 times as long as wide; widest
one-third from base; sides strongly, arcuately

converging to moderate constriction just before
broadly rounded anterior margin; surface finely
reticulate, punctures small, rather shallow, some
in anterolateral area finely asperate on anterior
margins. Vestiture of elongate, slender scales of

moderate abundance.
Elytra 1.0 times as long as wide; sides almost
and parallel on basal half, broadly
rounded behind; striae strongly impressed,

straight

punctures rather small, deep; interstriae moderately convex, smooth, almost three times as wide
as striae, a median row of narrow, rather high
crenulations on each except confused on disc of

2 and part of

3,

those in lateral areas

more

like

minute supplemental puncabundant. Declivity rather
also
moderately
tures
steep, convex; sculpture about as on disc, granflattened

ules

nodules,

slightly

smaller.

Vestiture

of

very small

ground scales, each about twice as long as wide,
and longer, erect interstrial scales in rows except confused on 2 and 3 and toward base,
each scale about three times as long as ground
scales, about six times as long as wide, spaced
within a row by length of a scale.

Female.— Similar
ly convex,

to

male except frons weak-

margins simple.

Type Locality'.— Seven
copo, Barinas, Venezuela.

km

northwest of So-

Type Material.- The male holotype, female
and nine paratypes were taken at the

allotype,
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m

elevatype locality on 13 February 1970, 200
tion, No. 323, from a shrub known as Palito de
Cruz, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes arc
in

my

collection.

Chramesus

impolitus, n. sp.

This species is very closely related to imporcatus Wood, but it is distinguished by the
smaller size, by the larger strial punctures, by
the absence of ground vestiture on the elytra,
and by the slight median displacement of the

upper ridges on the male

Male.— Length

mm),

1.6 times

1.8

frons.

mm

(paratypes

as long as wide;

1.6-2.0

color almost

black.

Frons as in imporcatus except upper carinae
dLsplaced medially very slightly. Pronotum as in
imporcatus except punctures more shallow.

granulate;

Antenna! club rather

subglabrous.

small for this genus.

Pronotum 0.85 times

as long as wide; widest
length from base, sides moderately
arcuate on basal half, a slight constriction just
before rather broadly rounded anterior margin;
surface reticulate; punctures coarse, shallow, not
close. Vestiture restricted to a few coarse setae

(me-third

in lateral

and anterior

Elvtra 1.2 times as

areas.

long as wide, 1.5 times as

pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on slightly more than basal half, broadly
rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures
coarse, rather deep; interstriae smooth, shining,
slightly wider than striae, punctures replaced by
moderately large, uniseriate, setiferous granules.
Declivity rather steep, convex; striae and interstriae narrower than on disc, strial punctures
long

and

as

interstrial granules distinctly smaller.

Vesti-

ture of interstrial rows of erect bristles;

wider near

each
spaced within
than length of

Elytra as in imporcatus except striae less
strongly impressed, punctures larger; interstriae

bristle slightly

twice as wide as striae except 2 wider; ground
vestiture entirely absent, small interstrial punc-

bristle,

tures also absent.

Female.— Similar to male except frons flattened on lower third, foveate at center, lateral
margins unmodified.

Female.— Similar

to

male except frons weakly

convex, margins simple.

Type Locality.— Campamento Rio Grande,
30

km

east of Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and 54 paratypes were taken at the

m

elevation.
type locality on 12 June 1970, 200
No. 581 (some paratypes No. 567), from the

shrub Rosa de Montana (presumably Brownia
sp.

my

by
The

),

S. L. Wood.
holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

row by distances slightly
between rows by

Chramesus parens,

all

other represen-

species of the genus.

Male.— Length 1.4 mm (paratypes
mm), 1.9 times as long as wide; color

1.3-1.4

rather

dark brown, elytra slightly lighter.
Froas rather strongly concave from epistoma
to just below upper level of eyes; lateral margins
subacutely elevated on lower half, armed at
level of antennal insertion by a pair of coarse,
pointed denticles; surface very finely reticulatc-

slightly

Grande,

Aragua,

Type Material.- The male holotype, female
and 27 paratypes were taken at the
elevation.
type locality on 9 April 1970, 1100

allotype,

m

No. 426, from a Tahehuia twig, by S. L. Wood.
The biramose parental tunnels were broadly
V-shaped, with both egg tunnels diagonal.

The

holotvpe, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Chramesus

genus known to me by the small
size, by the total absence of ground vestiture
on the elytra, by the absence of pronotal asperities, and by the presence of a pair of tubercles arming the male frons as in most other

distances

Type Locality'.— Rancho
Venezuela.

n. sp.

tatives of the

less

greater than length of a bristle.

my

collection.

This species differs from

a

tip,

its

This species
distinguished

is

from

denticulatus,

unique

in

n. sp.

the genus.

It

known species by
unamied male frons, by
all

is

the
the

small size, by the
finely asperate anterolateral areas of the pronotum, and by the finely dentate declivital interstriae.

Male.— Length
mm), 1.9 times as

mm

1.3
(paratypes 1.2-1.3
long as wide; color yellowish

brown.
Frons rather deeply concave on a subcircular
area from epistoma to upper level of eyes, lateral
margins subacute, unarmed; epistomal margin
carinatelv elevated, more strongly on median
third; surface reticulate, punctures minute, obscure; vestiture uniformly short, coarse, uni-
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Antennal club rather
small for this genus.
Pronotum 0.77 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides convergently arcuate to broadly
rounded anterior margin; surface reticulate, almost unifonnly covered by isolated, rather widely spaced, small subasperate tubercles. Vestiture short, of almost equal numbers of very fine
hair and rather broad scales.
Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.7 times
formly distributed setae.

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on slightly more than basal half, broadly rounded behind, posterior outline interrupted
by declivital teeth; striae moderately impressed,
punctures rather coarse, shallow; interstriae subreticulate, weakly convex, as wide as striae;
punctures replaced by rows of granules, very
fine at base, becoming coarse toward declivity.
Declivity rather steep, broadly convex; striae
narrower and deeper than on disc; interstriae
more narrowly con\'ex, each armed by a row
of close, rather small pointed teeth, except almost obsolete on lower half of 2. Vestiture of
ground cover formed by two indefinite rows of
short, stout setae on margins of each interstriae,
and a central row of short, erect scales; each
scale about twice as long as wide, spaced within
and between rows by slightly more than twice
length of a scale; scales about twice as long as
ground setae.
as long as

parallel

Female.— Similar
ly

to male except frons weakepistoma weakly elevated, frontal

concave,

vestiture

of

short

pronotal

scales;

asperities

larger in anterolateral areas; interstrial teeth on
declivity slightly smaller, regularly present

on

Type LocALiTi.— Twenty km southwest

2.

of

El Vigia, Merida, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and three paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 21 November 1969, 50 m eleva-

elytra slightly lighter.

Frons rather deeply, broadly concave from
epistoma to slightly above eyes; median half of
epistoma acutely, transversely carinate, a pair of
minute denticles at ends of carina; lateral margins subacute, the fourth immediately above
level of antennal insertion thicker, more strongly
elevated, not dentate; surface reticulate, punctures very fine, sparse; vestiture fine, long,
rather sparse. Antennal club more slender and
more sparsely pubescent than in most species.
Pronotum 0.73 times as long as wide; widest
at base, sides rather strongly, arcuately converging to slight constriction just before broadly
rounded anterior margin; surface strongly reticulate, punctures replaced by fine, sparse granules,
finely asperate in lateral areas.

and stout

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 2.0 times
long as pronotum; sides almost straight on
basal half, slightly wider near base of declivity,
broadly rounded behind; striae weakly impressed, punctures moderately large, rather
deep; interstriae twice as wide as striae, weakly
convex, minutely irregular, shining, punctures
replaced by rows of fine granules, punctures
giving rise to ground vestiture mostly too small
to see at 80 diameters magnification. Declivity
rather steep, convex; striae slightly deeper, interstriae more convex than on disc; interstrial
granules rather small, close. Vestiture short,
rather coarse, moderately abundant; central row
on each interstriae slightly longer and coarser.

Female.— Similar to male except frons weakconvex, weakly, transversely impressed above
epistoma, a central fovea present; anterolateral
pronotal asperities much larger.
ly

Type

Locality.—Carbonera
about 50 km (airline)
Merida, Venezuela.
Forest,

Experimental
northwest of

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and nine paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 9 December 1969, 2500 m eleva-

allotype,

my

tion.

collection.

Vestiture of fine

moderate abundance.

as

No. 150, from a small stem of a large, cut
Bignoniaceae vine (liana), by S. L. Wood.
The holotvpe, allotype, and paratypes are in
tion,

hairlike setae of

No.

from dead mistletoe

175,

(possibly

Phoradendwn) by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes
,

Chramesus

prisons, n. sp.

my
This species remotely resembles denticulatus
the relationship is remote. It is distinguished by the unanned male frons that has
the epistomal margin transversely carinate, by
the feebly asperate anterolateral areas of the

censis

and by the

below

Wood, but

pronotum, by the different
minute dechvital granules.

Male.— Length

mm),

vestiture,

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.2
1.9 times as long as wide; color brown,
2.2

are in

collection.

Chramesus

vinealis, n. sp.

This species is very closely allied to orinoWood, but it is distinguished as indicated
in the description.

Male.— Length
mm), 1.6 times as

mm

1.9
(paratypes 1.7-2.0
long as wide; color very dark

brown, almost black.
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Frons as in orinocensis except acutely elevated part of lateral margin more strongly elevated on its lower half and less strongly elevated
on its upper half. Pronotuni as in orinocensis
except punctures distinctly larger, slightly deepasperities

er,

in

lateral

areas

larger,

more

numerous.
Elytra as in orinocensis except striae slightly
1-3 obso-

more strongly impressed, punctures on

others smaller, not as deep; declivital inter-

lete,

each with a row of widely spaced fine

striae

granules; interstrial ground scales

much

smaller;

erect scales as in orinocensis.

Female.— Similar
margins simple;

vex,

clearly

indicated;

to

male except frons con-

striae

interstriae

of fine granules on both disc

1-3 with punctures

pressed,

declivity.

Type Locality.— Thirty km north
Zancudo, Zulia, Venezuela.

Female.— Similar

by

S.

L.

The

my

Wood.

n. sp.

This species might possibly be allied to
rotundatus Chapuis, but it is distinguished by
the smaller size, by the larger tuft of hair on
the scape, by the much more deeply excavated
male frons, and by other characters.

mm

(paratypes 1.4-1.6
mm), 1.6 times as long as wide; color brown.
Frons shallowly, broadly concave from epistomal margin to well below upper level of
eyes; middle third of lateral margins distinctly,
subacutely, not strongly elevated, indistinctly
serrate; surface deeply reticulate above, irregularly, indistinctly rugose-reticulate below; vestiture inconspicuous. Antennal scape elongate,
slightly

1.6

produced and ornamented by about

a dozen hairlike setae equal in length to scape;
club mmlerately small for this genus.
Pronotum 0.73 times as long as wide; widest
at base, sides rather strongly, arcuately conver-

gent to broadly rounded anterior margin; surface
fine and moderately coarse, shallow
punctures intermixed; anterolateral areas with a
few irregularities, not clearly asperate. Vestiture of moderately abundant, slender scales.
Elytra 1.0 times as long as wide; sides
straight and parallel on less than basal half,
broadly rounded behind; striae distinctly imreticulate,

fovea indistinct; scape not orna-

anterolateral area of pronotum; scales in
interstriae slender,

up

to four

times as long as wide.

Type Locality.— Campamento Rio Grande,
30

km

east of Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela.

Type Materlvl.— The male holotype, female
and 13 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

Chraniesus soUcitatus,

apex

male except frons con-

hair; four or five rather coarse asperi-

ground cover of

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Male.— Length

central

mented by

m

the type locality on 4 June 1970, 10
elevaNo. 522, from an unidentified vine (liana),

tion,

to

vex, a transverse callus at level of antennal inser-

ties in

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and 136 paratypes were collected at

moderately coarse, rather
weakly convex, almost

rows.

tion,

of Caiion

interstriae

smooth, dull, almost twice as wide as striae, <>ach
with a row of rather coarse granules and minute,
confused punctures. Declivity rather steep,
broadly convex; striae more narrowly impressed,
punctures smaller, less distinct; interstriae narrower, less convex, granules smaller and more
widely spaced. Vestiture of small, abundant
ground scales, each slightly longer than wide,
and interstrial rows of long scales, each almost
three times as long as ground scales, six to eight
times as long as wide, about half as long as distance between scales within a row or between

each with a row

and

punctures

shallow;

type locality on 12 June 1970, 200 m elevation.
No. 569, from an unidentified vine (liana), by
S. L. Wood. The parental galleries were oblique
to longitudinal.

The

my

holotvpe, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Chramesus peniculus,

n. sp.

This species is allied to rotundatus Chapuis,
it is distinguished by the much smaller size,
and by the very long interstrial bristles.

but

Male.— Length 1.2 mm
mm), 1.5 times as long as
brown with pale

(paratypes 1.2-1.3
wide; color dark

scales.

Frons rather deeplv, broadiv concave from
epistomal margin to slightly above eyes; lateral
margins subacutely elevated, with a rather
stronglv elevated, subcjuadrate denticle on margin slightly above level of antennal insertion;
surface strongly reticulate, punctures not evident; vestiture sparse, inconspicuous. Antennal
scape ornamented at apex by a tuft of perhaps
a dozen long hairlike setae as long as scape;
club rather small for this genus.
Pronotum 0.70 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides strongly arcuate, converging to
moderate constriction just before rather broadly
rounded anterior margin; surface strongly reticulate,
punctures moderately close, small and

)
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becoming finely then
toward anterolateral

coarsely a.sperate
Vestiture of moderately abundant, slen-

rather
areas.

der and stout, short, scmirccumbent bristles.
Elytra 0.90 times as long as wide; sides
straight and parallel on less than basal half,
verv broadly rounded behind; 13 crenulations
on basal margin, submarginal row extending to
striae 5; striae rather strongly impressed, punctures

small,

wider than
void

rather shallow; interstriae slightly
striae,

granules,

of

evidently weakly convex, depunctures very small. De-

beginning at middle, moderately steep,
broadly con\ex; sculpture about as on disc except striae and interstriae somewhat narrower.
Wstiture of ground cover of abundant, short,
interstrial scales, each scale about as long as
wide; and erect, flattened bristles about four
times as long as ground cover, spaced between
rows bv distances about equal to length of a
bristle, within a row h\ one to three times
length of a bristle. Broad strial grooves smooth,
except for punctures, and glabrous.
clivitv'

Female.— Similar to male except frons weakconvex, a weak, transverse callus just above
level of antennal insertion, an obscure fovea at
center; scape not ornamented by hair; anterolateral crenulations on pronotum slightly larger;
interstrial bristles wider, more nearly scalelike
ly

on basal half of

elytra.

of

Canon

Zancudo, Zulia, Venezuela.

Type Materlvl.- The male holotype, female
and 14 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation.
type locality on 4 June 1970, 10
No. 522, from the same unidentified vine ( liana
that contained vinealis, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are

mv

collection.

Chaetophloeus andinus,

n. sp.

the second species of Chaetophloeus
occur in South America. It is allied to
brasilicmis Blackman, but it may be distinguLshed bv the larger size, by the more deeply
emarginate epistoma, by the more deeply excavated and elaborately ornamented male frons,

This

known

is

to

and by the

median

line; lateral

and upper margins ornamented by a dense brush
of long hau-, tips of some setae on vertex extend
beyond epistomal margin. Antennal club large,
1.9 times as long as wide; three sutures weakly
procurved, suture 3 two-thirds club length from
base.

Pronotum

as

hra.siUensis,

in

with

surface

sculpture finer, one paired group of three tubercles in anterolateral areas; setae of two
types, some slender, short, others scales one and
one-half to two times as long as wide except
three times as long on anterior margin and in

small area near scutellum.

Elytra as in brasiliensis except

strial

punc-

about

three
tures slightly
times as wide as striae; erect interstrial scales
more numerous, in less definite rows, each erect
smaller;

interstriae

wide on disc, up
wide on declivity.

scale about twice as long as
five times as long as

to

Female.— Similar to male except frons weakconvex; epistomal emargination more than
four times as wide as deep; frontal vestiture
much shorter, unifonnly distributed; pronotum
ly

with two paired groups of tubercles.

Type Locality.— Three km
las,

east of Lagunil-

Merida, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 26 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

Type Locality.— Thirty km north

in

tubercles directed orad near

longer, erect, interstrial setae.

Male.— Length 1.9 mm (paratypes 1..3-1.8
mm), 1.5 times as long as wide; color very
dark bro\\ii, with pale and light brown vestiture.
Frons deeply concave to inner margin of eye
from epistomal margin to vertex; epistomal margin ver\' deeply, broadly emarginate, less than
three times as wide as deep, a pair of marginal

m

elevatype locality on 12 January 1970, 1000
236
and
No.
Mimosa
twigs
from
Z37,
tion. No.
and 2.39 from an unidentified vine, by S. L.

Wood.
The

my

holotype, allotype,

and paratypes are

in

collection.

Liparthriim carapae,

n. sp.

This is the first record of this genus from
South America. As in americamim Wood the
male frons of this species is broadly concave,
but it differs by the restriction of frontal pubescence to the vertex, by the much finer, less
abundant vestiture on pronotum and elytra, by
the obsolescent strial punctures, and by the
larger size.

Male.— Length

mm),

1.1

mm

(paratypes 0.8-1.2
dark red-

2.4 times as long as wide; color

dish brown.

Frons rather deeply concave from eye to eye
from epistomal margin to vertex; surface shining, punctures very minute, rather abundant;
concavity apparently glabrous, upper margin
ornamented by a brush of long hair, tips of
some setae reaching middle of concavity. An-
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tennal club rather largp, broadly oval, devoid
of sutures.

FronoUiin

times as long as wide; sides

1.0

subparallel, feebly arcuate on basal half, rather

broadly rounded

in front; moderately declivous
on anterior fourth; surface subreticulate, with
minute, isolated asperities on median area almost to base, punctures not evident. Vestiture of
fine, recumbent hair and a few erect, slender

scales.

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide, 1.4 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
basal two-thirds, rather broadly
rounded behind; each basal margin armed by

as long as

on

parallel

not impressed, punctures
almost totally obsolete, a few feebly impressed
near center of disc; interstriae minutely irregular, uniseriately granulate. Declivity steep, convex; as on disc. Vestiture consisting of very fine,
rather short, recumbent, strial hair; and rows of
six crenulations; striae

each scale about half as
long as distance between rows, each about three

erect, interstrial scales,

times as

most

as

hmg

wide

as

wide on

disc,

on declivity

al-

as long.

Female.— Similar

to

male except frons con-

vex, minutely reticulate-granulate, glabrous; anterior

margin

teeth;

pronotal

more

distinctly

of

pronotum

asperities

km

much

larger;

striae

east of Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela.

m

the type locality on 12 June 1970, 200
elevation. No. 572, Carapa gtiiatiemis, S. L. Wood.
The beetles infested the phloem of branches and

bole of the host. The galleries were typical of
the genus.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in
collection.

Liparthniin meridensis,

n. sp.

This species has the concave male frons of
it may be distinguished
from other species of this group by the elevated
interstriae 3 and by the absence of scales on

americanum Wood, but

declivital interstriae 2.

MALE.-Length

mm),

0.8

mm

(paratypes 0.75-0.85

2.2 times as long as wide; color very dark

brown.
Frons concave from eye to eye, from cpistoma to upper level of eyes; surface reticulate,
punctures minute, rather abundant; vestiture
moderately abundant laterally and above, rather
abundant and apparently part of setae remarkably spatulate on their distal halves.

to

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide, 1.6 times as
long as pronotum; basal margins armed by six
pairs of crenulations; striae not impressed, punctures small, moderately deep; interstriae as wide
as striae, smooth, uniseriate punctures feebly
vulcanate. Declivity steep, convex; interstriae
1

and 3

distinctly elevated,

rather fine,
hair,

strial

2

flat.

Vestiture of

recumbent strial and interand interstrial rows of erect scales;
short,

each scale about twice as long as wide; declivital
interstriae 2 and lower half of 4 devoid of
scales.

Female.— Similar
reticulate,

vex,

to male except frons conwith a few obscure punctures;

margin of pronotum armed by four
slope of pronotum armed by
about a dozen coarse asperities; strial punctures
about twice as large, deep; declivital interstriae
1 and 3 more strongly elevated, about a fourth
anterior
teeth;

anterior

as high as wide.

Type Locality.— Five km

east

Lagunillas,

Merida, Venezuela.

impressed on declivity.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and 230 paratypes were collected at

my

minute asperities on median two-thirds

or

base.

armed bv eight

Type Locality.— Campamento Rio Grande,
30

Pronotum 0.86 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides rather strongly arcuate on basal
half, narrowly rounded in front; surface subreticulate, with rather abundant, isolated granules

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 71 paratypes were collected at the

allotype,

m

elevatype locality on 12 January 1970, 1000
No. 238, from a composite shrub, by S. L.

tion.

Wood,
The

my

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Cladoctonus boliviae (Wood)
Hoplitophthonis boliviae Wood, 1961, Gt. Ba.sin Nat.
21:106 (Holotype, female; Route liehveen Boyiiilbe
and Charagiia via Ciieva, Ingri, etc., Bolivia; U.S.
Nat. Mus.).

A long series of this species was taken at
Campo Capote, 27 km northeast of Montoya,
Santander, Colombia, 2-VII-70, 150 m elevation.
No. 601, from PseucholmecUa, by me. The apparently monogamous beetles entered the bark
through tunnels made by an equally small
Phloeotribtis. In the cambium region they appropriated one or both of the Phloeotribtis egg
galleries and extended or branched from it in
constructing their owii tunnels that engraved
both phloem and xylem. The beetles worked
more or less in pairs along one branch of the
tunnel while other pairs constructed their tunnels as branches of the tunnel of their comp;mions. Usually about two to four branches
were fomied from one original Cladoctonus
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entry. Larval mines were in the phloem, but
were completely confused with those of the
Phlocotribits. These tunnels were almost identi-

Wood.

cal to those of Carpliodicticus crwtatus

size,

by the small, shallowly
and by the more
plumose setae in the clytral ground

by the black

impressed

slender, less

color,

punctures,

stri;d

vestiture.

Female.— Length
Pycnarthrum iiionuitmn,

n. sp.

mm),

This species, at least superficially, is very
similar to hisj)ic1tnn (Ferrari) except that all
lontj setae or bristles are absent from the entire
liodv; the vestiture consists only of the very

Female.— Length

1.6

mm, about

2.2

times

wide (elytra spread slightly); color
ver)' dark brown, elytra lighter.
Frons weaklv convex except indistinctly concave on central third; eyes separated above by
distance greater than width of an eye; surface

as long as

mm

(paratypes

1..3-1.4

Frons rather strongly, evenly convex to epistoma; surface reticulate, becoming subrugulose
below, punctures fine, shallow, obscure; eyes
separated by distance greater than width of an
eye;

short ground cover of scales.

1.4

2.2 times as long as wide; color black.

vestiture

of

rather

sparse,

erect,

stout,

moderately long, white bristles. Antennal club
2.0 times as long as wide, two sutures indicated.

Pronotum

0.9.3

times as long as wide; widest

at or slightly in front of middle, sides

arcuate, very broadly

rounded

weakly

in front; surface

reticulate,

strongly reticulate on anterior third, obscurely
reticulate behind, subshining, punctures small,
close, moderately deep. Vestiture of fine hair

close, sharply, not

and stout

rounded in front; surface shining, subreticulate
on anterior surface, with minute points mod-

twice as wide as

punctures moderately coarse, rather
deeply impressed: vestiture of
minute hair and scales, each not longer than
twice diameter of a puncture. Antennal club
and flagellum missing on type.
Pronotiim about ecjual in length and width;
widest at middle, sides weakly arcuate, broadly

erately abundant, punctures moderately coarse,

deep, close, interspaces not wider than distance
equal to diameter of a puncture. Vestiture inconspicuous, consisting of short, slender hair and
on anterior half some equally short, stout setae
intennixed.

Elytra about 1.4 times as long as wide; sides
almost straight and parallel on basal two-thirds,
rather broadlv rounded behind; striae 1 moderatelv, others not impressed, punctures coarse,
deep, rather close; interstriae as wide as striae,
subshining, very obscurely subreticulate, punctures small, moderately abundant, confused. Declivitv steep, broadly convex; interstriae 2 somewhat impressed, narrower than others. Vestiture
consisting of minute strial hair on disc only,
short, confused,

subplumose, narrow,

and

interstrial

abundant on disc and declivity;
erect bristles found in other species of

scales equally

rows of
this genus absent.

Type Locality.— Olanchito,

Yoro, Honduras.

Type Material.— The female holotype was
collected at the tvpe locality on 7 October 1949,
at light,

by

striae,

evidently obscurely sub-

median row

of punctures uniseriate,
very small but almost twice as large as confused
reticulate,

rather

supplementary

Declivity
punctures.
rather narrowly convex, not at

steep,

all

im-

pressed; essentially as on disc, except strial punctures very slightly deeper. Vestiture consisting
of short, interstrial ground vestiture of rather
fine

(anteriorly)

to

stout

(posteriorly)

semi-

few exhibit indications of being subplumose, and longer, erect,
uniseriate rows of stout, almost scalelike setae,
recumbent

hairlike bristles, a

each erect bristle slightly less than twice as long
as ground vestiture and about four to six times
as long as wide; not longer on declivity.

Type Locality.— La Ceiba,

Atlantida,

Hon-

duras.

Type Material.— The female holotype was
taken at the type locality 10 June 1949, at light,
by E. C. Becker. Three female paratypes bear
identical data except one was taken on 27 May
1949 and two on 20 May 1949.
The holotype and paratypes are in my collection.

E. C. Becker.

The holotype

is

in

my

Pycnarthrum

collection.

Pycnarthrum funerium.

but

bristles intermixed over entire surface,
moderately long.
Elytra about 1.4 times as long as wide (elytra
spread slightly); sides almost straight and parallel on basal tsvo-thirds, rather broadly rounded
behind; striae not impressed, punctures rather
small, distinct, very shallow; interstriae almost

n.

sp.

This species is allied to hispidum (Ferrari)
may be distinguished by the very small

fici, n.

sp.

This species superficially resembles hispidum
but may be distinguished by the
deeply concave male frons, by the pale yellow
mature body color, by the more narrowly convex
(Ferrari)
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elytral declivity,

and by the shorter

Ptjcmirtlirum perdiitim, n. sp.

elytral ves-

titure.

Male.— Length

mm),

Wood

This species and lucidum
2.2

times

1.7

mm

long

a.s

a.s

(paratypes
wide; color pale
1.6-1.7

yellow.

Frons

rather

deeply

concave

from

upper

level of eyes to cpistomal margin; surface reticulate, finely granulate; eyes rather narrowly separated above, separated by distance ecjual to 1..5
times width of an eye; vestiture of rather fine,

short,

moderately

abundant

setae.

Antennal

club 1.6 times as long as wide; sutures 1 and 2
distinct, .3 obscurelv indicated.
Pronotum proportions and outline as in

on

setae

the

basal

half

of

the

have the

elytra

much

slender and the erect bristles longer
than in other representatives of the genus. From
lucidum this species is distinguished by the
larger, more widely spaced pronotal punctures,

more

by the more abrupt slope of the elytral declivity,
and by the less strongly impressed male frons.

Male.— Length

1..3

mm

(allotype 1.6

2.3 times as long as wide;

somewhat

elytra

mm),

color dark brown,

lighter.

weakly convex except flattened in
median area on lower half; surface reticulate,
Frons

hisi)idum; surface reticulate on anterior third,
obscurely subreticulate behind, punctures uni-

rather finely, shallowly punctured, a conspicuous median fovea at center; eyes separated

formly rather small, shallow, close. Vestiture
very short, of fine and stout setae intennixed.
Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide; sides almost

above by

straight

and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather
rounded behind; striae weakly im-

narrowly

pressed, punctures very shallow, obscurely impressed, of moderate size, interstriae about one
and one-half times as wide as striae, surface not
regular, perhaps very minutely rugulose, punc-

many very minutely elevated paralong median row. Declivity rather
steep, convex; striae and interstriae slightly narrower than on disc, striae more distinctly impressed, punctures less distinct. Vestiture consisting of short, stout, moderately abundant
ground cover mostly in indefinite marginal rows
on each interstriae, not subplumose, and interstrial rows of erect, stout bristles, each bristle
about one and one-third times as long as ground
setae, very slightly shorter in length than width
of an interstriae, at least six times as long as
wide.
tures minute,
ticularly

Female.— Similar
erately convex from

to male except frons modupper level of eyes to near

epistoma; surface very finely subrugulose.

Type Locality.— Olanchito, Honduras.

1.4 times width of an eye. Anteimal
and 2
club 2.0 times as long as wide; sutures
1

indicated.

Pronotum proportions, outline and sculpture
as

hispidum

in

margins and on anterior

paratypes were collected at the type locality on
21 June (type), 15 and 19 May 1949, at light,
by E. C. Becker. The female allotype and 40

paratypes were taken at La Ceiba, Honduras,

on various dates from May to July 1949, at light,
by E. C. Becker. Eighty-seven paratypes were
taken at 5 km west of El Pino ( near southeastern shore of Lake Maracaibo), Merida, Venezuela, on 20 October 1969, 10
elevation. No.

from strangler fig, by S. L. Wood. The
were basically as in Jus-pkhim.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

143,

mv

collection.

uniformly

fifth.

punctures

impressed,

not

moderately

large,

wide as striae, puncof two sizes, a median row of small puncand less abundant, very minute punctures

rather deep; interstriae as
tures
tures

interstriae. Declivity rather steep,
convex; striae distinctly impressed, narrower
than on disc; interstriae weakly convex. Vesti-

on margins of

ture of fine strial hair

and

e(jually fine, short,

recumbent, sparse, interstrial hair, and interstrial rows of longer, erect, slender bristles, each
bristle one and one-half times as long as ground
vestiture, ecjual in length to width of an interstriae, stout, more than six times as long as wide.

Female.— Similar to male except frons more
stronglv convex to epistoma, interstrial bristles
slender.

Type Locality.— La Ceiba, Adantida, Honduras.

Type Material.— The male holotype and
female allotype were taken at the type locality
on 26 August 1949, at light, by E. C'. Becker.
The holotype and allotype are in my collection.

Pycnartlirum lucidum.

m

gallerv svstems

punctures

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide; sides almost
straight and parallel on basal tsvo-thirds, rather
narrowly rounded behind; striae 1 feebly, others

more

Type Material.— Tlie male holotypc and four

except

rather large, deep, not as close; vestiture of fine
hair except intennixed with stouter setae on

This species

mav be

is

allied to

n. sp.

perditum Wood, but

bv the concave male frons,
by the closer, finer, pronotal punctures, by the
less steep elytral declivit\', by the larger, deeper
distinguislied
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punctures, and by the less abundant, finer
pronotal and elytral vestiture.
strial

Male.— Length

mm),

mm

(paratypes

1.5-1.9

2.3 times as long as wide; color

brown,

1.7

elytra lighter.

Frons moderately concave from upper level
of eyes to epistoma, a shining, transverse callus

on median half of epistoma, a pair of calli in
lateral areas of concavity just above level of
surface shining, obscurely
reticulate; punctures rather fine, deep, rather
close; eyes separated by distance equal to width
of an eye. Antennal club 1.6 times as long as
wide, sutures 1 and 2 distinct, 3 obscurely indi-

antemial

insertion;

cated.

Pronotum proportions and outline as in perditum; surface brightlv shining except obscurely
on anterior

reticulate

third;

minute points pres-

punctures rather small, deep, close. Vestiture mostly abraded, verv fine, a few coarse

ent,

setae in anterolateral areas.

Elytra

1.4

times

as

long

as

wide;

sides

and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather
narrowly rounded behind; striae weakly im-

straight

pressed, punctures coarse, close, moderately
deep; interstriac slightlv wider than striae, almost smooth, shining, punctures very fine, in
three obscure ranks, median row very slightly
Declivitv rather steep, convex; striae
larger.
narrowlv impressed, narrower than on disc; interstriae twice as wide as striae, rather weakly
convex. Vestiture consisting of fine, short strial
hair and interstrial short ground cover of very

on disc becoming scalelike on declivity,
and interstrial rows of erect bristles, each bristle
almost twice as long as ground cover, equal in
length to width of an interstriae. about six to
eight times as long as wide.

13

transverse epistomal carina of the male,

and by

the longer, very stout interstrial bristles.

Male.— Length 1.8 mm, 2.1 times as long as
wide; color very dark brown, elytra lighter.
Frons deeply concave from just below upper
level of eyes to epistoma as in jici; epistoma
armed by an acnately elevated, transverse carina
on median fourth; eyes separated above by 2.2
Other features of head

times width of an eye.

and pronotum

essentially as in

jici.

Elytra 1.25 times as long as wide; outline as
in jici; striae weakly impressed, punctures rather
small, distinctly not deeply impressed, not at all

confluent or rugulose; interstriae shining, almost
twice as wide as striae, median row of punctures
fine, uniseriate, punctures on margins of each
interstriae minute. Declivity rather steep, convex; strial punctures deeper than on disc, very
close, shining, not at all confluent or reticulate.

Vestiture of fine, short, recumbent strial hair and
rows of short, rather slender, subplumose scales
on each margin of each interstriae; and interstrial rows of erect very stout bristles, each
bristle slightlv shorter than width of an interstriae, each about four times as long as wide.

Type Locality.— Near Leonpampa, Department Huanuco, Peru.
Ty'PE Material.— The unique male holotype
was collected at the type locality between 11
and 30 December 1937, 800 m elevation, in
jungle. No. 3811, by F. Woytkowski.

The holotype

is

in

my

collection.

fine hair

Female.— Similar

to male except frons rather
convex from upper level of eyes to

stronglv

epistoma.

Type Locality.— Finca Gromaco on Rio Goto
Brus, Puntarenas, Gosta Rica.

Material.— The male

Type

holotype

and

four paratypes were collected at the tvpe localielevation, No. 60,
ty on 14 July 1963, .500
from a broken limb, by S. L. Wood. The allotype and 63 female paratypes were taken at
elevation.
Playon, San Jose, Gosta Rica, 20

m

m

No. 117, in Cedro amarga, by

The

my

holot}'pe, allotype,

S.

L.

Wood.

and paratypes

Pijcnarthrum subcarinahnn,
This species

Male.— Length
mm), 2.1 times as

as wide.

Female.— Similar

to

male except frons con-

vex, epistomal elevation not indicated.

Type Locality.— Eight
n. sp.

This species is verv similar to fici Wood, but
distinguished by the sharply elevated.

may be

mm

1.9
(paratypes 1.6-1.9
long as wide; color very dark

brown, vestiture pale.
Frons as in carinatum except epistomal carina weaklv developed, shorter, not acutely produced. Pronotum as in carinatum except vestiture finer. Elytra as in carinatum except erect
interstrial setae slightly longer and much more
slender, each bristle six or more times as long

Bumbum,

it

very closely related to carinanoted below.

as

are in

collection.

Piicnarthnim carinatum,

is

tum Wood except

n. sp.

km

southwest

of

Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The holotype, allotype, and
10 paratypes were taken at the type locality on
elevation, No. 327,
11 February 1970, 150

m
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from Charo Blanco (Brosmium

sp.

),

by

S.

L.

Wood.
Pijcnarthnim hrosmii,

Type Materl\^l.— The male holotype, female
and six paratypes were collected at

flattened male frons.

mm

(paratypes 1.9-2.1
long as wide; color reddish

2.0

brown.
Frons flattened from

just

below upper

level

of eyes to epistoma; surface shining, obscurely
reticulate, punctures fine, moderately close; vestiture

rather

sparse,

fine,

erect,

Wood; 12 paratypes bear identical data except
5 November 1969, No. 106; two paratypes are
Bumbum, Barinas, Venezuela,
labeled 8 km
11-11-70, No. 319; two paratypes 10 km SE Miri,
Barinas, Venezuela, 8-II-70, No. 299; six paratypes 27 km NE Montoya, Santander, Colombia,
2-VII-70, No, 591; and 24 paratypes 8 km S

SW

Colonia (near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca,
Colombia, 9-VII-70, No. 645, all from the same
host and collector.

moderately

above by a distance ecjual to width of an eye.
Antennal club 1.8 times as long as wide, sutures
1 and 2 indicated.
Pronotum equally as long as wide; widest in
front of middle, broadly rounded in front; surface shining, except subreticulate on anterior
third, a few minute points, punctures fine,
rather deep, moderately close; vestiture of fine,
short bristles, a few longer setae in marginal
areas.

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide; sides almost
straight and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather

broadly rounded behind; striae 1 slightly, others
feebly or not at all impressed, punctures rather
small, moderately close; interstriae twice as wide
as striae, almost smooth, median row of punctures uniseriate, fine, becoming finely then
rather conspicuously granulate in progressing
from anterior to posterior areas, supplementary
punctures on margins of each interstriae minute,
spaced.

Declivity

rather

steep,

broadly flattened; strial punctures conspicuously
larger and deeper than on disc; interstriae
slightly wider than striae, 1 moderately elevated,
2 distinctly impressed, all interstriae with upper
half uniseriately, rather finely granulate.

Vesti-

ture consisting of ground cover of fine, short,

moderately abundant strial and interstrial hair,
strial setae absent on declivity, interstrial ground
cover on declivity of subplumose scales; and
interstrial rows of erect bristles, each bristle
slightly more than twice as long as ground cover,
about equal in length to width of an interstriae,
each at least eight times as long as wide.

Female.— Similar to male except frons
moderately convex from upper level of eyes to
epistoma.

Type Locality.- Nine km south
Barinas, Venezuela.

1 October 1969, 150 m elefrom Charo amarillo, by S. L.

the type locality on
vation, No. 23,

long; eyes very large, coarsely faceted, separated

irregularly

(Charo amarillo).

sp.

allotype,

n. sp.

This species is allied to lucidum Wood, but
it may be distinguished by the much liner pronotal and elytral discal punctures, by the more
strongly impressed elytral declivity, and by the

Male.— Length
mm), 2.3 times as

Host.— Brosmium

of Barrancas,

Gymnochihis
This

species

but

Eichhoff,

alni, n. sp.

similar

rather

is

may be

to

distinguislied

by

reitteri

by

the

elongate body,
by the absence or near absence of sutures on
the antennal club, and by the obsolescent strial
punctures on the disc.

concave

male

frons,

Male.— Length

mm),
brown

times as
to bicolored.

2.2

the

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.2
long as wide; color light

2.2

Frons rather shallowlv, broadlv concave from
well above eyes to epistoma; surface strongly
reticulate, a transverse arcuate callus at and
slightly above level of antennal insertion, punctures fine, shallow, moderatelv abundant; vesti-

Antennal club 1.3
times as long as wide, sutures not clearly e\ident
except basal portion slightly sclerotized to point
where suture 1 normally located.
ture fine, very short, sparse.

Pronotum 0.S6 times as long as wide; outline,
sculpture and vestiture as in reitteri except posterior area finelv, densclv punctiued.
Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide; sides almost
and parallel on more than basal half,

straight

narrowly rounded behind; striae 1 distinctly,
others feebly or not at all impressed, punctiires
small, scarceJN' distinguishable from those of
interstriae; interstriae three to four times as

wide

as striae, obscurely subreticulate, rather finely,

densely punctured. Declivity commencing at
middle, moderately steep, convex; strial puncdistinct; interstriae 1 weakly eleWstiture of short, recumbent, very
abundant, fine hair; and sparse interstrial rows
of erect bristles, those on even-numbered interstriae onl\- slightlv longer than ground vestiture,
on disc only, those on odd interstriae slender,
equal in length to width of an interstriae on
both disc and declivity.

tures

vated.

small,
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male except frons weak-
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ly convex, callu.s present; .short interstrial bristles

ing of minute, fine, strial and interstrial hair,
and a few long, erect hairlike setae on and near

on even-numbered

declivity.

to

interstriae slightly longer, ex-

tending to declivity.

km

Type

Loc.\lity.— Ten
Puebla, Mexico.

SE

Teziutlan,

Type MATEni.\L.— The male holotvpe, female
allotype, and 24 parat>'pes were taken at the
type' locality, from AInus,

m elevation.
The
in

my

No. 141, by

holotvpe,

S.

Male,— Similar to female except frons not
impressed, convex.
Type Locality.— Eight km south of Colonia
(near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca, Colombia.
Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 97 paratypes were taken at the

on 2 July 1967, 1600
L.

allotv'pe,

allotype,

Wood.
and paratypes are

collection.

type locality on 9 July 1970, 70 m elevation.
No. 624, from CJu.sia twigs, by S. L. Wood.
Tlie holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

Scohjtodes ominateus,

by the fine, greatly reduced vestiture, and
by the sulcate elytral declivity. It evidently represents a new species group in the genus. It
would be placed in Ptjcnartlinim except for the
frons,

Scolytodes punctifer,

smaller punctures, and by the more abundant
elytral hair.

Male.— Length

Female.— Length

mm

(paratypes 1.7-2.0
mm), 2.6 times as long as wide; color yellowish
to reddish brown.
2.0

Frons very strongly concave on upper half,
abruptly, rather strongly impressed on lower
half; entire surface reticulate, with rather obscure, shallow, rather fine, moderately sparse
punctures; vestiture fine, sparse, inconspicuous.
Eyes greatly enlarged, approximate above, separated by a distance equal to less than diameter
of two facets. Antennal club with suture 1 partly
septate, others obsolete.
1.2 times as

long as wide; widest

on basal fourth, sides almost straight and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather broadly rounded
in
front;
moderately declivous on anterior
surface reticulate, rather fine, shallow,
moderately abundant. Vestiture minute, inconspicuous, a few longer hairs on anterior margins.
fourth;

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
as long as pronottim; sides almost straight

and

broadly
rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures
shallow, moderately large, in somewhat indefinite rows; interstrial punctures slightly smaller
than those of striae, not easily disHnguLshed.
Declivity steep, convex and rather narrowly
bisulcate; declivital punctures fine, confused,
indistinct; sutural interspace moderately elevated, a moderately deep, narrow sulcus on interstriae 2; lateral areas convex. Vestiture consist-

on

basal

two-thirds,

rather

n. sp.

This pubescent species is allied to punctatus
Eggers, but it may be distinguished by the
much smaller strial punctures with the interstrial punctures much smaller than those of the
striae, by the smooth pronotum surface with

antennal club.

parallel

collection.

u. sp.

This unique species is distinguished from all
other species in the genus by the large, very
narrowly separated eyes on the vertex, by the
strongly impressed lower half of the female

Pronotum

my

wide;

color

lighter,

abundant

1.5

mm,

2.0 times as long as

brown, elytra

dark

very

slightly

vestiture pale.

Frons convex, a slight transverse impression
above epistoma; surface obscurely reticulate,
punctures rather small, deep, moderately close;
vestiture fine, sparse, short. Sutures of antennal
club almost obsolete.
just

Pronotum 0.95 times

as long as wide; sides

feebly arcuate on basal half, broadly
rounded in front; surface obscurely reticulate
behind, distinctly reticulate toward anterior margin, punctures coarse, deep, close. Vestiture fine,

parallel,

abundant, moderately long.
Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide; sides almost
and parallel on basal two-thirds; striae
feebly, others not impressed, punctures rather

straight
1

smooth about one and

coarse, deep; interstriae

one-half

times

as

wide

as

striae,

punctures

rather large, uniscriate except slightly confused
on 2. Declivity convex, rather steep; all punctures distinctly smaller, otherwise similar to
disc.
strial

Vestiture of rather abundant, fine, erect,
and interstrial hair, and slightly longer,

rows of slightly coarser, interstrial
each long hair about one and one-half
times as long as distance between rows.
uniseriate
hair;

Type Locality. —Volcan
Costa Rica.

Irazu,

Cartago,

Type Material.— The imique male holotype
was taken at the type locality on 26 September

Brigham Young University
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1963, 2300 m elevation, No. 207, from a twig of
Oreopanax nubigenus, by S. L. Wood.

The holotypo

i.s

my

in

Scolytodes

collection.

Idrsuttis, n. sp.

This .species is allied to punctifer Wood, but
distinguished by the fine, confused
elytral punctures, by the strongly reticulate, dull
pronotal surface, and by the much finer pronotal
punctures.
it

may be

Malk.— Length

mm,

1.7

2.1 times as

long as

wide; color black.
Frons moderately convex, surface strongly
punctures fine, deep, moderately
reticulate,
abundant; vestiture inconspicuous.
Fronotuni ().9.5 times as long as wide; outline
as in punctifer; surface strongly reticulate, dull,
punctures fine, rather shallow, moderately abundant. Vestiture fine, rather abundant, moderateIv long.

Elytra 1.2 times as long as wide; outline as in
punctifer: strial

and

interstrial

punctures equal

rather shallow, interstrial punctures confused, those of striae distinguished with
difficultv. Declivitv convex, rather steep; punc-

in size, small,

;ind

strial

interstrial

hair slightly longer than distance

Type

Vestiture consisting of unLseriate rows of

vex.

very

Locality.— Tapanti,

between rows.

Cartago,

Costa

Rica.

m

elevation.

No.

8,

by S. L. Wood.
The holotype is in mv

from ;m unidentified

recumbent, moderately long

on posterior half of

striae

spaced,
length,

erect,

about

spatulate

strial

odd-numbered

interstrial hair; in addition,

elytra

bristles

and

inter-

bear widely
of

moderate

such bristles on each inter-

six

striae.

Type LocALiTi.— Barro
Canal Zone, Panama.

Colorado

Island,

Type Material.— The male holotype was
taken at the type locality between November
1952 and March 1953, presumably at light, by
J.

Zetek.

The holotype

is

in

my

collection.

Scoh/todes pannticetis,

n. sp.

This species and plicatus Wood are unique
having unusually broad, eostiform pronotal
asperities.
Tliis species is distinguished from
])Iicatm- by the smaller, shallow strial and interin

strial

Typk Matkhial.— The unique male holotype
was taken at the type locality on 2 July 1963,
1300

fine,

hair,

uniseriate rows of interstrial hair; each longer

Bulletin

Elytra 1.2 times as long as wide, 1.5 times as
long as pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, rather broadly
rounded behind; striae feebly if at ail impressed,
punctures large, moderately deep, close; interstriae almost as wide as striae, smooth, shining,
punctures very fine, uniseriate, close. Declivity
convex, rather steep; strial punctures gradually
reduced to about t^vo-thirds size on disc; interstriae slightly wider than striae, very feebly con-

Vestiture of fine, long
and slightly longer

tures minute, contused.

Sc:ienc:e

punctures, and by the very different sculp-

ture of the female frons.

Female.— Length

1.7

mm

(male

1.5

mm),

2.4

times as long as wide; color vellowish brown.

vine,

collection.

Frons flattened from epistoma to upper level
surface minutely, denselv pilose over
almost entire flattened area; epistomal margin
very slightly elevated, smooth, shining, a narrow
median extension reaching level of antennal insertion; lateral and upper extreme margins bearing a row of long, yellow hair.
of eyes,

Scohjtodes

The

position of this small, stout species

probleiiKitical,

and

interstrial

Wood.

Male.— Length
color

is

but the rows of very fine, strial
hair suggest a possible relation-

ship to liirsutus

wide;

crasstis, n. sp.

nun, 1.9 times as long as
vellowish brown, apparently not
1.0

Pronotimi and elytra as in plicatus except
punctures slightly larger, strial and
interstrial punctures much larger and deeper.

pronotal

fully colored.

Frons convex, surhice obscuielv reticulate,
shining, punctures rather large, deep, not close;

Male.— Similar

to female

vex, reticulate, punctures

except frons eon-

moderately large, shal-

fine,

low, rather sparse, subglabrous; pronotal asperities slightlv larger; pronotal and elvtnd punc-

base, sides indistinctlv arcuate, converging
very slightly on basal two-thirds, rather narrowly rounded in front; surface smooth and shining,
punctures small, rather shallow, moderately
close, irregularlv spaced.
Vestiture of short,
very fine, moderately abundant recumbent hair.

tures distinctly finer.

moderately abundant toward epistoma.
Pronotum 0.94 times as long as wide; widest

at

Type Locality. —La Ceiba,

Atlantida,

Hon-

duras.

Type Matekial.- The female holotype was
taken at the type locality on 7 June 1949, at

Biological Series, Vol.

by

light,

identical

E. C. Becker.

New

No. 3

15,

The male

data except that

it

Neotropical Scolytidae

allotype bears

was taken on

June 1949.
The holotype and allotype are

in

my

17

collec-

tion.

male

17

declivital interstriae 7

which continues

to

the apex.

mm

Male.— Length

mm),

(paratypes 1.4-1.5
1.5
times as long as wide; rather dark

2.8

reddish brown.
ScoJijtodes micidti.s, n. sp.

Frons moderatelv convex, a slight summit
above level of antennal insertion, a weak,
transverse impression just above epistoma; surface reticulate at sides and above, shining, with
sparse, moderately coarse punctures; eyes separated by twice width of an eye.

just

This species

Wood, but

it

is

very closely related to tenuis
distinguished by the

may be

closely set bristles

on

interstrial punctures,

by the finer
and by the glabrous cenall interstriae,

area on the female frons.

tral

Female.— Length 1.4
mm), 2.9 times as long

Pronotmn

mm

(paratypes 1.2-1.4
as wide; color almost

long as wide; widest

1.4 times as

at base, sides feebly constricted, almost straight

on basal three-fourths, rather broadly rounded

black.

in front; surface shallowly reticulate,

Frons flattened from epistoma to upper level
of eves, median third on lower half smooth,
shining, slightlv elevated, remaining area coarseIv, closely, deeply punctured; punctured area

rather

times as long as wide; sides
rather strongly constricted on basal half, otherwise as in tenuis except posterior area smooth,
shining (feebly reticulate in a few specimens).
1.2

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide; outline and
sculpture as in tenuis. Vestiture consisting of
fine,

short strial hair

each

bristles;

than

distance

l)ristles

and

long, erect interstrial
bristle

interstrial

between

rows

longer
betsveen

slightly

and

to female except frons condeeplv, narrowlv, transverselv impressed
above epistoma, surface coarsely, deeply punc-

punctures

Glabrous.

large, deep, close; interstriae smooth,

shining, strongly convex, as

wide

as striae,

punc-

tures fine, uniseriate, rather widely spaced.
striae strongly

steep, convex;

clivity

except lower half of
duced, minute on 1;

rowed on

left

1,

punctures strongly

interstriae

strongly

moderately so on

side,

De-

impressed
re-

nar-

right,

2

armed by about three to six
small teeth (usuallv different numbers on right
and left sides), 3 and 4 convex but unanned and
feebly elevated and

to

7,

and continuing

Male.— Similar

oval.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
pronotum; outline about as in hoops
except apex narrower; striae strongly impressed,

continuing

within a row.

deep,

close,

as long as

punctmes

liearing a tuft of long, vellow hair.

Pronotum

coarse,

declivity,

of

7

strongly,

acutely

elevated

Vestiture confined to
rather short hair; a few

to apex.

coarse,

vex,

scales

tured.

Female.— Similar to male except pronotum
more finely sculptured; elytral declivity sculp-

Type Locality.— Four miles north

of Totola-

pan, Oaxaca, Mexico.

Type Material.- The female holotype, male
and 28 paratypes were collected at the

on 20 June 1967, 1 100 m elevation.
No. 68, in Ficus. bv S. L. Wood. One paratype
was taken at Palin, Es(|uintla, Guatemala, 19
Mav 1964, 300 m elevation. No. 683, S. L.
t\^pe localitv

in

my

holotvpe.

allotvpe,

1

and

2.

tured about as on disc except interstrial puncvery finely granulate and punctures on
striae 1 much smaller; declivital interstriae 7
only moderately elevated as in female hoops;
scalclike setae

on declivity absent.

Type

Locality.— Carbonera
about 50 km (airline)
Merida, Venezuela.
Forest,

Experimental
northwest of

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 19 paratypes were collected at the

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

Microborus

interstriae

tures

allotype,

Wood.
The

on

type locality on 14 October 1969, 2500
vation. No. 57, from Chisici bark, by S. L.
lectus, n. sp.

This species is allied to hoops Blandford,
it is distinguished by the more widely separated eyes and elongate frons, by the more

but

coarsely punctured pronotum, by the more
strongly reduced punctures on striae 1 on the
lower half of the declivity particularly in the
male, and bv the much more strongly elevated

m

ele-

Wood.

Most of the galleries were at the fracture point
between the outer and inner bark of Chisia
logs from which other bark beetles had previously emerged. Evidently several successive
generations were produced without emerging
from the host between generations.

The
in

my

holotvpe,

collection.

allotype,

and paratypes are

18
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Scolijlii.s

The

frons resembles

proximus Chapuis, the
Wood. Stemum 2 re-

cristatus, but it is much more steeply
elevated and more finely sculj^tured, and the
median elevated process arises at the anterior

sembles

margin of sternum 2, it is slightly thicker, of
rather high unifonn height and descends abrupt-

The
in

my

holotype,

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.9
long as wide; color almost

2.6

black.

Frons broadly, weakly convex, a slight transverse impression on lower third, a moderately
large, rounded, shining tubercle just above mid-

tubercle convex and ecjually precipitous
on all sides; surface obscurely reticulate on
upper half, fine, moderately deep punctures arranged in obscure, shallow aciculate grooves,
punctures on lower half replaced by close,
rounded granules of ecjual size; epistomal margin smooth; vestiture of moderately abundant,
dle,

long

hair,

slightly

Antennal club with suture

1

longer laterally.
indicated.

Pronotum 0.97 times

as long as wide; widest
from base, sides weakly arcuate, converging slightly on basal two-thirds
then moderatelv constricted laterally just before
broadly
rounded
anterior
margin;
surface
smooth shining, punctures on disc slightly oval
in shape, rather close, moderately large for this
genus, about two to three times larger in lateral

one-third

length

Glabrous.
Elytra outline as in cii.itdtus; striae and interstriae equally,
narrowly, stronglv impressed,
punctmes moderatelv large, rather deep; interspaces between rows smooth and shining, about
as wide as punctures.
Glabrous except for a
few scattered bristles on or near declivity.
Stemum 2 vertical, rather finely, deeply
punctured; anned on slightlv more than anterior
h;ilf by a median process that begins in cleft
of anterior m;irgin of segment 2, process rising
abruptly to m;ixiinum height and continuing at
areas.

this

level

to

its

posterior

extremity,

rather

terminated behind; abdominal sterna
with moderatelv ;ibuiulant erect, nither long

;ibruptly
2-.5

bristles.

Female.— Similar to male except frontal tubercle not as high, granules on lower half of
frons more poorlv developed to ol)solete.
Type
40

km

L()c:ality.— Campamento

Gachicamo.

east of Canton, Barinas, Venezuela.

This species apparently is allied to peruanus
Eggers. From the key and description of the
female (Eggers, 19.37, Rev. de Ent. 7:83) it is
distinguished from Eggers' species by the broadly oval or round punctures on the female frons,
and the broadlv raised median area of the
epistoma (not carinate), by the unifonnly short,
frontal vestiture and, evidently, by the coarser
pronotal punctures and shorter elytral setae.

Female.— Length

mm),

2.0

brown

to black,

Type Matehial.— The male holotype, female
and 97 paratypes were taken at the

times

as

3.0

mm

long as

(paratypes 2.9-3.3
wide; very dark

pronotum usually darker,

scales

rather dark.

Frons broadly convex, a distinct, transverse
impression alcove epistoma, median area of impression broadly, distinctly elevated (not carinate); epistoma rather well developed, slightly
elevated; surface smooth, shining, with dense,
deep, moderately coarse, round or broadly oval
punctures; vestiture of short, moderately abundant, coarse setae of almost unifonn length.
Pronotum 0.95 times as long as wide; widest
one-third length from base, sides rather strongly
arcuate, converging only slightly before anterior third, rather broadly rounded in front;
surface smooth, shining, with a few \'erv minute,
impressed points, punctures rather fine (almost
as large as in pimcticoUls Blandford), oval on
disc,
in

up

lateral

as

and closer
punctmes at

to twice as large, subcircular

latend areas, a

row

of larger

and basal margins.

Glabrous.

Elvtra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.3 times
long as pronotum; slightlv naiTOwer than

pronotum; sides shallowlv eniarginate on basal
half, rather broadlv rounded Ix-hind; striae and
interstri;ie on basal half equallv, rather deeply
impressed, punctures moderatelv coarse, deep,
mostiv of about equal size; on posterior half
interstriae gradually, less strongly impressed
until almost flat toward apex, interstrial punctmes also decr<>asing in depth and clarity posteriorlv, centnil third of each interstriae on posterior h;df etched, dull, spreading to entire interthen to entire declivital surface near apex;
margin near apex almost smooth. Vestiture of slender, suberect scales; each scale slightly shorter than distance between rows; very
striiie,

eost;il

allot)'pc,

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

Scohjtopsis orinocanus, n. sp.

Male.— Length
mm), 1.7 times as

fine,

Bulletin

elevation,
type locality on 8 March 1970, 70
No. 356, from a large vinelike tree known locally as Hevecito, by S. L. Wood. The parental
tunnels were biramose and transverse; two females were associated with each male.

ly behind.

very

Univi-hisity Sf:iiiN(;E

m

hdiinensis, n. sp.

elytra are as in cristatus

Young

Biological Series, Vol.

15,

more slender and

slightly

New

No. 3

e(jual

Neotropical Scolytid.\e

in

length

to

puncticoUis.

by the very
ate,

Male.— Similar

female except flat from
no arch ) without elevations

to

vertex to epistoma (
except a feeble one at epistoma, central area
smooth and shining, lateral areas with dense,
long pubescence slightly shorter than in other

19
large, elongate, shallowly

coarsely faceted eyes,

oral region, ;uid

by

emargin-

by the very broad

entirely different types of

characters on the frons and elytral declivity.

,

species.

Loc.'Vlitv.— Campamento Rio Grande,

Type
30

km

east of Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 4S paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

type locality on 12 June 1970, 70
No. 573, in Tenninaliu guianensis,

elevation.

by

S.

Wood. These monogamous beedes made

L.

bira-

mous, longitudinal tunnels similar to those of
Scohjtus.

The

my

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Carphodicticus,

n.

Description.— Eyes large, broadly emarginantennal scape simple, funicle 5-segmented, club moderately flat, slightly asymmetrical,
with two straight, transverse sutures clearly inate;

dicated and at least partly septate, a third suPronotum elongate,
ture obscurely indicated.
laterally excised as in primitive Platypodidae,
anterior coxae moderately separated,

prostemum

extending well behind coxae. Scutellum small,
not depressed. Elytral bases unanned; interAnterior
striae 10 obsolete on posterior half.
coxae with raised cusp on anterodistal margin;
tibiae short, broad, anned by several teeth on
outer margin; tarsi longer than tibiae, segments
cylindrical, 1, 2, and 3 about equal in length.

Type Species.— Carphodicticus cristatus
Wood, described below.

gen.

Blandford 1895, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Sen
15:317) described from Ceylon a peculiar
genus, Craniodicticus, "of doubtful relationship,"
which he placed in the Scolytidae but suggested

Carphodicticus cristatus,

(

n. sp.

6,

a possible relationship to ScJwdlarius Wood
{=Chapui-si<i Duges). Except for the addition
of one other species, minor Eggers ( 1936, Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist,, Ser. 17, 10:635), from India,
this genus has scarcely been mentioned in the
literature. It is very primitive and has several
characters suggesting a relationship to the Platypodidae, although it clearly belongs in Scoly-

from
habits

An

taken
it was
nothing of its

Except for the fact that

tidae.

liana

a
is

("jungle

rope")

known.

equally peculiar insect belonging to the

same generic group with Craniodicticus recently
was collected in Venezuela. Both genera have
the body elongate, the antennal funicle 5-segmented, the scape simple, the club with two,
straight, transverse sutures, the

pronotum

lateral-

ly excised as in primitive Platypodidae, the an-

terior coxae narrowly separated, the prostemum
extending well behind the anterior coxae, the
mesostemum feebly inflated, the scutellum
small, the tibiae short, rather broad, with four
socketed teeth, and the basal margias of the
elytra unarmed. These genera do not belong
to any previously recognized tribe of Scolytidae;

therefore, the
is

new

tribal

name

Cai-phodicticini

proposed to include them.

Diagnosis.- This genus Ls rather closely allied
but it is distinguished by the
larger, somewhat asymmetrical antennal club,

to Craniodicticus,

The only known member of the family that
could possibly be confused with this species is
Craniodicticus mucronatus Blandford, but the
generic characters cited above distinguish it.
The very elongate platypodid body form and
armature of the elytral declivity are unique.

Male.— Length
mm), 3.4 times as

mm

(paratypes 1.9-2.4
long as wide; color reddish

2.2

brown.
Frons broad, very strongly convex, protruding abruptly above elevated, shining epistoma,
very closely, deeply, rather finely punctured;
glabrous except a few short bristles just above
epistoma and a broad, dense epistomal brush of
long coarse setae; oral area very broad. Eye
elongate, broadly, shallowly emarginate, coarsely faceted; about four times as long as wide;
more than half of eye below antennal socket.
Antennal scape moderately short; funicle 5segmented; club as described above.
Pronotum 1.4 times as long as wide; widest
at basal

and anterior

angles, basal

and anterior

margins very broadly rounded, lateral margins
on basal half broadly, deeply excised as in Platypodidae; surface smooth, shining, a few minute
points, punctures close, deep, moderately coarse.
Glabrous, except a few minute, bifid hairs on
basal margin.
Elytra 2.0 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
as long as pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel

rounded

on basal three-fourths, then abruptly
slightly to projecting scoop formed by

)
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emarginate
behind; bases feebly emarginate at scutelluin;
scutellum small, oval, attaining elytra! surface;
striae 1 very feebly impressed, others not impressed, punctures coarse, deep, close; interstriae half as wide as striae, smooth, shining,
punctures minute, shallow, irregularly uniseriate.

Pseudothtjsanoes quemeus.

declivital costae, broadly, shallowly

Declivity commencing three-fourths of elytral
length from base, steep; striae 1 and 2 rather
coarsely punctured; interstriae 1 distinctly elevated, convex, summit smooth, 2 impressed, narrow, obsolete before apex, 3 very strongly, nar-

rowly elevated from just below declivital base to
before apex, crest smooth; punctures on
lateral interstriae near declivity rather coarse,
not granulate.
just

Protibiae two-thirds as long as femur, broad,

mucro curved toward

terminal

insertion,

tarsal

four socketed teeth on lateral margin; tarsi about
as long as tibia, segments 1, 2, and 3 cylindrical,

about equal

in length.

declivity

outside

of

concave area, consisting of coarse

bristles

in

Vestiture

confined

to

male except frons less
immediately above epi-

to

protuberant

Type Locality. —Eight km west

of

Bumbum,

Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Material.- The male holotype, female
and 110 para types were collected at

allotype,

the type locality on 11 February 1970, 150
elevation. No. 326,

The

mm

Male.— Length
mm), 2.5 times as

1.3
(paratypes 1.2-1.5
long as wide; color black.
Frons convex, a slight transverse impression
just above epistoma; surface obscurely, rather
coarsely punctured, rugulose; vestiture of moderately abundant, rather short, coarse setae.
Antennal scape short, broad, slightly longer than
pedicel; club rather small, widest through segment 2, sutures 1 and 2 slightly procurved, 1
marked by setae only at sides.
Pronotum 0.87 times as long as wide; widest
on basal third, sides arcuately converging toward broadly rounded anterior margin; anterior

margin armed by six low teeth; summit at middle, moderately high; anterior slope asperate;
Vestiture

of

indistinctly punctured,

moderately

abundant,

by

S.

m

Wood.
was not recognized

L.

large, cut host tree

it may have been
had been cut several
months and had been largely abandoned by a

Elytra

1.6

times

as

long

as

wide;

sides

and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather
narrowlv rounded behind; striae not impressed,
straight

punctures moderately coarse, rather deep; interas

striae

wide

as

striae,

somewhat

irregular,

Declivity
punctures rather fine, uniseriate.
steep, convex; striae irregularly, weakly impressed, interstrial punctures with coarse, low
granules; most of surface obscurely subgranu-

Vestiture of semirecumbent strial hair, and
rows of equally long, erect interstrial scales;
each scale about twice as long as wide.
lose.

local professional foresters;

a rare Lauraccae.

The

tree

This species entered
of Pliloeotrihus.
through Phloeotribus entrance tunnels, followed
along an old egg gallery to a convenient point
where their tunnels commenced along the cambium, engraving both phloem and xylem tissues.
species

were monogamous and worked in
pairs. The egg tunnels branched occasionally,
with a different pair of beetles working on each
branch, all using the same original entrance
hole. Egg niches were fonned along the cambium on each side of the gallery where eggs
were deposited individually. The larvae constructed short, irregular mines in the phloem
next to the cambium. The wood was exceedingly dry and hot, but the infestation was

The

beetles

thriving.

The

mv

elytral scales.

rugulose.

stoma.

by

wider

stout setae.

Female.— Similar
strongly

This species i.s rather closely related to quercintK Wood, but it is distinguished by the more
coarsely punctured, rugulose pronotal disc, by
the coarser strial punctures, and by the much

posterior area coarsely,

interstrial rows.

n. sp.

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Fenl\le.— Similar to male except antennal
scape as wide as long, bearing a tuft of very
long white hair; teeth on anterior margin of

pronotum

smaller,

some

obsolete;

interstrial

longer and more slender, each
about three to four times as long as wide.

scales

slightly

Type Localit\.— Seventeen km

(

10

miles

east of Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 15 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

type locality on 10 June 1967, at an elevation
near 2500 m. No. 5, in Qucrcus. by S. L. Wood.
Ten paratypes were taken S km (5 miles) west
of Tulancingo, Hidalgo, Mexico, 11 June 1967,
elevation. No. 10, in Qucrcus, by S. L.
2400
Wood. Nine paratypes were collected 15 km
(9 miles) east of Huatasco, Veracruz, 7-VII-67,
.300 m elevation. No. 173, in Qucrcus, by S. L.

m

Wood.
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holotype,

New
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allotype,

NEOTiioriCAL Scoi.ytidae

and paratypes are

collection.

Pseudothijsanoes furvesren.s,

This species

is

n. sp.

phoradendri group very

in the

Wood. From furvus
distinguished by the absence of granules on the male discal interstriae and by the
shorter elytral scales.

closely
it

related

to furvtts

may be

mm

M.\LE.— Length 1.3
(paratypes 1.1-1.4
2.3 (female 2.8) times as long as wide;

mm),

color black.

Head and prothorax as in phorandendri except pronotal disc slightly more rugulose.
Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide; sides
straight and parallel on basal two-thirds, narrowly rounded behind; striae not impressed,
punctures small, shallow, separated by two or
more diameters of a puncture; interstriae
smooth, at least twice as wide as striae, punctures uniseriate, very small, feebly if at all granuDeclivity beginning well behind middle,
late.
convex; interstrial granules small, regular. Vestiture as in phoradendri.

Type

Frons con\ex, transversely impressed above
epistoma; surface finely rugulose, punctures not
evident; vestiture of sparse, coarse, short setae.

Antennal scape elongate; moderately large, oval,
widest at middle, suture 1 straight, 2 obscure.

Pronotum

21

as in furvus.

Elytral proportions

and outline

as in furvus;

punctures small, shallow;
interstriae slightlv wider than striae, smooth,
punctures very fine, not at all granulate or elevated. Declivitv' convex, steep; striae as on disc;
interstriae each with a row of fine granules.
Vestiture consisting only of rows of interstrial
scales, each scale about three times as long as
wide, slightly shorter than distance between
rows, spaced within a row by about one and

Locality.— Volcan

Colima,

Jalisco,

Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype and six
male paratypes were taken at the type locality
on 23 June'l965, 2.500 m elevation. No. 108, from
Phoradendron longifolium, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype and paratypes are in my collection.

striae not impressed,

one-half times length of a scale.

Female.— Similar

to

male except more

slen-

der, 2.8 times as long as wide; frons less strongly

convex; anterior margin of pronotum unanned;
strial punctures much smaller, obscure; occasional strial hair present.

Type Locality.— Eighteen km

(11

miles)

north of Huajuapan, Oaxaca, Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 14 paratypes were taken at the

allot\'pe,

type localitv on 15 June 1967, No. 42, from
Phoradendron branches, by S. L. Wood.
The holotvpe, allotype, and paratypes are in

my

Pseudothijsanoes graniticus,
This species

Pseudothijsanoes funereus,

late

male

n. sp.

near absence of interstrial granules.
1.4

mm

(parat}'pes

Wood and

is

interstriae

lower half of interstriae

1

with scales on

smaller.

Female.— Length 1.9 mm (male 1.8 mm),
about 2.7 times as long as wide, color very dark
brown.
Frons shallowly concave from epistoma to
upper level of eyes, flattened to vertex; surface
of concave area smooth, shining, impunctate,
finely punctured above, somewhat strigose at
sides; epistomal brush conspicuous at sides; flattened area above eyes bearing rather abundant,
moderately short, coarse hair. Antennal scape
elongate, ornamented by abundant, long hair;
club about 2.5 times as long as wide; antenna as
long as pronotum.
Pronotum 0.96 times

anterior

black.

declivital

it

as long as wide; widest

converging feebly

on basal half, broadly rounded in front; anterior
margin unarmed; summit rather high, at middle;

This species Ls very closely related to phoradendri Blackman, but it is distinguished by the
more slender body form, by the more rugulose
pronotal disc, by the much smaller strial punctures on both disc and declivity, and by the

mm),

allied to verdicus

Wood, but

distinguished by the
shallowly impressed female frons with setae on
the vertex short, and by the more coarsely granuviscicolens

at base, sides almost straight,

collection.

Male.— Length

is

n. sp.

1.3-1.5

2.4 times as long as wide; body color

area

asperate;

posterior

area

rugose-

obscure punctures, fine
granules behind summit. Vestiture sparse, of fine
reticulate,

and

with

fine,

coarse, short hair.

Elytra about 1.6 (slightly spread) times as
long as wide, 1.8 times a,s long as pronotum;
striae not impressed except 1 weakly, punctures
rather small, deep; interstriae slightly less than
twice as wide as striae, almost smooth, uniseriately,

finely

granulate.

Declivity

convex,

)
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steep;

granules slighdy larger, conVestiture of very fine strial

interstrial

fused on 2 and

3.

and rows of erect interstrial scales; each
on disc three to four times as long as wide,
four to five times as long as wide on declivity,
each scale slightly longer than distance between
scales within a row or between rows.
hair

scale

Type Material.- The unique female holotype was taken at the type locality on 10 July
elevation, probably from Phomden1967, 1900
dron, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype is in my collection.

m

Pseudotlujsanoes cuspidi.s,

Male.— Similar

female except stouter,
about 2.5 times as long as wide (estimated);
frons not visible; pronotum distinctly constrict-

ed on anterior
ten

teeth;

half,

anterior

margin anned by

punctures coarser, interstriae

strial

one and one-half times

wide

as

more coarsely granulate;

elytra!

much

as striae,

scales slightly

on lowconspicuously smaller;
granules on declivital interstriae 2 and 3 uni-

This species

1

seriate.

Type Locality.— Forty-three km (26 miles)
southeast of Nochixtlan, Oaxaca, Mexico.
Type Matfrial.— The female holotype and
male allot\'pe were collected at the type locality
on 17 June 1967, No. 55, from Phoradendwn, by

Wood.
The holotj'pe and

L.

collec-

Pseiidotlnjsanoes verticillus, n. sp.

This species

is

Wood, but

it

very closely allied to viscicomay be distinguished by the
more shallowly concave female frons, with a
more dense tuft of hair on the vertex, and by
the

much

Female.— Length L6 mm, 2.8 times as long
wide; color almost black, pronotal summit reddish brown.

Frons as in viscicolens except

less

deeply con-

cave, tuft of hair on vertex slightly shorter,

and pronotum

more

as in viscicolens.

Elytra L7 times as long as wide, L8 times
as long as pronotiim; striae not impressed, punctures rather small, moderately deep; interstriae

about twice as wide as

striae,

punctures uniseri-

Declivity as in groniticu.s
with indistinct granules and punctures

ate, finely granulate.

Wood,
on

scales;

may be

Wood and

distinguished

the smaller size,

elytral setae.

Female.— Length

mm),

1.3

mm

(paratypes 1.2-1.4

2.7 times as long as wide; color very dark

brown.
Frons transversely flattened, longitudinally
concave from epistoma to upper level of eyes,
median line narrowly sulcate from level of antennal insertion to upper level of eyes; surface
smooth and shining on epistomal area, then
finelv

substrigose

becoming more coarsely

re-

ticulate-granulate above eyes; vestiture sparse,

inconspicuous. Antennal scape elongate;
club moderately large, sutures very obscure.
Pronotum 1.0 times as long as wide; sides
feebly arcuate, subparallel on basal half, distinctly constricted on anterior half, broadly
rounded in front; summit at middle, moderately
high; sparsely asperate on anterior slope; finely
rugose-reticulate behind, a few minute granules.
Vestiture of sparse hair.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.8 times
pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on more than basal two-thirds, rather

and 3 confused. Vestiture of fine,
and rows of erect, short, intereach scale one to one and one-

narrowly rounded behind; striae not impressed,
punctures small, shallow; interstriae not smooth,
less than twice as wide as striae, punctures fine,
obscured by surface sculpture. Declivity convex,

half times as long as wide, half as long as dis-

tance between rows, equal
between scales in a row.

in

length to distance

Type Locality.— Twenty-seven km

(

16 miles

uniseriately,

rows of

granulate.

finely

Vestiture of rows of very fine

strial

hair

and

slightly longer, coarser, interstrial setae,

not at all scalelike; interstrial setae about as long
as distance between rows.
Last visible sternum narrowly produced to
fonn a mucronate process.

Type Locality.- Ten km (6
east of Teziutlan, Puebla,

miles)

north-

Mexico.

Type Material.— The female

holotv'pe

and

13 female paratypes were taken at the type loelevation. No. 144,
cality on 2 July 1967, 1600

m

by

north of Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo, Mexico.

interstriae

steep;

interstriae 2

short strial hair,
strial

it

as long as

shorter elytral scales.

dense. Antenna

allied to suhulahis

Wood, but

fine,

my

allotype are in

tion.

lens

is

sp.

by
by the flattened and grooved
female frons, by the coarser punctures on the
elytral declivity, and by the slender, rather long

spicatus

longer, proportions as on female; scales

er half of interstriae

S.

n.

to

S'.

L.

The
lection.

Wood.
holotv'pe

and paratypes are

in

my

col-
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Pseudothysanoes tenellus,

Type Materl\l.— The male holotype, female
and 17 paratypes were taken at the

n. sp.

allotype,

Presumably

this species is allied to Jwi)kin.si

Blackmail, but

it

distinguished by the very

is

elongate interstrial scales on the male declivity,

by the flattened

frons in both sexes with a feeble

Male.— Length
mm), 2.4 times as

type locality on 16 June 1965, at 2300 in elevation. No. 64 from Phoradendron twigs, by S. L.

Wood.
The

my

central impression.
1.6

mm

(paratypes

1.3-1.6

Pseudothysanoes yuccavorus,
This species

from transverse impression
just above epistoma to upper level of eyes, convex above, a small median impression at upper
level of eyes; smooth and shining near median
Frons almost

flat

becoming rugose-reticulate

in lateral areas,

rugose-punctate above eyes; vestiture of sparse,
coarse setae. Scape elongate, slender; club longer than scape, broadlv oval, two sutures clearly
marked, raflier strongly procurved.

Pronotum

long as wide; widest
very strongly constricted on anterior half, rather narrowly rounded in front; anterior margin armed by six coarse
teeth; summit behind middle; asperate on an1.0 times as

at base, sides strongly arcuate,

terior

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

long as wide; color almost

black.

line,
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Nevv Neotbopical Scolytidae

No. 3

slope;

reticulate-granulate

in

posterior

with sparse, fine, obscure punctures, a
few granules behind summit. Vestiture of sparse,
area,

short, stout setae.

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
long as pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, obtusely angulate
behind; striae not impressed, punctures moderately large, deep; interstriae slightly wider
than striae, almost smoodi, uniseriately, coarsely
granulate on posterior third, punctures feebly
to not at all granulate to base. Declivity broadly
convex, rather steep; striae weakly impressed
on upper two-thirds, punctures smaller; uniseriate interstrial granules rather coarse at base, decreasing in size on upper two-thirds, almost obsolete below. Vestiture consisting of rows of
interstrial scales, short on disc, each about three
times as long as wide, increasing in length toward declivity, very long and delicate on declivity, some about four times as long as distance

iis

between rows.

Female.— Similar
extensively

pronotum

Blackman,

allied to hopkinsi

is

may be

distinguished by the flattened
frons with the absence of a central fovea, by
the smaller, more slender antennal club, and by

but

it

the shorter, stouter interstrial scales.

Male.— Length
mm), 2.2 (female

1.2

mm

(paratypes 1.1-1.3
times as long as wide;

2.5)

color black.

Frons weakly convex, abnost
level of eyes, a

weak

above epistoma;

to

flat

upper

transverse impression just

epistoma

remaining

shining,

area rather coarsely reticulate-granulate, punctures fine, obscure; vestiture of sparse, short,
coarse setae. Antennal scape elongate, slender;
club small, 1.6 (female 1.8) times as long as
wide, sutures very obscure, weakly procurved.

Pronotum 0.92 times

as long as wide; sub-

triangular, widest at base, sides

weakly arcuate,

converging toward narrowly rounded anterior
margin; anterior margin armed by four coarse
teeth; summit high, narrow; anterior area coarse-

few fine
behind summit; vestiture of sparse,
coarse setae of moderate length.

ly asperate; posterior area rugulose, a

granules

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.6 times
as long as

pronotum; sides almost straight and

slightly more than basal hvo-thirds,
rather broadly rounded behind; striae not im-

parallel

on

pressed, punctures small, moderately deep; interstriae twice as

wide

as striae, almost smooth,

uniseriately, rather coarsely granulate. Declivity

rather steep, convex; as on disc. Vestiture consisting of minute, fine strial hair,

and

erect, inter-

each scale three times as long as
wide, separated betsveen rows and within a

strial scales;

row by distances

slightly greater than length of

a scale.
to

flattened,
similarly,

n. sp.

male except frons more

more

finely

sculptured;

almost equally armed;

in-

Female.— Similar to male except body form
more slender; antennal club longer; anterior
margin of pronotum more broadly rounded, un-

granules slightly smaller; declivital scales
little longer than those on disc, each about three
times as long as wide, those on interstriae 1 and

der,

2 smaller.

wide.

terstrial

Type Locality.— Thirty-three km (21 miles)
west of Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico.

armed;

interstrial

granules almost obsolete on
very slen-

disc; interstrial scales slightly longer,

each scale eight or more times as long as

Type LocALirv.— Fifteen km (9
of Durango, Durango, Mexico.

miles) west
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Type Material.— The male

holotypc, female

and 45 paratypcs were collected at
the type locality on 4 June 1965, at 1300 m
elevation, No. 1, from dying Yucca leaves on a
large, healthy plant, by S. L. Wood.
allotype,

The

my

inornatiis, n. sp.

distinguished from the closely
the greatly reduced
punctures on the declivity, by the
is

mexicanus

Wood by

more widely spaced interstrial scales,
by the finer interstrial granules on the declivity,
and by the abnost glabrous female frons.
shorter,

Female.— Length

mm

(paratypes 1.4-1.7
2.7 times as long as wide; color very dark
1.6

brown.
Frons moderately, rather broadly concave
from epistoma to upper level of eyes; surface
above concavity reticulate-granulate, becoming reticulate on upper part of concavity,
smooth and shining over lower areas; a fovea at
center; almost glabrous except near lateral margins of epistoma. Antennal scape bearing numerous long setae.

Pronotum

1.04 times as long as wide; widest

one-third length from base, sides arcuate, not
converging on basal half, rather strongly constricted in front of middle,
in

anterior margin

front;

summit

at middle;

moderately rounded

anned by

six

teeth;

posterior area reticulate to

obscurely reticulate-granulate, a few minute, obscure punctures. Vestiture sparse, consisting of
a few short, stout setae.

Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide; sides almost
and parallel on basal three-fourths,
rather narrowly rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures small, shallow; interstriae almost smootli, with obscure lines, almost three
straight

times as wide as striae, puncture sparse, uniseriate, very finely granulate. Declivity steep, convex; strial punctures reduced,

minute to obsolete;

interstrial granules regularlv spaced, fine.

titure of

rows of very minute,

to

three

LocALiTi.— Volcan

Type

Colima,

Jalisco,

Mexico.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and five paratypes were taken at the

Ves-

elevation.
type locality on 23 June 1965, 2500
No. 103, from an unidentified shrub, by S. L.
Wood. Eight paratypes bear identical data except they were No. 106, taken from small
branches of a Rhus near aromatlca. Ten paratypes were collected at Aguascalientes, Aguascalientes, Mexico, 12 June 1965, 2100 m elevation. No. 43, from Mimosa branches, by S. L.

Wood.
The

my

strial

hair,

of erect interstrial scales; each scale
three to four times as long as wide, spaced with-

in a row by one and one-half to three times
length of a scale, between rows by about one
and one-half times length of a scale.

Male.— Similar to female except stouter, 2..3
times as long as wide; frontal impression smaller,
about two-thirds as large, reticulation extending
almost to epistomal area; scape sparsely pubeson anterior margin of pronotum

larg-

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

MicraciseUa adnata,
This species

is

n. sp.

distinguished from the allied

Blackman bv the presence of six teeth on
the anterior margin of the pronotum, bv the
knulli

finely tuberculate, almost unelevated declivital
interstriae 3, bv the wider interstrial scales, and
by the median impression on the female frons.

Female.— Length

mm),

1.9

mm

(paratypes 1.9-2.0

2.8 times as long as wide; color very dark

reddish brown.
Frons convex, with a narrow, subtriangular,
median impression from near upper level of
eyes to level of antennal insertion; surface reticulate-granulate, apparently with a few larger
granules;

vestiture

of

moderately

coarse, moderately short setae.

Eye

abundant,

slightly

more

than twice as long as wide; antenna as in knulli.
Pronotum 1.1 times as long as wide; as in
knuUi except anterior margin armed by six teeth,
and posterior area rugulose-reticulate, punctures
fine, shallow, obscurely subtuberculate. Vestiture abraded.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.6 times
pronotum; outline as in knuUi: striae
not impressed, punctures fine, shallow; inter-

as long as

striae
fine,

and rows

cent; teeth

each two

m

Thi.s species

mm),

scales wider,

allotype,

Thysanoes

size of strial

interstrial

times as long as wide.

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

allied

er;

twice

marked bv
very

as

wide

as

striae,

subnigulosely

irregular lines, punctures uniseriatc,

fine, shallow,

obscure. Declivit)' steep, con-

apex protruding and minutely divaricate,
mucro absent; surface on lower Uvo-thirds nigulose-reticulate; striae obscure but \isible; interstriae 1 obscurely, very minutelv, uniseriately
granulate, 2 with a few granules on upper fourth,
3 with larger granules to junction with 9, 7 and
9 with granules similar to 3. Vestiture abraded
on disc; on declivitv consisting of rows of minute strial hair and rows of suberect, interstrial
vex,
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No. 3

each scale with a shght

scales;

ward

15,

posterior direction,

two

arcli or curl to-

to four times as

long as wide, each almost as long as distance between rows, slightly closer within a row, scales
absent on lower half of interstriae 2.

Male.— Similar

to female except

slender.

Type Locality.— Fourteen km (9

miles) east

of Huatusco, Veracruz, Mexico.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and one damaged female paratype were

allot)'pe,

taken at the type locality on 7 July 1967, 270
elevation. No. 173, from Quercus twigs, by

m

Wood.
The holotype,

S.

L.

in

my

Wood.
The

my

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Micracis amplinis,

strial

tal interstriae 1

more

m

elevatype locality on 18 April 1964, at 700
No. 547, from Scrjania racemosa, by S. L.

tion.

(head con-

punctures slightly deeper; decliviand 3 feebly elevated, 9 distinctly elevated; interstrial scales averaging slightly
cealed)
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Neotropical ScoLYTn)AE

allotype,

and paratype are

collection.

Micracisclla serjaniae, n. sp.

This species is allied to striata Wood, but it
distinguished by the much smaller strial
punctures, by the less nearly granulate discal
interstriae, by the distinctly, uniseriately granu-

may be

declivital interstriae, by the absence of a
preapical emargination on the costal margin of

late

the elytra and by a distinct sutural emargination
at the elytral apex.

Female.— Length L3

mm

(paratypes 1.2-L3
mm), 3.0 times as long as wide; color very dark
reddish brown, pronotmn lighter.
Frons, antenna, and pronotum as in striata,
except segment 1 of antennal club distinctly
shorter.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.7 Hmes
pronotum; outline as in striata except
apex wider and suturally emarginate; striae not
as long as

punctures moderately small; intersomewhat irregular, one and onehalf times as wide as striae, punctures fine, uniseriate, not at all granulate. Declivity steep, convex, produced apically; strial punctures deeper
than on disc; interstrial punctures granulate.
Vestiture as in striata except interstrial scales
very slightly larger; each scale about two to
three times as long as wide.
impressed,

striae shining,

Male.— Similar to female except tuft of hair
on scape much smaller; discal interstriae evidently less irregular.

Type Locality.—Zamorano, Morazan, Honduras.

Type Material.—The female holotype, male
and 83 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

n. sp.

This is the largest known species in the
genus; it is also distinguished from all other
representatives of the genus by the moderately
impressed discal striae and by the very broad
mterstrial scales

on the

Male. -Length

3.2

declivity.

mm

(paratype 3.3 mm),
brown.

3.0 times as long as wide; color reddish

Frons convex, with a moderate, transverse
impression just above epistoma; surface finely
reticulate-granulate, with rather numerous large,
low, rounded granules widely distributed on
convex area; epistomal area smooth, shining;
glabrous except for a few setae lateral to epistoma. Anteimal scape only slightly flattened; suture 1 reaching middle of club.

Pronotum L03 times as long as wide; widest
on basal third, sides weakly arcuate, shghtly
constricted on anterior third, rather broadly
rounded in front; anterior margin armed by ten
coarse serrations; summit in front of middle;
area coarsely serrate; posterior area
reticulate-subgranulate, dull, a few, small, shinanterior

ing granules to base.

A few

stout setae in lateral

areas.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.8 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal three-fourths, strongly, acutely
acuminate and mucronate behind; striae impressed except on basal fourth, punctures modas long as
parallel

deep; interstriae shining, almost
smooth, three times as wide as striae, punctures
very minute, almost obsolete, each with two or
three large granules at base of declivity. Declivity rather steep, convex, apex produced;
entire surface minutely granulose; strial punctures small, deep; interstriae 1 and 3 weakly
elevated, punctures on all interstriae as large as
those of striae, confused, deep. Vestiture conerately small,

fined to declivity

(possibly abraded on disc),

each scale about as
wide as an interstriae.

of large interstrial scales;

wide

as long, a

few

as

Type Locality.— Five km (3 miles) west of
El Salto, Durango, Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype and
one damaged male paratype were taken at the
type locality on 7 June 1965, 2500 m elevation.
No. 41, from a Quercus branch, by S. L .Wood.

)
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The holotype and paratype

are in

my

col-

lection.

Micracis incertus,

n. sp.

This species is allied to lepidus Wood, but
distinguished by the presence of a few
is
it
shallow punctures on the pronotal disc, by the
larger interstrial tubercles on the declivity,

by the

(male 2.8)

3.0

Frons
pression

convex,
just

a

above

moderate,
epistoma;

transverse

surface

im-

finely

reticulate-granulate, dull, upper half with rather
abundant, shallow punctures of moderate size;
a few stout setae in lateral and epistomal areas.
Antennal scape moderately triangidar, ornamented by rather abundant, long hair; suture 1
not (juitc reaching middle of club.
Pronotuin 1.1 times as long as wide; as in
amplinus except moderately large, shallow,
rather abundant punctures intermixed with

granules on disc. Vestiture
and minute hair.

of

shining

as

sparse

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.7 times
long as pronotum; outline as in amplinis;

punctures moderately
large; interstriae shining, subrugose, twice as
wide as striae, j^^nctures moderately large,
uniseriate, their anterior margins finely granulate. Declivity steep, convex, apex produced;
punctures small, deep,
surface dull;
strial
reduced toward apex; interstrial punctures on 1
and 2 fine, irregular and reduced on lower
half, on .3 and lateral areas moderately large,
rounded. Vestiture of rows of interstrial scales,
largely abraded on disc, each scale about five
times as long as wide, as long as distance bestriae

not

impressed,

tween rows.

Male.— Similar

to

female except frons more

strongly convex, punctures replaced

by granules;

discal interstrial granules smaller except larger

near declivity, dechvital granules larger, extending to apices of 1 and 2; interstrial scales

on upper fourth of declivity

some

longer,

six

or eight times as long as wide.
(

types

and paratypes are

allotype,

L.

Wood. The male

(in poor condition)

allotype

and 5 para-

were taken 64 km

n. sp.

This species is distinguished from the allied
evanescens Wood by the smaller size, by the
stout, hairlike elytral setae, and by the absence
of a sharply defined lower margin of the female
frontal elevation.

Female.— Length

mm),

3.1

(male 2.7)

mm

(paratypes 1.8-2.2
times as long as wide;

2.1

color dark reddish brown.

Frons planoconvex to vertex, median half
on lower half elevated and brightly shining,
margins rounded not sharply defined, reits
maining area minutely reticulate-granulate; vestiture fine, short, unifonnly distributed on upper
area, slightly longer toward vertex. Antenna
about as in evaiiescem except hair on scape
sUghtly shorter.

Pronotum 1.2 times as long as wide; as in
evancscetis except reticulation in posterior areas
finer.

Elytra 1.8 times as long as wide, 1.4 times
pronotum; outline as in evanescens;
striae not impressed, punctures small, shallow;
as long as

about three times as wide as striae,
almost smootli, punctures very fine, uniseriate.
Declivity steep, convex, apex produced; strial
punctures reduced, obscure; interstrial punctures small, indistinct. Vestiture of rows of fine,

interstriae

short,

strial

hair,

and rows of

longer,

coarse,

pointed, interstrial hair; slightly longer on declivity, longest interstrial setae equal in length
to

distance between rows,

all

setae

somewhat

confused on declivity.
to female except body stoutconvex, a transverse impression on
lower third, elevation absent, surface with sev-

Male.— Similar
frons

er;

rounded granules.

Type

22 miles

Type Matehial.— The female holotype was
taken at the type locality on 4 June 1965, at
2000 m elevation. No. 4, from Qiierctis brandies,
S.

holotype,

collection.

Micracis torus,

eral

Type LocALrrY.— Thirty-seven km
west of Durango, Durango, Mexico.

by

mv

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.4
times as long as wide;

2.4

color vei-v dark brown.

scales

The
in

distribution.

Female.— Length

mm),

and

(10 miles) west of Durango on the same day,
from the same host and collector. No. 18, at
2500 m elevation. One paratype was taken 5 km
(3 miles) west of El Salto, Durango, 7 June
1965, 2500 in elevation. No. 41, from Qttercns
by S. L. Wood.

Locality.— Volcan

Colima,

Jalisco,

Mexico.

Type Material.- The female holotype, male
and 17 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation,
type locality on 23 June 1965, 2500
No. 102, from branches of a leguminose tree, by
S.

L.

Wood.
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Ne\v Neothopical Scoi.ytidae

No. 3

and paratypes are

setae sometimes abraded and appear as short
scales.

collection.

Type Locality.— Nine km south
Micracis

exilis, n. sp.

This species is more closely allied to cosfariWood than to others in the genus, but it
is distinguished by the much smaller size, by the
more abundant, longer vestiture on the female
vertex, by the smaller, smooth, shining area on
censis

the female frons, and by the much finer sculpture on the pronotum and elytra.

Female.— Length

1.9

mm

(paratypes:

mm;

upper
level of eves, an acute median carina on upper
half; frons smooth and shining on median half
below level of antennal insertion, obscurely
reticulate and minutely punctured over remaining area; vestiture of short, coarse, subplumose
setae over central reticulate area becoming
much longer on upper lateral margins and very
long on vertex, tips of longest setae on vertex
could reach below middle of frons. Antennal
scape rather broadly triangular, ornamented by
long setae; club moderately large, 1.3 times as
long as wide; suture 1 not reaching middle of
Frons

rather

shallov/ly

concave

No. 163 from Espinito de Sabana (type).
No. 155 from Acahjpha sp.. No. 186 from a tree
twig, by S. L. Wood. The gallery systems were
tion.

of

typical

The
in

my

the genus.

holotype,

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

Micracis vitulus,

n. sp.

to

club.

This species is allied to lignicohts Wood, but
distinguished by the large size, by the
it
smaller, less pubescent female scape, by the
larger antennal club, by the larger, much deeper
strial punctures, by the hairlike elytral vestiture,
and by the very different elytral declivity in
both sexes. This species superficially resembles
some species of Hylocurus.
is

Female.— Length

mm),

3.6

mm

(paratypes 3.2-3.6

3.6 times as long as wide; color very dark

reddish brown, parts of pronotum often lighter.

Frons as in lignicohis. Antennal scape broadclub-shaped, at least twice as long as wide,
moderately ornamented by rather long hair;
club 1.5 times as long as wide, suture 1 extendly

Pronotum 1.3 times as long as wide; sides
and parallel on basal two-thirds, rather
broadly rounded in front; anterior margin unanned; summit well in front of middle, asperistraight

ties

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 11 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 2 December 1969, 150 m eleva-

allotype,

fe-

males 1.3-1.7 mm), 3.3 (male
2.7) times as long as wide; color moderately
dark yellowish brown, vestiture pale.
males 1.7-1.9

of Barran-

Barinas, Venezuela.

cas,

fine;

sparse, fine,
titure

of a

punctures
obscurely, minutely granulate. Ves-

posterior

area

few coarse

reticulate,

setae.

ing beyond middle.

Pronotum
about as
posterior

Elytra 1.9 times as long as wide, 1.45 times

and parallel
on basal three-fourths, rather abruptly rounded
then narrowly acuminate at apex; striae not

impressed, punctures small, shallow, rather obscure; interstriae slightly more than twice as
wide as striae, minutely irregular, punctures
small, obscure. Declivity very steep, convex,

acuminately produced at apex; surface toward
apex very minutely subrugulose; interstriae each
with a row of fine granules. Vestiture of short
strial hair, and rows of moderately long, coarse,

rugose-reticulate, vestiture sparse, short, incon-

spicuous; scape small, sparsely pubescent; anterior margin armed by six small teeth; declivital

margin unarmed;

reticulate,

isolated,

with rather
Sparse

Elytra 2.2 times as long as wide, 1.9 times as
long as pronotiun; sides straight and parallel

on basal three-fourths, strongly produced and
narrowly mucronate behind; striae weakly to
moderately impressed toward declivity, punctures

rather

large,

deep;

interstriae

smooth,

wide

as striae,

shining, convex near decUvity, as

punctures small, uniseriate, granulate at margin
of declivity. Declivity moderately abrupt, broadIv convex, moderately steep, resembling some
male Hylocurus; striae more strongly impressed;
interstriae

female except slightly
smaller, stouter; frons convex above, a moderate
transverse impression on lower third, surface
to

strongly

area

interstrial hair.

Male.— Similar

long as wide; outline

low, rounded granules.
vestiture limited to margins.
small,

as long as pronotiun; sides straight

1.2 times as

in lignicolus; anterior

all

irregularly

sculptured,

a

few

moderately elevated, granules rather coarse, continumg almost to apex, 2
somewhat convex, moderately impressed, devoid
of granules, 3 slightly elevated, rather finely,
irregularly subserrate, 4-8 with several granules
below base, 9 moderately elevated, joining cosgranules at base,

1
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margin. Vestiture c-ontiiicd to declivity, of
coarse, moderately abundaiit. rather long hair

tal

rows.

interstrial

in

Basal

half

of

front

tibia

narrower than in li^nicohis; posterior
face devoid of tubercules.
slightly

deep; interstriae shining, almost smooth, almost
twice as wide as striae, punctures moderately
coarse, uiiiseriate, widely spaced, replaced at
declivital base by rather large, rounded granules. Declivity steep, convex, produced at apex;
surface dull, densely mgulose-reticulate; striae

M.VLE.— Similar to female except frons as in
male li<^nicolus; anterior margin of pronotum
with about four indefinite, small serrations; a
circumdeclivital ring of rather well-developed,

blunt tubercles (largest in this genus); decUvity
more nearly flat, interstriae 1 higher, 2 lower,
tubercles reduced except for a few toward base,

9 more acutely elevated.

Locality.— Carbonera Experimental
Forest, about 50 km (airline) northwest of Meri-

Type

da, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
allotype, and 13 paratypes were taken on 10
November 1969, 2500 m elevation. No. 128, from
an unidentified tree seedling, by S. L. Wood.
The galleries were typical of the genus.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

my

almost obsolete; even-numbered interstriae each
with two rounded nodules at base of declivity,

on odd-numbered interstriae slightly
larger, becoming pointed and rather widely
spaced on declivity, those on 1, 3, and 9 extending below middle, only one or two supplemental
tubercles at base of 5 and 7; interstriae 2 weakly
margin ascending rather
costal
impressed;
tubercles

Vestiture of erect, interstrial

strongly at apex.

scales mostly at base of dechvity and at tubercles on declivity, sparse on disc; each scale

on disc two to four times as long
and more slender on declivity.

Type
Farm, 12

Type

Laurel Experimental
southwest of Caracas, Venezuela.

Locality.— El

km

Material.— The male

by

identified tree,

Micracls sentus,

The holotype

n. sp.

Except for the antenna and protibia this
species would be placed in the genus Htjlocunts
because of the coarse clytral sculpture. It is
remotely allied to lionicohis Wood, but it is
distinguished by the coarse spines on the male
interstriae 1 and 3 and at the base of the declivity on 1-9.

is

2.2

mm,

2.7 times as long as

wide; color rather dark reddish brown.
Frons convex, a narrow, transverse impression just above epistoma; surface rather coarsely
granulate-punctate, a rather large
just

above

median

tuber-

level of antennal insertion; ves-

was

in

it

is

is

mm,

2.7 times as long

all sides; surface etched as in nidis; lateral
walls of concavity with a pair of large, protrud-

on

pile

subcircular areas, almost as high as wide,

longer than in rudis.
Antenna, pronotum, and elytra as in rudis.

slender; club moderately large, ovate, 1.4 times
as long as wide, sutures narrowly, strongly

Type Locality.— Florence, South

1

in front; anterior margin armed by 10
coarse teeth; summit slightly in front of middle;

2.0

wide; color very dark brown.
Frons deeplv excavated on median two-thirds
from just above epistomal margin to well above
eyes, broadly oval in outline, its margins abrupt

as

ing,

rounded

collection.

very closely related to rudis
distinguished by characters
of the frontal excavation and its protuberances
as noted below.

This species

LeConte but

titure of rather coarse, short bristles over entire

reaching middle.
Fronotnm about as long as wide; sides weakly arcuate and subparallel on basal half, broadly

Wood.

my

Hijlocurus torosus, n. sp.

surface. Antennal scape moderately long, rather

procurved,

L.

S.

Female.— Length

cle

holotype

taken at the type locality on 1 May 1970, 1300
elevation. No. 460, from a branch of an un-

m

collection.

Male.— Length

as wide, longer

Carolina.

Type Material.— The female holotv'pe was
taken at the type locality on 12 May 1961, in
by V. M. Kirk.
The holotype is in my

flight,

collection.

posterior area deeply reticulate, with moderately
coarse, isolated granules bchiinl

summit

to base.

Hijlocurus verrucosus,

n. sp.

Vestiture of rather sparse, short scales.

Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide, 1.6 times
as long as elytra; sides straight

and

parallel

on

basal three-fourths, subacutely angulate behind;
striae not impressed, punctures rather small.

Thus species is allied to noduhis Wood, but
distinguished by the smaller size, by the
dull, reticulate elytral declivity with the deit

is

clivital strial

punctures largely obsolete, and by
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15,

the di.stinctly elevated declivital interstriae 9
with a large tubercle at the apex of the elevation.

M.\LE.— Length

mm),

1.5

mm

(paratypes

1.4-1.8

2.5 times as long as wide; color black.

Frons convex, a transverse carina on median

below upper level of eyes; surface
reticulate-granulate, a few fine, obscure punc-

half

just

tures below, sparse, low, elongate, shining granules abo\e; \estitiire inconspicuous. Antennal
club as in tiochihis except middle third of suture

noduhis except teeth on an-

Pronotum
terior margin much
as in

smaller; posterior area

with fewer

sculptured,

finely

granules.

more
Half

on disc scalelike.
Elvtra 1.5 times as long as wide; outline as
in noduhis except for a large tubercle on interstriae 9; disc as in noduhis except interstrial
of setae

nodules

perhaps

narrower,

slightly

slightly

higher. Declivity slightly steeper than in nodu-

surface

his;

finely

reticulate-granulate;

strial

punctures obsolete except at base; interstriae 2,
4, 6, and 8 with tubercles only at base, on 1, 3,
5, and 7 tubercles extend about one- third declivital length from base, 3 weakly elevated and
with a moderately large tooth at middle, 9
slightly

more strongly

elevated,

its

elevation

ending at middle of declivity in a coarse, pointed tooth. Vestiture of minute, fine, strial hair,
and interstrial rows of scales; scales on basal
of disc short, becoming much longer toward and on upper half of declivity, scales
half

much wider

than in noduJus.

scales

more

of Barran-

Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotv-pe, and 3-3 paratypes were taken at the
type localitv on 5 November 1969, 150 m elevation.

No. ill, from cut Inga branches, by

S.

my

collection.

terior area

more

strongly reticulate with isolated

granules slightly smaller.
Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide, 1.4 times
as long as pronotum; outline as in simplex;

impressed, punctures moderately
large, rather deeply, not sharply impressed; interstriae ahnost smooth, with a few obscure,
transverse lines, evidently narrower than striae,
striae

not

punctures not clearly defined; each interstriae
near declivity with about two low, poorly formed granules. Declivity steep, convex, produced
at apex; strial punctures small, deep, confused
on lower two-thirds; interstriae 1 and 3 weakly
elevated, 1 with very small granules on upper
two-thirds, 3 with small granules on upper
third, 9 rather strongly elevated on basal half,
its summit subserrate, a rather broad impression
between 9 and costal margin. Subglabrous; very
sparse, short, fine hair on some specimens.

Female.— Similar

to

male except frons

pression

absent,

surface

half,

flat-

transverse im-

reticulate,

dull,

with

deep punctures and fine,
serrations on anterior mar-

rather abundant, small,

abundant

hair;

gin of pronotum smaller, irregular; strial punctures on disc smaller, not as deep, shaiply defined; tubercles on declivity evidently slightly
smaller.

Type

Locality.— Volcan,

Colima,

Jalisco,

Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 12 paratypes were collected at the

allotype,

m

elevatype locality on 23 June 1965, at 2500
No. 102, by S. L. Wood, from a branch
of a leguminose tree.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

tion.

Htjlocurus dilutus,

n. sp.

This species is allied to simplex Blandford
and ruber Wood, but it is distinguished by the
smaller average size, by the smaller interstrial
tubercles in both sexes, and by the small, confused, strial punctures

Male.— Length

serrations, pos-

margin anned by eight coarse

L.

Wood. The galleries were typical of the genus.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

vestiture fine, sparse, inconspicuous except more abundant along epistoma. Antennal club broadly oval; sutures 1 and 2 strongly procurved, 1 almost reaching middle.
Pronotum LI times as long as wide; as in

central half;

short,

slender.

Type Locality.— Nine km south
cas,

2.6 times as long as wide; color rather
dark reddish brown.
Frons convex, transversely impressed on
lower third; surface obscurely reticulate-granulate, convex area with rather numerous, very
large, low, shining granules over more than

tened on at least median

Fem.\le.— Similar to male except frontal carina shorter; interstrial nodules poorly developed;
interstrial

mm),

simplex except sides weakly arcuate, anterior

totally obsolete.

1
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2.1

on the

mm

declivity.

(paratypes

2.1-2.5

my

collection.

Ilylocurus disparilis,

n. sp.

This species is allied to inaequali.s Wood,
but it is distinguished by the exaggerated development of the male circumdeclivital spines.
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Male.— Length

2.2

mm,

2.5 times

a.s

long

a.s

wide; color very dark brown.
Frons, antenna, and pronotimi a.s in inaeqtialis Wood except circuindeclivital spines longer,
particularly
striae,

on alternate odd-numbered

spines

1

others; elytra!
allied

inter-

and 9 conspicuously longer than
apex much more slender than in

species.

Dcclivital

on lower two-thirds

face

of striae

1

with punctures

and 2 very

small,

in rows, all other punctures coarse, deep, con-

fused,

becoming much larger toward base; interanned by two blunt tu-

striae 3 not elevated,

bercles.

Female.— Similar

to male except frons shalcentral
half, upper two-thirds
on
lowly concave
of concavity with dense, erect, coarse, subpluiiiose setae, surface minutely reticulate-granulate, devoid of larger granules; anterior margin
of pronotum more finely seiTate; strial punctures
slightly smaller; circumdcclivital ring of nodules

more strongly convex; declivital
more finely sculptured, all interwith a few minute granules near base,

absent, declivity

face similar,

Type Locality.—Zamorano, Morazan, Honduras.

Type Materl\l.— The unique male holotype
was taken at the type locality on 18 April 1964,

m

elevation. No. 558, from a branch
Ficus glabrata, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype is in my collection.

700

9 acutely elevated, joining costal marbut with a very small notch at its apex as
it joins costal margin. Glabrous except for a few
minute, hairlike setae at declivital margin.
interstriae

gin,

9 rather weakly elevated, ending remotely from
costal margin; vestiture rather widely distributed,
sparse,

of

Hijlociirus dissidens, n. sp.

This species is rather closely allied to aberrans Wood, but it is distinguished by the
slightly smaller spines in the male circumdeclivital ring, by the more strongly convex male
declivital face, by the more abundant pubescence on the female frons, and by the more
strongly procurved suture 1 on the antennal

coarse,

moderately long.

Type LocALiTi.— Laguna Santa Maria, Nayarit,

Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and 19 paratypes were taken at the

m

elevation,
type locality on 6 June 1965, 1000
No. 197, from a large, square-stemmed vine, by

Wood.
The holotype,

S.

L.

in

my

(paratypes L9-2.2
wide; color dark

reddish brown.

Frons as in aberrans. Antennal club with
sutures moderately procurved. Pronotiun as in
aberrans except granules on discal area slightly
larger, punctures not indicated.
Elytra L6 times as long as wide; widest at
base of dechvity, sides straight on more than
basal three-fourths, abruptly, serrately rounded,
then obtusely produced at apex; striae not impressed except near declivital margin, punctures moderately coarse, deep; interstriae almost
as wide as striae, smooth, punctures small,
sparse; each interstriae ending at margin of declivity in a coarse nodule of equal length, 3-9
acutely pointed on their lateral margins and
projecting slightly. Declivity abnipt, very steep,
broadly convex, produced behind; strial punctures in rows, those near base of declivity
larger; interstriae minutely granulate, 1 slightly
elevated to apex and bearing about five small
granules on middle third, 3 rather weakly elevated on upper two-thirds, with four closely
set,
acutely pointed teeth on middle third;

allotype,

and paratypes are

collection.

Hylocurus
This species

club.

Male.— Length 1.9 mm
mm), 2.7 times as long as

striae

is

viUifrotis, n. sp.

remotely allied to dissidens

distinguished by the very different female frons, by the very different sculpture
of the male declivity, and by other characters

Wood, but

it is

described below.

Female.— Length

mm),

3.2

2.6

(male 2.9)

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.6

times as long as wide;

very dark reddish brown.
Frons flattened from epistoma to vertex, area
above eyes larger and wider than area below;
surface entirely concealed by vestiture; vestiture
below level of eyes of abundant, coarse, erect,
moderately long, subplmnose setae, increasing in
length and apparently in thickness to upper
margin, those on upper margin appearing as
coarse, broad, ribbonlike setae each subdivided
near its apex into about six hairlike fOaments,
tips of these large setae extend more than half
distance to epistomal margin. Antennal scape
short, twice as long as pedicel, not expanded,
ornamented by a small tuft of hair; club subcircular; sutures broadly procur\ed, 1 reaching
middle of club.
Pronotum 1.3 times as long as wide; sides
almost straight and parallel on basal half, rather
broadly rounded in front; anterior margin uncolor
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armed; summit well

in front of middle; posterior

with
fine, isolated granules behind summit almost
to base. Vestiture confined to margins.
area shininsr,

Elytra

1.9

and

straight

finely

subrugose-reticulate,

times

as

parallel

long

on

as

basal

wide;

sides

three-fourths,

acutely angulate behind; striae not impressed,
punctures moderately coarse, rather deep; inwider than striae, almost
slightly
terstriae
smooth, shining, punctures almost entirely obsolete
seriate,

except replaced near declivity by unimoderately coarse granules. Declivity

steep, convex, produced at apex; striae distinctly
impressed, punctures not as deep as on disc;
inters triae distinctly convex except near apex,

each with a row of low, rounded tubercles on
upper half, extending well below middle on 3
and 7, 9 moderatelv elevated and continuing
\vithout interruption to costal margin. Vestiture

confined to declivity, consisting of short, stout
and long, slender scales of moderate abundance.

Male.— Similar

except averaging
convex and very
coarsely deeply punctured on upper half, flattened and very finely sculptured below, vestiture
limited to lower area, fine, inconspicuous; anterior margin of pronotum irregularly armed
by about six small teeth; interstriae rather
strongly convex at base of declivity, granules
larger at base, largely obsolete on declivital
face; interstriae 9 more strongly, acutely elevated; declivital vestiture evidently more abun-

and

shorter

to female

stouter;

frons

dant, scales distinctly wider.

Type

Locality.— Rancho

Grande,

Pittier

holotype, male
and 21 paratypes were taken at the
type localit)' on 9 April 1970, 1100 m elevation,
No. 432, from a species of Guttiferae by S. L.

Type Material.— The female

allotype,

Wood. Five paratypes bear identical data except
No. 409, from a NIeleaceae; 37 paratypes are
from El Laurel, 12 km southwest of Caracas,
Venezuela, 1 May 1970, 1800 m elevation. No.
511, from tree branches by S. L. Wood; 13 paratypes are from Colonia Tovar, Aragua, Venezuela, 4 May 1970, 1700 m elevation, No. 499, by

in

Wood.
The holotype,

allotype,

and paratypes are

collection.

Hylocurus

Female.— Length

mm),

frons,

and by the

differ-

declivity.

2.4

mm

(paratypes 2.0-2.4

3.0 times as long as wide; color dark red-

dish brown.

Frons rather deeply concave on circular area
on about central half, center of impressed area
at upper level of eyes; surface almost smooth,
punctured, vestiture very fine
abundant, of moderate uniform
length. Antennal scape short, ornamented by a
few setae; club wider than long, sutures broadly
procurved.
finely

shining,

hairlike, rather

Pronotum

more

times as long as wide; as in
posterior area very slightly

1.2

except

villifrons

finely

Elytra

times

1.9

and

straight

sculptured.

parallel

as

long

on

wide;

as

basal

sides

three-fourths,

acuminate behind; striae feebly impressed, punctures large, moderately deep; interstriae ahnost smooth, weakly convex, as wide
as striae, punctures almost obsolete except subgranulate toward declivity. Declivity steep, conacutely

vex; surface densely punctate-reticulate, striae
obsolete or nearly so on lower three-fourths;
interstriae

1,

2,

and 3 weakly elevated, vWth

rather large, rounded granules to lower fourth,
5 and 7 with similar granules to middle, 4, 6,
and 8 with granules on upper fourth, 9 acutely,

moderately elevated, not serrate, its crest fusing
with costal margin. Vestiture limited to declivity

where tubercles occur, consisting

of rather short,

female except slightly
with a thick, calconvex,
stouter; frons broadly
luslike, transverse carina on median half im-

MALE.-Similar

to

mediately below upper level of eyes, vestiture
sparse, limited to lower half; anterior margin

pronotum armed by eight rather coarse teeth;
tubercles at basal margin of declivity somewhat
larger, those on interstriae 2 and to a lesser extent on 4 fused to form a short, acutely elevated,
of

longitudinal
larger,

crest;

usually

tubercles

declivital

pointed,

interstriae

higher; declivital bristles flattened,

slightly

9 slighdy

much

wider,

slightly longer.

Bumbum,

Locality.— Eight

km

southwest

of

Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Material.- The female holotype, male
allotype, and 27 paratypes were taken at the
singularis, n. sp.

This species is allied to viUijrons Wood, but
distinguished by the subcarinate, transverse
elevation of the male frons, by the concave,
it is

pubescent female

ent elytral

Type

L.

my

finely

stout, interstrial bristles.

National Park, Aragua, Venezuela.

S.

31
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No. 3

15,

m

eletype locality on 11 February 1970, 150
from an unidentified tree seed-

vation, No. 313,

(somewhat
Wood.
ling

similar

to

Guava)

by

S.

L.
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The
in

my

holotype,

allotype,

Male.— Similar

and paratypes are

antennal scape

tation;

Hylocurus

flagellatus, n. sp.

anned by four

flatter male declivity, with a dense
covering of scales and shorter tubercles on the
circumdeclivital ring.

and by the

Female.— Length

mm

(paratypes; females 1.8-2.0 mm), 3.0 times as
2.3

Frons with median half deeply, broadly
stiff

pencil

sul-

accommodate a

setae arising on a small, circular area of vertex;

surface reticulate,

becommg

subrugulose lateralrecumbent, yellowish.

other setae minute,
Antennal scape broadly triangular, dorsal margin
bearing a fringe of long, yellow hair, ventral
margin near insertion of pedicel bearing a small
ly;

penicillate tuft of reddish, fused hair consider-

ably longer than length of pronotum, and from
ventral margin near base a similar tuft of curi-

ously curved hair equal in length to combined
lengths of funicle and club; scape very similar
to dimorplius but all tufts of hair longer; club
1.3 times as long as wide, sutures rather nar-

rowly procurved,

Pronotum

1

not reaching middle.

times as long as wide; sides
almost straight and parallel on basal two-thirds;
anterior margin shallowly notched for reception
of tuft of setae on vertex, unarmed; summit
well in front of middle; asperities on anterior
1.4

area low; posterior area reticulate, punctures
minute, obscure. Vestiture of rather long, coarse,
sparse hair.
Elytra

2.0

and

times

as

long

as

wide;

sides

on basal three-fourths,
rather broadly rounded then subobtusely acuminate beliind; striae not impressed, punctures
small, shallow, obscure toward declivity; interstriae as wide as striae, minutely somewhat
irregular,
punctures fine, obscure. DecHvity
straight

simple;

short,

anterior

elytra

teeth;

truncate behind,

almost

steep,

flat;

margin

of

declivity with circumdeclivital ring of interstrial
tubercles, each

wider than long;

declivital striae

evidently obsolete, interstriae with fine, evidently confused punctures, vestiture of abundant
scales in obscure rows, each scale slightly less
than twice as long as wide.

Locality.— Rancho

Type

Grande,

Pittier

National Park, Aragua, Venezuela.

Type Materl\l.— The female holotype, male
and five paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

apparently reddish fused

of

very

declivity

males 2.3 mm,
long as wide; color very dark brown.
cate from vertex to epistoma to

shorter,

ornamen-

margin of pronotum rather narrowly rounded,

This species is closely allied to dimorphiis
(Schedl), but it is distinguished by the more
elaborately decorated female scape, by the
deeply, longitudijially sulcate female frons which
bears a remarkable tuft of hair on the vertex,

long,

except

female

to

stouter; frons convex, without special

collection.

parallel

type locality on 9 April 1970, 1100 m elevation,
No. 431, from Nectandra branches, by S. L.
Wood. The gallery systems were typical of the
genus.

The
in

my

holotype,

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

Stegomerus mirandus,

n. sp.

This species is distinguished from the four
previously described species by the small, confused, elytral punctures on both disc and declivity
tral

and by the
no

disc with

hairlike vestiture

Female.— Length

mm),

2.5

times

on the

ely-

scales intermixed.

as

mm

1.4
(paratypes 1.2-1.5
long as wide; color very

dark brown to black.
Frons rather narrow, convex, a small, transverse impression immediately above epistomal
margin; surface reticulate, with moderately
coarse punctures above, finer below; vestiture
of sparse, inconspicuous, fine, long hair. Antennal club large, subcircular, with three moderately procurved sutures obscurely marked by
rows of fine, short hair.
Pronotum 1.0 times as long as wide; widest
on basal third, sides moderately arcuate on basal
half, weakly constricted in front of middle and
behind indistinct anterolateral angles, rather
narrowly rounded in front; anterior margin arm-

ed by

six

small teeth

armed by low

(

variable

asperities;

)

;

anterior slope

summit

at

middle;

steep, convex; surface minutely granular; striae

posterior area subreticulate, with small, isolated

obsolete; interstriae 1 and 3 feebly elevated,
small granules in rows on 1-3, scattered in lateral areas, 9 not separately elevated. Vestiture of

granules of irregular size to base. Vestiture of

on disc, of short strial and
interstrial
scales on declivity, scales
rather
abundant, each about two to three times as

as long as

fine,

sparse

hair

long as wide.

sparse, short hair.

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide. 1.6 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on slightlv less than basal two-thirds,
rather narrowly rounded behind; disc shining,
all punctures small, moderately deep, confused.

parallel

Biological Series, Vol.
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15,

Declivity convex, rather steep; punctures slightly
smaller than on disc, confused. Vestiture on disc
of fine, short, hairlike setae; on declivity of
abundant, rather short scales, each scale about
four to six times as long as wide.

Male.— Similar
ed on lower

half;

to

except

female

to

anterior

pronotal

teeth;

set

evidently

asperities

very

on elytra and pronotum
evidently more abundant and shghtly longer.
scales

larger;

slightly

Type
Forest,

Experimental
northwest of

Locality.— Carbonera
about 50 km (airline)

Merida, Venezuela.

Locality.— El

km

Farm, 12

Male.— Similar

submargin of pronotum anned by two closely

female except frons flatten-

reticulation on pronotal disc

less evident.

Type

33

Neotropical Scolytidae

Experimental
southwest of Caracas, Miranda,
Laurel

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 250 paratypes were collected at

allotype,

Venezuela.

the type locality on 16 September 1969, 2.500

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
allotvpe, and 57 paratypes were taken at the

elevation.

by

Wood.
The
in

my

holotA'pe,

The
in

my

m

from Prunus sphaerocarpa,

holotype, allotype,

and paratypes are

collection.

and paratypes are

allotvpe,

21,

Wood.

L.

S.

m

elevation,
type localitA' on 1 May 1970, 1300
No. 468, from an unidentified vine, by S. L.

No.

Periocryphahts,

n.

gen.

collection.

This genus belongs to the Cryphalini. While

Phacnjhts pruni,

This species differs from bosqui Schedl and
robtistus Schedl in having either

two (male)

or

no (female) teeth on the anterior margin of
the pronotum, in having the frons more strongly
convex, and in having clearly defined striae and
strial

punctures.

Female.— Length

mm),

1.7

mm

paratypes 1.4-1.8

(male 2.2) times as long as wide;
color black, with whitish scales.
Frons broadly, evenly convex; surface reticulate-granulate, a few small punctures almost
obsolete;

vestiture

sparse,

Seglong as scape,

inconspicuous.

of antennal funicle as

larger than in other species.

Pronotum 0.85 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides arcuately converging to narrowly rounded anterior margin; summit behind middle; asperities on anterior slope narrow,
rather small, on

gin unarmed;

median

third only; anterior

mar-

surface finely reticulategranulate, punctures fine, obscure. Lateral and
posterior areas with moderately abundant, short
scales

entire

and recumbent

hair intermixed.

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide, 1.9 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, rather narrowly
rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures
small, deep; interstriae three times as wide
as striae, smooth, shining, punctures abundant,
as long as

confused. Declivity rather steep, rather
broadly convex; striae weakly impressed, punctures smaller than on disc; interstriae feebly convex. Vestiture of abundant, confused, short scales
of uniform length; each scale shghtly longer

fine

than wide.

a relationship

gest

to

other genera from the Indo-Malayan region, its
true affinities probably lie more nearly to, but
still remote from Phacnjlus Schedl and perhaps
other South American Cryphalini.

The emargin-

ate eye, the 3-segmented antennal funicle, and
the complete absence of sutures on the antennal

club serve to distinguish

2.4

ment 2

might sugPtilopodius Hopkins or

a general description of characters

n. sp.

it.

1.0 mm, about
long as wide; vestiture of scales

Description.— Length about
2.3

times

and

hair.

as

Frons simple, broadly convex; eye oval,
emarginate, finely faceted; antennal scape rather
short; funicle 3-segmented, segments 2 and 3
both narrow, their combined length shorter
than pedicel; club flattened, subcircular in outline, pubescent but totally devoid of indications
of sutures, slightly shorter than combined length
of scape and funicle. Pronotum wider than long,
coarsely asperate on strongly declivous anterior
anterior margin armed by coarse teeth;

slope,

basal and posterior third of lateral margin with
a fine, raised line. Elytra rather strongly ascending on costal margin toward apex; finely sculptured.

than distal

duced

of scales and hair. Anterior
few teeth on outer margin on less
third. Presumably the male is of reand flightless.

Vestiture

tibiae with

size

Type-species.— Periocri/p/ia/us pxiUus
described below.
Periocnjphalus jmllus,

Wood,

n. sp.

This species superficially might be confused
with several other Cryphalini, but the emargin-
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ate eye, the 3-.segmented antennal funicle, the

unscgmcntcd antennal club, and the
body serve to distinguisli it.

Female.— Length

mm),

1.0 inin

siiiall,

stout

(paratypes 1.0-1.1

2.3 times as long as wide; color almost

black.

Frons rather strongly convex, weakly impressed above epistoma except on median line;
surface minutely, somewhat obscurely rugosereticulate, punctures rather coarse, moderately
close, not clearly defined; vestiture of fine, short,
sparse, inconspicuous hair. Eye less than onethird divided by a narrow emargination. Antennal scape rather short, slender; as described
above.
Pronotum 0.91 times as long as wide; widest
just behind middle, sides moderately arcuate on
basal two-thirds, broadly rounded anteriorly but
with median fourth slightly produced and armed

by four closely set teeth, median pair much
summit slightly in front of middle; an-

larger;

terior slope steep, rather coarsely asperate;
posterior area subshining or shining, irregularly,

very finely reticulate, part of lateral areas
smooth, shining, punctures minute, indefinite,
a few fine granules behind summit. Vestiture
of short, suberect, fine

and stout setae

of

mod-

erate abundance.

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.4 times
pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal tvvo-thirds, rather narrowly
rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures
minute, almost obsolete; interstriae minutely ir-

as long as

regular, punctures uniseriate, minute, not always
clearly defined, slightly larger than those of
striae.

Declivity confined to posterior third, con-

moderately steep; punctures evidently
larger than on disc, largely obscured
by vestiture; costal margin distinctly flanged
vex,

slightly

accommodate rather strongly
ascending abdomen. Vestiture of fine, very short
strial hair and interstrial rows of erect scales;
(or elevated)

to

each scale about four times as long as wide,
both scales and hair more abundant on

close;

declivity.

Protibiae

with three small teeth on outer,

apical m;xrgin.

one additional female paratype is from No.
and one female paratype No. 250, from the
twig of an unidentified tree. The pith tunnels
in tiny stems were very similar to those made
by certain Xi/losandrus species.
The holotype and paratypes are in my col267,

273,

lection.

Ht/pothenemus naneUus,

Apparently this species is more closely allied
puhescens Hopkins than to other representatives of the genus, but it is easily distinguished
by the stouter body, by the more narrowly
rounded apices of pronotum and elytra, and by
to

much

the

of So-

copo, Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Mateiual.— The female holotype and
female paratypes were taken at the type
locality on 2.5 January 1970. 150 m elevation,
No. 274, from the vine knowai locally as Bejuco

larger

antennal club.

Female.— Length

1.0

mm

(allotype

0.75

mm,

female paratype 1.0 mm), 2.2 times as long
as wide; color rather dark yellowish brown.
Frons rather weakly convex, a small median
pit or impression at upper level of eyes; surface
finely rugose-reticulate; sparsely clothed with
fine hairlike setae of moderate length. Antennal
club large, 1.1 times as long as wide; eye 1.3
times as long as club.
Pronotum 0.9 times as long as wide; widest
on basal third, sides moderately arcuate, rather
narrowly rounded in front; anterior margin

anned by

six teeth, teeth .spaced by distances
not greater than their basal width; simimit at
middle, slightly impressed behind; posterior
surface rather coarsely reticulate, with small seti-

ferous granules of moderate

and

abundance on

disc

Vestiture consisting of small
erect scales in posterior areas, small bristles in
lateral

areas.

asperate area.
Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
as long as pronotum; sides straight and parallel

on basal half, then gradually arcuately converging toward narrowly rounded apex; striae weakimpressed, punctures small, shallow; interabout one and one-half times as wide as
striae, feebly convex, subreticulate, punctures
granulate, granules in uniseriate rows, rather
coarse, moderately close. Declivity beginning at
middle, convex; essentially as on disc. Vestiture
ly

striae

consisting of uniseriate rows of erect interstrial
scales

Type LocALrri-.-Forty km southeast

n. sp.

and

shorter,

inconspicuous

strial

hair;

each scale about twice as long as wide, spaced
between rows by slightly more than length of
a scale, and within rows by slightly less than
length of a scale.

8

Blanco, by S. L. Wood; four female paratypes
bear identical data except the collection No.

Male.— Similar

to

female except smaller and

eye slightly reduced.

Type Locality.— Turrialba, Cartago
Costa Rica.

Prov.,

Biological Series, Vol.

New

No. 3

15,

Neotropical Scolytidae

Type Material.—The female holotype, male
and four female paratypes were collect-

allotype,

ed

at the tvpe locality

on 5 July 1963, at an
by S. L. Wood, from
unidentified shade tree

elevation of about 800 m,

dead twigs of

a large,

type locality on 12 March 1964, at an elevation
of about 70 in by S. L. Wood, from just below
the outer surface of living bark on the bole of
a large, standing healthy tree at least 1
in
diameter.

m

in a coffee plantation.

The
in

mv

holotype,

35

The
and paratypes are

allotype,

in

holotype,

my

allotype,

collection.

Hijpothcnemus
Ht/potheneintts

ground

vestiture,

by

the

smaller,

oval

antennal club, and by other characters.

Female.— Length

This species has scalelike interstrial setae
only on the basal half of the elytra; on the
posterior half these setae are shorter, hairlike,

and mav be semirecumbent. In this respect it
resembles dipterocarpi Hopkins to which it is
not closely related. Except for the frons, which
is somewhat similar to jxirallchis Hopkins, and
the elytra setae, this species resembles eruditus

mm

(paratypes: males
0.9 mm, females 1.2-1.3 mm), 2.2 times as long
as wide; color dark reddish brown, elytra almost
1.3

teretls, n. sp.

a.scitiis, n. sp.

This species probably is more closely related
to nanclhis Wood, described above, than to
other representatives of the genus, but it is
readilv distinguished by the larger size, by the
narrower elvtral scales and the more abundant
elytral

and paratypes are

collection.

Westwood

to

which

Female.— Length

mm),

it

is

1.1

compared below.

mm

(paratypes 1.0-1.2

2.2 times as long as wide; color almost

black.

black.

Frons convex above, slightly, transversely
impressed above epistoma; surface coarsely reticulate above upper level of eyes, punctate and
slightly granulate below; a weak median carina
on lower third; vestiture sparse, rather short,
hairlike, inconspicuous. Antennal club rather
small, oval, 1.5 times as long as wide; eye 1.5

Frons moderately, transversely impressed on
lower two-thirds, convex above, with a low,
distinct elevation at upper level of eyes occupy-

times as long as club.
Pronotum 0.9 times as long as wide; as in
imncUus except teeth on anterior margin spaced,
by distances at least twice basal width of a

eruditus.

tooth,

and posterior area densely, not

clearly

punctured, with scattered granules; vestiture of
slender scales and bristles.
Elytra 1.2 times as long as wide, 1.5 times
as long as pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, rather narrowly
rounded behind; striae moderately impressed,
punctures rather coarse, deep; interstriae almost
as wide as striae, somewhat convex, almost
smooth, punctures uniseriate, rather close, minutely subvulcanate. Declivity confined to posterior third, convex, rather steep. Vestiture conof uniseriate rows of interstrial scales;

sisting

each scale about three times as long as wide;
and shorter, rather abundant, fine, strial and interstrial hair.

Male.— Similar

to female except smaller, eye

partly reduced.

Type Locality-.— Puerto Viejo, Heredia Prov.,
Costa Rica.
Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 10 paratypes were collected at the

allotype,

median

ing

sixth;

surface

rugose-reticulate,

punctures moderately coarse, shallow; vestiture
inconspicuous.

Pronotum

0.94 times as long as wide; as in

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide; outline as
not impressed, punctures fine,

in eruditus; striae

very shallow, seen with difficulty; interstriae
subrugulose, at least twice as wide as striae,
punctures fine, obscure, uniseriate. Declivity
rather steep, convex; striae weakly impressed,
otherwise as on disc. Vestiture of rows of very

and rows of interstrial setae;
on disc erect, scalelike, each
about four to six times as long as wide, these
setae on posterior half of elytra represented by
shorter, fine, slender, hairlike setae resembling

minute

strial hair,

interstrial

strial

setae

setae.

Type

Locality.— Finca

La

Lola,

Limon,

Costa Rica.

Type Material.— The female holotype and
two paratypes were taken at the type locality
on 10 January 1963, from Theobronw cacao, by
L. Saunders. Other paratypes include: one
J.
from Beverley, Limon, Costa Rica, 26 August
1963, 7 m. No. 154, vine; one from Playon, San
Jose, Costa Rica, 22 February 1964, 50 m, No.
449,

Canavalia

villosa;

one from 5

km

W

EI

Pino, Zulia, Venezuela, 20 October 1969, 10 m,
El Vigia,
No. 139, hif^a; five from 20 km

SW
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22 October 1969, 100 ni. No. 81, Cecropki petiole, and one 10 December 1969, No. 184, same
locality; one from 9 km S Barrancas, Rarinas,
Venezuela, 5 November 1969, 150 m. No. 101,
Serjania; two, same locality, 1 October 1969, No.
33; two from 30 km E Palmar, Bolivar, Venezuela, 12 June 1970, 200 m. No. 575, Sterculia
pruriens; and two from 40 km E Canton, Barinas, Venezuela, 8 March 1970, 70 m. No. 370,
tree seedling; all were females and were taken

by

The holotvpe and paratvpes

are in

my

Cryptocarenus coroiuitus,

tus

is

frontal

n. sp.

size, by the very difand by several other

sculpture,

characters mentioned below.

Female.— Length

mm),

3.0

mm

(paratypes 2.8-3.1

2.5 times as long as wide; color reddish

brown.
Frons

transversely

impressed

from

upper

level of eyes to epistomal margin, this area trans-

impressed
area rather coarsely, closely punctured, more
nearly granulate at upper limits of impression
and on convex area above to vertex; upper margin of impression with a small, median elevation; epistoma distinct, not strongly elevated;
vestiture inconspicuous except for epistomal
versely

flat,

longitudinally concave;

brush.

Pronotum about

as

in

diadematus except

anterior slope steeper, asperities larger; anterior

margin armed by eight to ten coarse teeth.
Glabrous except at margins.
Elytra as in diadematus except declivity

more strongly convex, declivital
interstriae 2 less strongly impressed, more nearly
convex; vestiture more abundant, apices of setae

slightly steeper,

wider.

Type LocALiTi'.— Twenty
El Vigia, Merida, Venezuela.

km

southwest of

Type Material.— The female holotype was
taken at the type locality on 21 November 1969,
50

m

from a Bignoniaceae
L. Wood. Three female paratypes
in Venezuela, one from each of the

elevation. No.

vine,

by

were

takcMi

S.

following localities: 8

150,

km SW Bumbum,

Barinas,

No. 325, Nectandra twig; 40 km SE
Socopo, Barinas, 2.5-1-70, No. 2.55, from a cut
tree seedling; Campamento Rio Grande, 30 km
E Palmar, Bolivar, 20() m elevation, 12-VI-70,
No. 566, Suipo; all by S. L. Wood. Pith tunnels
in small stems were made by this species.
11-11-70,'

in

my

col-

This species

is

n. sp.

rather closely allied to laemay be distinguished by

vigatus Blandford, but
longitudinally

the

(often

tubercle

carinate

a

complete carina from epistoma to vertex), by
the shorter elytral vestiture, and by the lighter

Female.— Length

1.7

mm

1.6-1.9

mm),

rather

dark reddish brown

(female paratypes

2.6 times as long as wide;

color

(some specimens

very dark).

distinguished from diadema-

Eggers by the larger

ferent

and paratypes are

Cryptocarenus lepidus,

col-

lection.

This species

liolotypc

color.

Wood.

L.

S.

The
lection.

Frons rather weakly, transversely impressed
from just above epistomal margin to just below
upper level of eyes, convex above, a fine, low
carina extending from epistoma to vertex but
higher at upper level of eyes (not evident on
lower half in several specimens); epistomal margin shallowly, broadly emarginate; surface finely
granulate-punctate, with several low, irregular,
longitudinal rugae on upper two-thirds; vestiture

consisting

of

rather

sparse,

fine

hairlike

setae.

Pronotum

1.0 times as

long as wide; widest

behind middle, sides on ba.sal two-thirds
rather weakly arcuate, constricted just behind
anterior margin, rather broadly rounded in
11 closely
front; anterior margin armed by
placed teeth (seven to ten in most specimens);
just

summit at
marked by

middle;

posterior

tures, subreticulate laterally.
al

area

obscurely

and a few puncAnterior and later-

fine points, lines,

areas bearing a few short, stout hairs.

Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide, 1.6 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal two-thirds, rather narrowly
rounded behind; striae not impressed except
1
feebly impressed toward declivity, punctures
small, distinct, rather shallow; interstriae about
twice as wide as striae, snbshining. surface
obscurely marked by numerous minute points.
as long as

parallel

Declivity rather steep, convex; striae 1 narrowly
deeply impressed, 2 rather weakly, ir-

rather

regularly impressed, punctures smaller, less
regular than on disc; interstriae 1 weakly elevated, surface more irregular; scattered punctures on all interstriae, a few of them very feebly
granulate. Vestiture confined to sides and declivity, consisting of sparse, slender, spatulate
bristles

and

a

few minute,

strial,

hairlike setae.

Male.— Smaller than female. Only one male,
with head and pronotimi lost, was available for
study.

Biological Series,

Type

\^ol. 15,

New

No. 3

Locality.— Beverley,

Limon

Prov.,

Costa Rica.

Host.—A woody

vine,
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probably Serjanui

(type), Canavalia viUosa. and at least
.species (paratypes).

two

sp.

tree

puncture. Declivity steep, almost flat; posterolateral margin subacutely elevated from apex to
interstriae 7, interstriae 2 almost flat, impressed,
1
and area lateral to 2 moderately elevated;
strial and interstrial punctures somewhat smaller
those of interstriae very finely
Vestiture consisting of erect, blunt,

than on disc,

Type Material.— The female holotype and
seven paratv'pes were collected at the type

granulate.

on 26 August 1963, at an elevation of
about 10 m, from a cut woody vine 1-3 cm in
diameter. Other paratypes were taken in Costa
Rica as follows: 6 from Pandora, Limon Prov.,
23 August 1963, .50 m elevation, from a broken
branch; 2 from Playon, 22 February 1964, and
2 from Volcan, 11 December 1964, Puntarenas
Prov.; 7 from Santa Ana. .30 August 196.3, 1.300
m elevation and 1 from San Isidro del General,
13 December 1963, 1000 m elevation, San Jose
Prov. One paratope was taken at Palin, Es-

Female.— Similar to male except frons evenly
convex and more closely pubescent; declivital
interstriae 2 feebly if at all impressed, weakly

localitv

quintla Prov., Guatemala, 19
ele\'ation

All

May

1964, 1000

from a broken branch of a large

were collected by S. L. Wood.
The holotype and paratypes are

in

my

m

tree.

col-

lection.

convex,

(paratypes 1.4-1.5
wide; color light

brown.

lateral

fine, long, rather sparse, hairlike.

1.2 times as

beliind middle,

sides

long as wide; widest

moderately arcuate,

rather broadly rounded in front; summit indefinite, well in front of middle; surface almost

smooth, \\ith a few minute points, punctures on
disc rather coarse, close, separated by distances

about equal to their diameters, becoming some-

areas

strongly ele-

less

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 10 paratypes were collected at the

allotype,

type locality on 18 February 1964, at an eleva-

about 250 m, by

tion of

S.

L .Wood;

the holo-

type and two paratypes were taken from an
unidentified vine, the others from Chayote.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are

my

collection.

Dendrocranulus divermis,

n. sp.

species appears to be somewhat variable, but it may be distinguished from costaricensis Schedl and other allied species by the
Tliis

more broadly impressed

declivity,

sion reaching interstriae

4.

MALE.-Length

Frons convex above eyes, rather shallowly,
transversely impressed below; surface shining,
closely, subgranulately punctured; vestiture very
Pronottun

and

Type Locality.— Rio Damitas in the Dota
Mountains, San Jose Prov., Costa Rica.

n. sp.

This species is readily distinguished from
tardus Schedl by the smaller size and by the
distinctly impressed declivital interstriae 2.

Male.— Length 1..5 mm
mm), 3.0 times as long as

1

vated; vestiture finer.

in

Dendrocranulus tardulus,

just

rather long interstrial bristles.

mm),

2.7

mm

the impres-

(paratypes

2.0-2.9

2.5 times as long as wide; color very dark

brown.
Frons convex above eyes, rather strongly
transversely impressed from upper level of eyes
to epistoma; epistomal margin broadly emarginate, upper tooth on mandibles projecting anteriemargination; surface
margin, rather
epistomal
reticulate almost to
deeply punctured, many punctures
closely,
orly

and partly

granulate;

filling this

vestiture

consisting of

rather long,

sparse hair.

as long as

Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide, 1.3 times
pronotum; sides almost straight and

Pronotum 1.1 times as long as wide; widest
just behind middle, sides strongly arcuate from
base to rather narrowly rounded anterior margin; posterior surface almost smooth and shining,

feebly dilated on basal two-thirds, then slightly
narrowed to just before apex, and abruptly
rounded to very broadly rounded, almost straight

punctures moderately large, deep, close, each
puncture with a very minute lateral granule
(almost imperceptible at center), granules in-

posterior margin; striae not impressed, punctures

creasing in size laterally. Vestiture brisdelike,
almost entirely limited to lateral and asperate

what

finely asperate in lateral areas. Vestiture

consisting of rather sparse, erect hair.

wider than
striae, smooth and shining, punctures almost as
large and deep as those of striae, separated by
distances about equal to twice diameter of a
rather large, deep; interstriae slightly

areas.

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.2 times
as pronotum; sides arcuately narrowed
long
as

.
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from

level of declivital base to level of sutural

apex, posterior margin straight or feebly, broadly emarginate over about two-thirds of elytral
width; striae 1 feebly, others not impressed,

punctures small, close, rather deep; interstriae
about twice as wide as striae, surface obscurely
etched by minute points and lines, punctures
slighth' smaller than those of striae and about
half as numerous. Declivity rather abrupt, steep,
broadlv, shallowly concave; posterolateral margin obtusely rounded, strongly elevated from
apex to interstriae 4, conspicuously higher than
1; interstriae 1 weakly elevated, 2 wider and impressed, all interstriae with a median row of
fine granules; striae 1, 2, and 3 with punctures
rather strongly impressed. Vestiture consisting
rows of erect bristles.

of interstrial

Female.— Similar to male except frons less
strongly impressed (flat or weakly concave in
some paratypes); in some specimens posterolateral

margin of declivity

less

strongly devel-

oped.

Type Localiti-.— Puerto Viejo, Limon Prov.,
Costa Rica.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and 14 paratypes were collected at the
type locality on 12 March 1964, at an elevation
of about 70 m, by S. L. Wood, from an unidentified vine. Other paratypes were taken in Costa
Rica as follows: 4 at Pandora, Limon Prov., 23
August 1963; 3 at Turrialba, Cartago Prov., 9
March 1964; 16 at Rio Damitas in the Dota
Mountains, San Jose Prov., 18 February 1964;
and 5 at Playon, Puntarenas Prov., 22 February
1964; all were taken from unidentified vines by
S. L .Wood. Three specimens not included in
the type series are from La Lima, Honduras,
5 May 1964, in Cmjaponia microdonta.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

my

poorly developed; posterior surface reticulate, punctures coarse, moderately close, each with a minute granule on
lateral side; vestiture hairlike, inconspicuous.
perities small,

isolated,

Elytra 1.9 times as long as wide, 1.4 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal two-thirds then gradually
narrowed to broadly rounded posterior margin;

as long as
parallel

not impressed, punctures coarse, deep;
interstriae equal to or slightly narrower than
striae, punctures about two-thirds as large as
those of striae and slighdy less abundant. De-

striae

steep,

clivity

between third striae;
and as deep as

flattened

strial punctures almost as large

disc; interstriae 1 moderately elevated, 2
impressed (at least medially), gradually ascending laterally to interstriae 3; interstrial
punctures less abundant than on disc, not at all
granulate. Vestiture consisting of rows of erect
(abraded on most of deinterstrial brisdes

on

clivity

)

Female.— Similar

to

male except

frontal im-

developed; elytral
weakly, more narrowly impressed.

pression

feebly

declivity

Type LocALrri.— Rio Damitas in the Dota
Momitains, San Jose Prov., Costa Rica.
Type

Matebial.— The male

female allotj^pe were collected
caUty on 18 February 1964, at
about 250 in, by S. L. Wood,
of an unidentified vine.
The holotvpe and allotype

holotype

and

at the type lo-

an elevation of
from the stems
are in

my

col-

lection.

Dendrocniiudiis

limtis. n. sp.

collection.

Dendrocranulus ptimihis,

This species is distinguished from the closely
Schedl by the rather strongly con-

allied turd us

n. sp.

very clo.sely related to schedU
Wood, but may be distinguished by the reticulate pronotum, by the smaller elytral punctures,
and by the small nodules associated with discal

This species

is

punctures on the pronotum.

mm

(allotype 1.45 mm),
2.7 times as long as wide; color yellowish brown.
Frons convex above, transversely impressed

Male.— Length

one-third

punctures
rather

hairlike,
1

1.3

below upper

reticulate,

sutures

Pronotum evidently 1.3 times as long as wide
by glue); widest just behind
middle, sides moderately arcuate from base to
rather narrowly rounded anterior margin; as(partly obscured

level

coarse,

sparse.

of

eyes;

deep;

Antennal

and 2 weaklv procurved.

dle of club.

1

surface
vestiture

club with
near mid-

vex elNtral declivity, by the less strongly elevated posterolateral margin of the declivity,
and by the more widely spaced strial punctures.

Male.— Length
mm), 2.7 times as

mm

(paratypes 1.7-2.0
1.8
long as wide; color light red-

dish brown.

Frons weakly convex; surface reticulate and
rather coarsely, not deeply punctured, reticulation and punetiires reduced toward center on
lower half; vestiture rather sparse, consisting of
fine,

of

long hair.

Pronotum 1.2 times as long as wide; sides
middle third almost straight and parallel,
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posterior angles broadly rounded, anterior angles

coUis; both species vary within limits but aver-

toward broadly rounded
anterior margin; dorsal profile arcuate from
base, a little more strongly declivous on anterior
third; surface shining, with few points, punc-

age dentition about the same; strial
punctures minute but clearly
general surface between punctures
smooth on lower half, small points
upper half of declivity.

arcuately converging

tures rather coarse, deep, separated

by distances

equal to width of a punctiire, lateral margin
of each puncture very finely asperate, tubercles

becoming

larger

laterally.

Vestiture

hairlike,

area.

wde,

as long as

1.6 times

as long as pronotuni; sides straight

1.3 times

and

parallel

on slightly more than basal two-thirds, broadly
rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures
large,
deep; interstriae slightly wider than
almost smooth, shining, punctures twothirds as large as those of striae, spaced one to
two times diameter of a puncture. DecHvity
steep, distinctly convex; posterolateral margin
acutely elevated from apex to interstriae 7;
weakly impressed; interstriae weakly
striae
convex, punctures reduced and feebly granulate.
Wstiture consisting of erect, interstrial bristles.
striae,

Fem.\le.— Similar to male except frons bearing a rather dense fringe of long yellow hair
to well above eyes, except central area glabrous.

Type LocALiTi'.— Rio Damitas in the Dota
Mountains, San Jose Prov., Costa Rica.

inter-

appearing
visible

on

smaller than female; proreduced, posteromedian part
of pronotum gradually elevated to acutely precipitous posterior margin; elytral declivity more
asperities

gradual, upper denticles absent, lateral margin
rather weakly elevated above major spine.

Type

Locality.- GuapUes,

Limon

Prov.,

Costa Rica.

Type Material.— The female holotype and
15 paratypes were collected at the type locality
on 22 August 1966, at an elevation of about 100
m, from a recently cut sapling. Other paratypes
include: 2 from Turrialba, Cartago, Costa Rica,
9 March 1964, 700 m elevation; 3 from Cerro
Campana, Panama, 26 July 1966, 1000 m elevation; 1 from Volcan Chiriqui, Panama, 11
elevation; 1 from Limon
January 1964, 1800
Bay, Canal Zone, Panama, 30 December 1963,
sea level; all collected by myself; and 1 from
Zant, Limon, Costa Rica, Flora E, Salas No. AB,
30 May 1956, at 57A4B, in Cacao.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are

m

in

my

collection.

Type Material.— Tlie male holotype, female
and 19 paratypes were collected at the

Mimips mimicus Schedl

allotype,

tv'pe locality on 18 February 1964, at an elevation of 250 m, by S. L. Wood, from stems
of an unidentified vine; 22 paratypes were taken
at Playon, Puntarenas Prov., 22 February 1964,
at 50 m elevation, by S. L. Wood, from a wild

and

impressed,

Male.— Slightly

notal

inconspicuous except laterally and in asperate
Elvtra

strial

Fig.

1

This species was described (Schedl, 1961,
Pan Pacific Ent. 37:227) from specimens taken

cucurbit vine.

Xyleborus ebenus,
This species

is

n. sp.

very closely related to sanit is readily distinguished

guinicollis Blandford;

from that species by the black pronotum, by the
shining elytral declivity, with strial punctures
small and clearly impressed. The declivital differences are conspicuous at a magnification of
80 diameters.

Female.— Length
male

3.7-3.9

3.8

mm, male

mm
3.1

(paratypes: fe2.0 times as

mm),

long as wide; mature color uniformly black.
Frons as in sanguinicoUK except punctures
reduced in number and size. Posterior area of
pronotum as in sanguinicoUis but more uniformly
reticulate, punctures less clearly impressed. General sculpture of elytral declivity as in sanguini-

Fig.

1.

Mimips mimictis:

elytral

declivity.

posterolateral aspect of

male

40
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Costa Rica. Since then it has been
taken from the followini^ locaUties. PANAMA:
Barro Colorado Island, Canal Zone, 27-XII-63,

at light in

70

m

elevation, No. .340, tree limb; Ft. Clayton,

Canal Zone, 22-XII-63,
limb.

tree

VENEZUELA:

Barinas, ,5-XI-69,

dias

70

.30 rn

.50 in

tures

elevation. No.' 303,

9

km

S

elevation. No.

mombin; 40 km E Canton,

m

usually much more strongly developed, and
setae on declivita! interstriae 1 slender, longer,
these setae stout and blunt in mimicus; punc-

11.5,

Spon-

mombin. All
were taken by me; apparently they all came
from the same host species. Its length is 1.6-2.0
elevation, No. .394, Spondias

elytral

disc very slightly smaller.

Female.— Similar to female of mimicus exfrons much more convex, with a slight,

Barrancas,

Barinas, 8-III-70,

on

cept

impression above epistoma, its surmore sharply punctured, its vestiture finer, not quite as long; anterior margin
transverse

face smoother,

pronotum unarmed;

of

declivities

differ as

in

males.

mm.

Type Locality. -Forty km E Canton, Ba-

Mhnips

analogtis, n. sp.
Fig.

rinas,

2

This species is almost identical to mimicus
Schedl, but it is distinguished by the male frons
and by other characters indicated in the fol-

lowing description.

Venezuela.

Type Materlvl.— The male holotype, female
and 30 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 8 March 1970, 70 m elevation,
No. 394, from Spondias mombin, by S. L. Wood.
They were taken from branches .3-8 cm in diameter; mimicus was in branches 2-3 cm in diameter in the same limb.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
allotype,

in

my

collection.

Mimips

fortis, n. sp.
Fig. 3

Evidently

Wood, but

this

it is

species

is

and by the presence of
teeth on the elytral dechvity.

size

Fic. 2.

Mimips analogus:

posterolateral .aspect of

allied to

analogus

by the larger
only two pairs of

easily distinguished

male

elvtral declivity.

Male.— Length
mm), 2.4 times as

mm

2.0
(paratypes 1.9-2.4
long as wide; color yellowish

brown.
P'rons

rather strongly convex above,

lower

third strongly, abruptly, transversely impressed;

surface rather coarsely punctate-granulate; ves-

Antenna as in mimicus.
Pronotum 1.03 times as long as wide; as in
mimicus except anterior margin unarmed and
titure sparse, fine, long.

discal area smooth, shining (partly reticulate in

mimicus.
Elytra

1.4

times

as

long

as

wide;

as

in

mimicus except ventrolateral margin of declivity
more evenly elevated, basal area of second tooth

Fic.

.3.

Mimips

elytral

fortii:

declivity.

posterolateral

aspect

of

male
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(paratype.s

2.3-2.4

as wide; color very dark

brown.
Frons as in analogus except transverse impression much weaker; vestiture sparse, fine.
Pronotiuii as in atuilogus except anterior margin
indistinctly serrate, discal punctures slightly
not as close.
Elvtra 1.5 times as long as wide; disc as in

larger,

but punctures very slightly smaller,
deeper; strial and interstrial punctures equal
in size. Declivity very steep, tnmcate, broadly
concave; lower two-thirds margined by an elevated, subacute, continuous, slightly undulating
flJUi/ogi/i-

upper third armed by two coarse teeth
(directed caudad), one in line with interstriae
2, second in line with interstriae 4; face of declivity shining, with moderately abundant, large,

ridge,

shallow punctures. Vestiture of rather long, fine,
hair, a few supplemental setae near

elevated on lower two-thirds, one
blunt tooth in line with interstriae 4,
upper margin between tooth and suture rounded;
in declivital face suture moderately elevated,
surface shining, punctures rather coarse, im-

strongly
coarse,

pressed, confused. Vestiture of sparse, moderately long, fine, interstrial hair, with supplementary setae in declivital margin.

Female.— Similar

male except frons flatmedian
elevation below, surface uniformly covered by

small,
fine,

isolated,

granules,

setiferous

slightly

vestiture

declivital teeth displaced

long, abundant;

mesally, in line with striae

smaller, located

2,

below upper margin

of

declivity.

Type Locality.— Eight km south of Colonia
(near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca, Colombia.

interstrial

declivity.

to

tened, feebly impressed above, a feeble

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 102 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

Type Locality.— Finca Taboga, about 15 km
southwest of Caiias, Guanacaste, Costa Rica.

Material.— The male holotype and
tAvo male paratypes were taken at the type localit)' on 8 February 1967, from a fallen tree.
One male paratype was taken at Fort Clayton,
Canal Zone, Panama, on 22 December 1963, presumably from Spondias mombin, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype and paratypes are in my col-

Type

type locality on 9 July 1970, 30
628, in Icica altisima,

The

my

by

S.

L.

m

elevation. No.

Wood.

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Mimips

uncinatus, n. sp.
Fig. 5

This

species

evidently is closely allied to
chiriquensis (Blandford), but

bidem Wood and

lection.

Mwiips

hidens, n. sp.
Fig. 4

This species is somewhat intermediate between chiriqucmis (Blandford) and /ort!,s Wood,
but it is distinguished by the larger size, and
by having only one pair of widely separated
declivital teeth.

MALE.-Length

mm),

2.8

mm

(paratypes

2.6-3.0

2.6 times as long as wide; color reddish

browai.

Frons broadly convex, a rather large, low

median elevation

below upper

just

level of eyes;

minutely subaciculate, with isolated,
uniformly distributed, moderately large gran-

surface
ules;

vestiture fine,

Pronotum

as

sparse.

in fortis except discal surface

subreticulate, punctures fine.

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide; about as
in jortis except strial

and

interstrial

punctures

deep, moderately confused from
Declivity steep, truncate,
suture.
striae 3 to
broadlv excavated; margin acutely, continuously,
rather small,

Fic. 4.

Mimips hidenx:

elvtral dedivitv.

posterolateral

a.spect

of male
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No. 483, by

S.

L.

Wood, from branches

of

an

Additional paratypes bear
identical data except three arc No. 498, two are
No. 495, 42 are No. 500, and one is No. .509.
unidentified

The
in

my

tree.

holotype,

Mimips

ocularis, n. sp.
Fig.

is

It

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

6

This small, conservatively sculptured species
not closely related to any described species.
is distinguished by the rather narrowly sep-

arated eyes, and by other characters.

Female.— Length

mm),

Fig. 5.

Mimips uncinatus:

posterolateral aspect of

male

elytral declivity-

it

differs in the details of the frontal

and

elytral

Male.— Length
mm), 2.7 times as

mm

(paratypes 1.4-1.7
long as wide; color reddish
1.4

brown.
Frons broadly convex; surface minutely aciculate, with small, moderately sparse granules
to upper level of eyes, a small, central fovea
usually present; vestiture fine, long, moderately
abundant. Pronotum as in hidens.
Elytra 1.7 times as long as wide; strial and
interstrial punctures small, shallow, in rows,
of equal size, surface almost smooth, shining.
Declivity steep, truncate, broadly concave; lower t^vo-thi^ds of margin subacutely elevated,
ridge ending above in large tooth in line with
interstriae 2, tooth directed mesad, slender at
its apex and hooked toward suture; declivital
margin rounded between teeth; concavity about
as in fortis. Vestiture of short strial and long
interstrial, fine hair, longer, coarser and with
supplemental setae at base of declivity.

Female.— Similar

to

male

except

third of vertex transversely etched as

on

mm

(paratypes 1.7-2.0

brown.
Frons convex above, flattened toward epistoma; lower third subaciculate, coarse isolated
granules in upper and lateral areas, shining,
smooth between granules in upper areas; vestiture very fine, long, rather sparse hair. Eyes
very large, separated above by a distance almost
equal to width of an eye.

Pronotum L14 times

as long as wide; outmimicus; anterior margin finely serrate;
posterior area rather coarsely, sharply
punctured, with obscure indications of reticulations at margins of punctures, shining. Vestiture
of fine hair at margins.

line as

declivital sculpture.

2.0

2.8 times as long as wide; color reddish

in

Elytra 1.7 times as long as wide, 1.4 times

pronotum; sides straight and parallel
on basal three-fourths, broadly rounded behind;
strial and interstrial punctures efjual in size,
small, confused. DecHvity steep, narrowly, shallowly concave; margin obtusely rounded on lower two-thirds, summit anned on upper twothirds by three verv small, rounded granules, a
as long as

median
a strid-

ulating organ.

Type

Locality.- Colonia

Tovar,

Aragua,

Venezuela.

Type Matkkial.— The male holotype, female
and 15 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

type locality on 4

May

1970, 1700

m

elevation,

bic. 6.

Miviips oculuris: posterolateral aspect of male

elvtral

dcilivitv.

.
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moderately large, pointed tooth in line with
2, mesad and very slightly above
upper granule of lateral margin; concave area
.shallow, transversely oval, with numerous small,
confused punctures. \'estiture of moderately
abundant, short, hairlike ground cover, and
rather sparse, longer setae, long setae rather
interstriae

stout

on

declivity.

Male.— Similar

to

female except frons more

sparsely pubescent.

Type LocALiTi'.— Eight km south of Colonia
(near Buenaventura), Valle de Cauca, Colombia.
Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 19 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation,
type locality' on 9 July 1970, 30
No. 628, from Idea altisinm, by S. L. Wood.
These specimens were in the same small tree

with bidens.

The
in

mv

holotype,

allotype,
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and paratypes are

strongly procurved, segments 1 and 2 smooth
and glabrous except for rows of setae at sutures.

Styphlosonui subulatum,

This species

is

very closely related to granu-

latum Blandford, but it is distinguished by the
shallowly impressed female frons with finer
punctures, by the deeper, narrower female epistomal emargination, by the finer interstrial piuictures, and by the slightly narrower declivital
impression.

Female.— Length

mm),

mm

(paratypes 1.4-1.6

slightly longer.

Pronotum

1.1

times as long as wide; as in

granulatum but very

slightly

more

finely sculp-

tured.

stm iJilosoma granulatum Blandford
Blandford
1904,
Biol.
Centr. Amer., Coleopt. 4[6]:232) was
named from a unique male specimen from Volcan de Chiriqui, Panama. This genus and species has remained almost unknown since its
description except for references to the type.
A long series was taken at Finca Taboga, about
15 km southeast of Cartas, Guanacaste Prov.,
Costa Rica, on 2 February 1967, by R. W. Matthews, from the bark of Spondias jrwmbin.
Since the remarkable female has not been deStijphlosoirm

1.6

2,4 times as long as wide; color very dark

brown.
Frons as in granulatum except feebly planoconcave, upper margin more abrupt; surface
reticulate, punctures smaller, obscured in central area; sides of epistomal emargination more
mandibular processes very
parallel;
nearly

collection.

The genus

n. sp.

(

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide; sides almost
and parallel on basal two-thirds, very
broadly rounded behind; striae 1 weakly imstraight

pressed, strial punctures moderately coarse,
rather deep, close; interstriae as wide as striae,

smooth, punctures fine, close, in rows except
slightly confused toward base (larger and much
more strongly confused in granulatum). Declivity very steep, appearing somewhat flattened
from dorsal aspect; strial punctures smaller than
on disc; interstrial punctures about as on disc;
interstriae 2 narrowed, strongly, narrowly im-

scribed the following will aid in the recognition

pressed on central two-thirds of decUvity. Vesti-

of this species.

ture on striae

Female.— Length

1.3-1.5

mm,

and alternate

interstrial setae of

short, suberect, rather coarse hair; alternate in-

2.4

times as

long as wide; color very dark brown.
Frons flat from eye to eye from epistomal
margin to vertex; epistomal margin very deeply
emarginate, emargination almost attaining upper
level of eyes, rather broadly U-shaped, wider
than deep, its arms diverging slightly; surface
almost smooth, with dense, uniformly distributed, rather coarse, deep punctures over entire
flattened area; dorsomesal angle of cutting surface of mandibles greatly extended and curved
cephalad into a median, projecting process; this
process projecting from fundus of epistomal
emargination a distance equal to almost half
length of scape; vestiture rather abundant, very
short, inconspicuous. Antenna as described and
figured by Blandford; funicle clearly 5-segmented; suture 1 moderately procurved, 2 very

setae fomiing rows of slightly longer
each scale about three times as long
as wide (alternate arrangement of hair and
scales on interstriae of granulatum not at all
terstrial

scales,

regular )

Male.— Similar to female except frons with
a strongly developed, transverse carina at upper
level of eyes, convex above, strongly, transversely

impressed

below carina, surface coarsely,
upper area also reticulate.

closely punctured,

Type Locality.— Nine km south

of Barancas,

Barinas, Venezuela.

Type Material.— The female

holotype, male
and 51 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 2 December 1969, 150 m elevation, No. 165, from Astronium graviolens, by

allotype,

Brigham Young University
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L. Wcx)d.

The

chamber

flattened nuptial

is

apparently standing on its edge in thick bark,
with one axis parallel to the grain of wood, the
other perpendicular to the cambium surface,
but not reaching the cambium. From its inner
angles one to four egg galleries branch, usually
two each from the upper and lower angles;
these angle diagonally from the nuptial chamto the cambium. The egg tunnels
ber 2-4
then continue along the cambium on a straight
or slightly curved course. Eggs are deposited
in niches and larval development starts in the

withhi a row;

Only

newly

hatched

larvae

were

present.

The
in

holotype,

my

and paratypes are

allotype,

collection.

finely punctured pronotimi and
and by the impressed female frons.

mm),

mm

(paratypes 1.7-2.1
2.8 times as long as wide; color reddish
2.3

brown.
Frons broadlv, transversely impressed on
lower half, epistoma slightly elevated; surface
reticulate above, becoming smooth below, upper
area with small, moderately abundant, shallow
punctures; vestiture moderately abundant, of
rather long, fine hair. Antennal funicle with
four strongly compressed segments; club longer
than wide.
Pronotiim

1.2 times as

to

female except frons con-

long as wide; widest

Type Localit\-.— Lago Amatitlan,

Esfjuintla,

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 67 paratvpes were collected at the

;dlotype,

m

elevation.
type locality on 10 June 1964, 700
No. 707, Bursera branch, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in
collection.

parilis, n. sp.

very closely related to eximius
distinguished by the more
strongly impressed female frons, by the deeper
pronotal punctures, by the greatly reduced
strial punctures, by the much more numerous,
This species

Wood, but

it

is

is

deeper, impressed points on the elytra, and by
the

much

less

abundant

Female.— Length

mm),

elytral hair.

mm

(paratype

1.9

2.8 times as long as wide; color very

dark

2.0

reddish brown.
Frons as in eximius except very slightly more
strongly impressed. Pronotum as in eximius except discal reticulation stronger, punctures deeper,

more sharply impressed.

Elytra as in eximius except surface shining,
strial punctures minute, shallow, some of them
little larger than ;ibundant, sharply impressed,

on basal half, sides weakly arcuate, narrowly
rounded in front; anterior margin armed by
about six teeth, median pair much larger; sum-

minute points; surface of disc with many

mit at middle; asperities rather coarse, not continued behind summit; posterior area reticulate,
punctures very small, shallow, rather sparse.

titure

Elytra 1.7 times as long as wide, 1.4 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal two-thirds, narrowlv rounded

as long as

behind; striae not impressed, punctures rather
small, shallow; interstriae wider than striae,
rather obscurely reticulate, dull, punctures fine,
very sparse except toward declivity. Declivity
rather steep, convex; strial punctiu'es minute,
weakly impressed; uiterstrial punctures replaced

by

fine,

uniseriatc rows of granules.

Vestiture

largely confinetl to declivity, consisting of mi-

nute

strial

interstrial

hair
hair;

and rows
each hair

of

much

stout,

lowly impressed, irregular
tures

lines; interstrial

shal-

punc

on declivitv less distinctly granulate. Vesabout half as abundant as in exi7nius.

Type Locality'.— Santa Ana, San

Jose, Costa

Rica.

Vestiture rather sparse, hairlike.

parallel

epis-

Guatemala.

Dendroterus

much more

Female.— Length

suture.

weakly impressed immediately above

n. sp.

Among described species this one is most
nearly allied to texamis Wood, although the relationship is not close. It is distinguished by the
elytra,

away from

closely

declivital setae diverge very

toma, surface very finely, obscurely punctured,
vestiture sparse, inconspicuous.

my

Dcndroterus eximius,

all

Male.— Similar
vex,

mm

cambium.

between rows, spaced more

as distance

slightly

Scienc:e Bulletin

longer, erect

about as long

Type Material.— The female holotype and
one female paratvpc were taken at the type
locality on 8 November 196.3, 1.300 m elevation,
No. 2.53, from a Bursera simarubra branch, by
S.

Wood.
The holotype and paratype

L.

are in

my

col-

lection.

Dendroterus

sodalis, n. sp.

This species is allied to eximius Wood, but
distinguished bv the convex, subglabrous
female frons, bv the subshining pronotum and
elytra with sharply impressed, moderately large
it

is

Biological Series, Vol.
puncture.s,
tal
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New

and bv the weakly impressed

declivi-

Female.— Length

ately large, rather deep, sparse in central area,

rather dense on lateral

interstriae 2.

mm),
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1.7

mm

(paratypes 1.4-1.8

2.6 times as long as wide; color dark red-

dish brown.

Frons broadly convex; surface subshining,
finely granulate punctures rather close,
miifomily distributed; vestiture very short, hairlike, moderately abundant. Funicle 4-segmented.
Pronotum 1.2 times as long as wide; as in
exi7nius except teeth on anterior margin much
small,

smaller; posterior area subshining, surface sub-

with many impressed pomts, puncmoderately large, deep, sparse. Glabrous.
Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide, 1.4 times
as long as pronotum; sides straight and parallel
on basal two-thirds, rather broadly rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures moderately large, deep; interstriae abnost twice as wide
as striae, almost smooth, shining, impunctate
except on 1 and on others toward declivity.
Declivity steep, broadly convex; strial punctures
not as deep; interstriae 1
slightly smaller,
abruptly, slightly elevated, 2 impressed, 3 weakly
elevated, each with a row of fine rounded granules except absent on lower half of 2. Vestiture
of moderately long, coarse, rather widely spaced
hair on and near declivity.
reticulate
tures

Male.— Similar to female except frons more
narrowly convex, vestiture less distinct.
Esquintla,

ex-

straight, 1 partly septate.

Pronotum

1.2 times as long as wide; as in
except asperities distinctly larger; posterior area shining, deeply, coarsely, closely
punctured. Hairlike vestiture short on disc,
longer at sides, moderately abundant.
Elytra 1.5 times as long as wide, 1.3 times
as long as pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, broadly rounded
behind; striae not impressed, punctures mod-

sallaei

small,

erately
as

wide

deep;

interstriae

about

shining,

as striae, punctures rather small, uni-

seriate. Declivity steep, flattened, striae 1

moderately

impressed,

punctures

as

on

and 2
disc;

convex, weakly elevated, 2 impressed but weakly convex, 3 weakly elevated;
all interstriae with a row of fine, rounded tuberinterstriae

cles,

1

those on 2 smaller. Vestiture of rows of

stout,

moderately long,

interstrial

much

hair,

shorter on declivity.

Male.— Similar to female except frons convex to epistoma, punctures rather coarse, uniformly distributed, vestiture sparse, evenly distributed, epistomal tubercle absent.
Type

Type Locality.— Volcan de Agua,

and upper margins,

tending well above upper level of eyes; vestiture of fine, long hair, sparse at center, rather
abundant on margins. Antennal funicle 4-segmented; club 1.3 times as long as wide, sutures

caste,

Locality.— Playa

del

Coco,

Guana-

Costa Rica.

Guatemala.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
allotype, and 43 paratypes were taken at the

m

elevation,
type locality on 19 May 1964, 1000
No. 595, from Biirsera, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

my

Type Material.- The female holotype, male
and 28 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevatype locality on 18 October 196.3, 15
from the bole of Bursera simambra, by

tion,

L.

in

my

collection.

Dendroteriis resohitus,

Wood.
The holotype,

S.

allotype,

and paratypes are

collection.

n. sp.

Dendroteriis defectus, n. sp.

This species is distinguished from the closely
allied salJaei Blandford by the very different
frons in both sexes, by the smooth, shining pronotal disc with the punctures much more
sharply defined, and by the finer elytral punctures.

This species is not closely related to other described species of this genus. It is distinguished
by the rather large size, by the unanned anterior
margin of the pronotum, by the distinctive frons,
by the small strial punctures, and by the sculp-

Female.— Length 1.9 mm (paratypes 1.5-1.9
mm), 2.7 times as long as wide; color yellowish
brown to almost black.

ture of the interstriae.

Frons moderately convex on upper twothirds, lower third broadly, rather strongly,
transversely impressed, epistomal margin shghtly

brown.
Frons broadly impressed from epistomal
margin to well above eyes, flat on transverse
axis, shallowly concave on longitudinal axis; surface very densely, rather coarsely punctured and

median tubercle on epistomal margin; surface shining, punctures moder-

elevated, a distinct,

Female.— Length

mm),

mm

(paratypes 2.3-2.9
color yellowish
wide;
2.4 times as long as
2.5
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moderately long hair of unifonn length. Antennal funicle 4-segniented; club wider than

by the more convex female frons with shorter,
less abundant vestiture, by the more coarsely
punctured pronotum and elytra, and by the
more distinctly impressed elytral declivity on
which there are numerous minute, impressed

long.

points.

evidently very finely gnuiulate except smooth,
impunctate and shining on median area along
abundant, fine,
epistoma; vestiture of rather

times as long as wide; widest
at base, sides weakly arcuate, converging slightly on basal half, feebly constricted in front of

Pronotum

1.1

middle, rather narrowly rounded in front, with
a feeble, pseudoemargination on median line;
anterior margin weakly elevated, not at all serrate; summit indefinite, behind middle; asperities small, decreasing in size gradually from
center, posterior area punctate-subasperate to
base, punctures rather small, moderately deep,

some

reticulation present.

Glabrous.

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide,

1..3

times

pronotum; sides almost straight and
parallel on basal two-thirds, broadly rounded
behind; striae not impressed, punctures small,
as long as

moderately deep; interstriae shining, twice as
wide as striae, surface with many rather deep,
irregular, subtransverse lines and moderately
large, impressed points, punctures small, slightly

irregular.

Declivity

rather

steep,

rather

broadly flattened; striae slightly impressed,
punctures deeper than on disc; flattened between interstriae 4. Almost glabrous, a very few
minute, hairlike setae on declivity.

Male.— Similar to female except frons strongconvex above eyes, a very strong, narrow,
transverse impression on median three-fourths,
area between impression and epistomal margin
moderately inflated, glabrous, coarsely puncly

tured; posterior area of

pronotum

distinctly less

subcrenulate.

Type LocALiTi-.— Near Rincon de Osa, Pun-

Future collecting could necessitate the
reduction of this form to a subspecies.

FEMALE.-Length

2.0

mm

(paratypes 1.8-2.2

2.8 times as long as wide; color black.
Frons broadly, moderately concave to epis-

mm),

toma; surface rather coarsely, evenly granulatepunctate; vestiture finer, shorter, about half as
abundant as in mexicanus.
Pronotum 1.23 times as long as wide; about
as in nwxicanus except punctures slightly larger,
deeper.
Elytra 1.67 times as long as wide; outline as
in

mexicanus but much more broadly rounded
punctures coarser and deeper
strial
mexicanus, interstriae narrower than

behind;
than in

Declivity slightly steeper than in mexivery slightly more strongly impressed,
sculpture as in mexicanus except minute im-

striae.

canus,

pressed points larger and much more numerous.
Vestiture averaging longer and coarser than in

mexicanus.

MALE.-Similar to female except frons as in
male itiexicanus but more broadly, evenly convex, more coarsely punctured, with lateral epistomal calli only moderately to poorly developed.

Type Locality.— Five km
El Salto, Durango, Mexico.

(

3 miles ) west of

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and eight paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation,
type locality on" 7 June 1965, 2500
No. 1(W, from Bursera, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

my

collection.

tarenas, Costa Rica.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and 47 paratvpes were taken at the type

allotype,

on 11 August 1966, 50 m elevation, from
Bursera simaruhra, by S. L. Wood. Fifty paratypes were taken at Ft. Clayton, Canal Zone,
Panama, 27 July 1966, 70 m elevation, from
Bursera simaruhra, by S. L. Wood.
locality

The

my

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Phelloterus, n. gen.

This genus has the distinctive gallery pattern
and habits, and the ]>road oral region of Styphlo-

Blandford and some of the elytral charDendroterus Blandford, but it has the
antennal club more nearly like Pittjophthorus
Eichhoff, and an acutely elevated lateral and
basal margin on the pronotum. It is distinguishable irom Pityophthurus only by a combination

sonui

acters of

of characters.

Deruhoterus cognatus,

n. sp.

This species is very closely related to nicxicanus Blandford, but it is distinguished by the
more slender form, by the more broadly, evenly
roimded, more coarsely punctured male frons,

Descriition.— Length

1..3-2.2

mm,

body

rather stout; color reddish brown, vestiture of
hair

and or

scales.

Frons convex in both sexes, epistomal area
very broad, a premandibular lobe usually pres-
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mandibles

enlarged,

with many minute, impressed
moderately large, deep, rather
Glabrous except at margins.

area

shining,

elongae in female. Eye finely faceted, emarginate. Antennal scape elongate; funicle .5-segmented; club subcircular, sutures 1 and 2 straight,

points, punctures

septate at margins onlv, marked by setae at margins onlv, apparently suture 3 procui-ved, mark-

as long as

ed by setae just below apical margin. Pronotum
about as wade as long, anterior half coarsely
asperate; summit indefinite, transition from asperate to smooth areas gradual. Elytra striate,

broadly rounded behind, posterior oudine interrupted by coarse denticles; striae 1 feebly impressed, 1-3 moderately confused, punctures
rather coarse, deep; interstriae smooth, shining,
with rather numerous, minute, impressed points,
punctures absent. Declivity very steep, narrowly sulcate; strial punctures very shallow; interstriae 1 abruptly, moderately elevated, with

discal striae 1-3 usually slighdy confused; inter-

punctures very sparse; declivity steep,
con\ex, usually narrowly bisulcate, punctures on
striae 1 and 2 large and usually deep; interstrial

striae

3 in male coarsely dentate and with several

large teeth or granules in lateral areas, females
less strongly sculptured. Tibiae slender, as in
Pittjoplithorus.

Type-Species.— Pliellotenis

terstis

Wood,

de-

close.

Elytra 1.3 times as long as wide, 1.3 times
pronotum; sides almost straight and
subparallel on slightly more than basal half, very

about

Biology.— The

polygamous species

of

this

genus infest trees with thick phloem tissues.
Their nuptial chamber is tabular, with the longitudinal axis parallel to the grain of

wood and

the transverse axis perpendicular to the cambi-

Compared

to other phloem-inhabit-

ing genera the nuptial chamber stands on its
edge. From one to five egg galleries branch
from the inner margin of the nuptial chamber

they reach the cambium region.
Eggs and larvae occurred only in the cambium
region. From one to four females were found

well

1

before

Vestiture

Phellofertis terstis, n. sp.

This species has minute tubercles on declivital interstriae 1, and dechvital interstriae 2 flat
and very strongly impressed; the sparse elytra!

some

confined

to

brown.
Frons very strongly convex, rather strongly,
transversely impressed just above epistoma, epistomal margin slightly produced in median area;
surface shining, very coarsely, deeply punctured
to well above upper level of eyes. Mandibles
normal. Eye about twice as long as wide, emarginate; rather finely faceted. Antenna as de-

flat,

as large as those
declivity;

im-

of

on

sparse,

wide, mandibles slightly elongate; declivital interstriae 2 less strongly impressed, granules on
all interstriae

much

smaller.

Tovar,

Type LocALixY.-Colonia

Aragua,

Venezuela.
holotype, female
paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 4 May 1970, 1700 m elevation.
No. 507, probably Eshweilera log, by S. L.

Type Material.— The male

Wood.
The

my

and

.32

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Phelloterus aiiaxeiis,

Male.— Length 2,0 mm (paratypes 1.8-2.1
mm), 2.2 times as long as wide; color reddish

n. sp.

This species is closely related to fersus Wood,
it is distinguished by the more gradual elytral declivity, in the male interstriae 1 is impressed, less strongly convex and devoid of
granules, and by the elongate female mandibles.

but

Male.— Length

mm
ish

),

1.8

mm

(paratypes

1.6-1.9

2.4 times as long as wide; color yellow-

brown.

Frons as in tersus except transverse impresvery weak. Antennal club very slightly
wider than long. Pronotum as in terstis except
sion

scribed for genus.
1.03 times as long as wide; widest

length from base, sides moderately
arcuate on less than basal two-thirds, narrowly

one-third

in front; anterior

impressed,

strongly

Female.— Similar to male except frons less
coarsely punctured, premandibular process on
epistomal margin small, rectangular, as long as

setae are almost hairlike.

rounded

3,

short, stout, interstrial bristles.

allotype,

with each male.

Pronotum

or

punctate, 3 abrupdy, rather strongly elevated
and armed by five or six widely spaced, coarse,
pointed teeth, 4-9 each with one to three denti3.

surface.

as

cles of various sizes,

scribed below.

um

widely spaced, fine granules, 2 as

six

wide

margin

serrate;

sum-

mit indefinite, at or behind middle; posterior

ten teeth on anterior

margin more clearly de-

fined.

Elytra 1.4 times as long as wide; posterior
declivital teeth

margin rather narrowly rounded,

Biur.HAM YouNO University Sciknce Bi'li-Etin
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not intfinipting outline; disc as in tersus except
shorter. Declivity gradual, sulcate; interstriae 1
impressed and convex, unanned, 2 ascending
toward 3 and bearing a row of coarse punctures,

3 elevated and amied by three coarse, widely
separated teeth; lateral denticles positioned as
in tersus but smaller. Vestiture much stouter.
to male except frons more
premandibular epistomal lobe
wide as long, mandibles greatly

Female.— Similar
finely punctured,

larger, twice as
enlarged and elongate; elytral declivity very
shallowlv sulcate, interstriae 2 convex, denticles
as in male but slightly smaller.

Type LoCALrrv.— Eight km south

of Colonia
Colombia.
Cauca,
Buenaventura),
Valle
de
(near

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 49 paratypes were taken at the

elytral declivity not as deep; declivital tubercles

m

elevation,

by

S.

all

interstriae.

Type Locality.— Campamento

km

northeast of

Capote,

27

Montoya, Santander, Colombia.

Type Matebl\l — The male holotype, female
and 122 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation.
type localitv on 2 July 1970, 150
No. 589, Eshweilera, sp., S. L. Wood. Eleven
paratypes bear identical data except No. 586, in
Sapotaceae; 29 paratypes bear identical data except No. 587, in a limb of an unidentified tree.
Twenty-five paratypes are from 8 km south of
Colonia (near Buenaventura), 9 July 1970, 30
elevation. No. 609, Sacogjothia sp., S. L. Wood.
All series were associated in the same branches

m

with anaxeus.

allotype,

type localitv on 9 July 1970, 30
No. 609, from Saco^lotliia procera,

few minute granules present on

a

absent,

The
in

my

holotvpe,

allotype,

and paratypes are

collection.

L.

Wood.

Seventy-four paratypes bear identical
data except they were No. 614, taken from
Couma macrocarpa-, three paratypes bear identical data except No. 612, taken from Licania
eleven paratvpes bear identical data except
No. 611, taken from Leajthia sp. Forty-eight
paratypes were taken 27 km northeast of Montova (Campamento Capote) on 2 July 1970, 150
elevation, No. 589, Eshweilera (5), No. .586
in Sapotaceae
28 ) and No. 587 in an unidentified tree limb (15).
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in
sp.;

m

(

my

,

Pitijophthorus arceiithobii, n. sp.
In Blackman's ( 1928 ) classification of the
Pitijophthorus this species would be placed close
to caclator Blackman, but the relationship to

named Mexican species is remote at
From caelator it is distinguished by the
very different frons in both sexes, by the much
that or to

best.

coarser pronotal and elytral punctures in both
sexes, and by the shallower sulcus on the elytral
declivity which is almost totally devoid of granules

on the

lateral convexities.

collection.

Female.— Length

mm),

Phellote nts atrocis, n. sp.

This

species

closely

is

related

anaxeus

distinguished by the smaller
it is
by the conspicuous transverse impression
above the epistoma in both sexes, and by desize,

sculpture on the elytral declivity.

Male.— Length

mm),

1.3

mm.

(paratypes

1.3-1.6

2.4 times as long as wide; color yellowish

Frons and antenna as in tersus.
elytral disc as in atuixeus.

Pronotum
mod-

Declivity

erately steep, rather broadly, shallowly sulcate;
as in anaxeus except interstriae 2

more deeply

impressed.

with

Declivital

vestiture

weakly

elevated;

surface

coarsely, closely punctured,

subshining,

rather

on a hemispherical

rather

length almost unifonnly distributed over punctured area. Antennal club with suture 1 straight,
segments 2 and 3 about equal in width.

Pronotum 1.0 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides almost parallel on slightly less
than basal half, weakly constricted on anterior
half, rather broadly rounded in front; anterior
margin anned bv about ten, small, irregularly
formed teeth; posterior area reticulate, punctures coarse, deep. Glabrous except at margins.

abundant ground cover of short, stout, almost
scalelike interstrial setae and very fine, short,
recumbent, strial hair; a few longer interstrial
bristles also arise from the tubercles and latend

as long as

areas.

parallel

Female.— Similar

lighter.

Frons planoconvex, with a slight transverse
impression on lower third, epistomal margin

area; vestitiire of fine, rather long hair of equal

browii.

and

(paratypes 1.8-2.0

brown, elytra usually shghdy
to

Wood, but

tails of

mm

1.8

2.6 times as long as wide; color very dark

to female of anaxeus ex-

cept mandibles slightly smaller; impression on

Ellvtra

1.6 times

as

long as wide,

1.7 times

pronotum; sides almost straight and

on basal two-thirds, then shghtly con-

verging, broadly rounded behind; striae

rowly impressed on posterior half of

1

nar-

disc; striae
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moderately confused, punctures large, deep, only
moderately close, equal in size and appearance
with sliffhtlv less abundant, confused, interstrial punctures; surface shining, not completely
smooth. Declivit)' rather steep, broadly, shallowly sulcate; punctures on striae 1 and 2 minute but distinct; intcrstriac 2 wide, smooth,
moderately impressed, 1 sharply, slightly elevated, bearing about si.\ minute granules, 3
gradually, broadly raised, punctures very feebly
granulate. \'estiture of sparse, rather short, coarse
hair,

mostly on

sides.

M.\LE.— Similar to female except frons more

median carina which gradually inheight to summit just above epistoma,

low,

but

on

elytral

Type Locality.— Ninety-six km (60 miles)
west of Durango, Durango, Mexico.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and .38 paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

t}pe locality' on 5 June 1965, 2500 m elevation.
No. 27, from a dying mistletoe, Arceiithobium
glohosum. growing in a 5-needle pine, by S. L.
W'ood. This is the first representative of the
Pitvophthorini reported from the Loranthaceae.

The

my

holotype, allotype,

and paratypes are

in

collection.

Pittjoborus hondurensis, n. sp.
is

Wood by

notum, by the more strongly impressed, more
abundant, confused punctures on the elytral declivity, and by the more abundant vestiture on
the elytral declivity.

Female.— Length

mm),

2.0

mm

(paratypes L8-2.0

2.6 times as long as wide; color reddish

browm.
Frons as in vehitinus except very slightly less
strongly impressed on a narrower area, with fine,
sparse

punctures;

abundant,

much

lateral

shorter.

vestiture

Pronotum

finer,

as in vehitin-

shallow punctures clearly evident.
Elytra as in

velutinus except punctures on

slightly

larger,

on posterior
on disc

and deeper than

in vehitinus,

distinctly elevated, striae

and

inter-

punctures in somewhat indistinct rows;
sparse vestiture on declivity more abundant than
strial

in veltttinus.

Male.— Similar

female except frons not
reduced; pilose
areas on pronotum absent; pronotal punctures
less distinct; punctures on discal striae slightly
larger; declivital interstriae 1 and 3 with minute
to

at all concave, vestiture greatly

granules.

Type Locality.— Yuscaran,

Paraiso,

Hon-

duras.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and

paratypes were taken at the
April 1964, 800
elevation,
from small shaded-out branches of Pinus carihaea (No. 518, type) and P. oocarpa (No. 519),
allotype,

by

S.

L.

11

on

Wood.

m

2.3

Galleries

were typical of the

genus.

The

my

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Pitijobonis frontalis, n. sp.

This species is distinguished from the closevehitinus Wood by the more deeply
concave female frons, with the frontal vestiture
finer and pale yellow in color, and by the much
larger, deeper strial punctures on the declivity.
ly

allied

2.0

mm

(allotype 2.0

mm),

about 2.6 times as long as wide (elytra spread);
color rather dark reddish brown.
Frons as in vehitinus except much more
deeply concave on a narrower circular area;
vestiture in lateral areas much finer, pale yellow
in color.

Pronotum

as in vehitinus except reticu-

lation stronger, punctures

Elytra

more

clearly evident.

except reticulation
stronger, declivity more nearly shining; strial
punctures on dechvity larger, deeply impressed.
as

in

Male.— As

in

vehitinus

female except frons not con-

cave, feebly impressed, surface reticulate, vesti-

and upper margins similar but
abundant; pilose areas on pronotum

ture on lateral
slightly less

absent.

less

us except pilose areas distinctly smaller; posterior area with moderately abundant, small,

disc deeper,

larger
1

Female.— Length

distinguished from the closely
the less strongly impressed female frons, with the yellowish pubescence finer, shorter and less abundant, by the
much smaller pilose areas on the female proTliis species

allied vehitinus

much

interstriae

type' locality

declivity scarcely evident.

particularly

declivital punctures smaller than

lialf;

creases in
surface subreticulate, less regularly punctured,
frontal vestiture sparse, short; granules

punctures

interstrial

strongly convex above, lower half with a rather
thick,

49

with a few more

Type Locality.— Thirteen
El Cameron, Oaxaca, Mexico.

km

southeast of

Type Material.— The female holotype and
male allotv'pe were taken at the type locality on
21 June 1967, No. 75, from a shaded-out branch
of Pinus, by S. L. Wood.
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The holotypc and

allotype are in

my

col-

•^ninulifer

declivity,

Pseudopittjophthorus .nngularis,

This species
is

is

allied to tenuis

on

n. sp.

Wood, but

it

distinguished by the coarser pronotal punc-

tures,

by the longer

elytral setae,

by

the weakly

impressed male frons with slightly longer and
more abundant setae, and by the subconcave fe-

male frons which lacks a median

Male.— Length

mm),

Wood

but it is distinguished by the
by the distinctly punctured elytral
and by the presence of granules only

smaller size,

lection.

1.6

mm

carina.

(paratypes

1.3-1.6

3.0 times as long as wide; color very dark

brown (most

of type series not fully colored).
Frons flattened, epistoma weakly elevated,
surface indistinctlv punctured; vertex bearing a
sparse brush of about two dozen very long setae
with tips reaching to epistoma, a few additional
setae in epistomal area. Antenna as in tenuis.
Pronotiun much as in tenuis, with anterior
margin more broadly rounded; punctures on disc
much larger, impressed points moderately
abundant.
Elytra l.(S times as long as wide; sides al-

and

interstriae 1

3.

Male.— Length 1.5
mm), 2.7 times as long

as in granulifer.

Pronotum

as

in

granulifer except teeth

pronotum

much

larger,

smaller.

Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide; outline as
in granidifer; punctures on disc confused, not in
rows except near declivity, small; surface subshining, with a few irregular lines and impressed

Declivity

points.

steep,

ferous

smoodi, a few minute, impressed
points, at least three times as wide as striae, a
few punctures toward declivity. Declivity steep,
rather broadly convex; punctures of striae 1 minute, in a row, others obsolete; sutural interstriae feebly elevated, 1, 3 and some of lateral
interstriae with sparse, minute, setiferous punctures. Vestiture of very minute strial hair, and
rows of widely spaced, moderately long, fine interstrial hair on sides and declivity, almost obso-

lateral areas

disc.

on

punctures
on disc very slightly larger, impressed points
anterior margin of

pressed, punctures small, distinct, in rows; in-

on

1.3-1.6

Frons transversely impressed, flattened from
eyes to epistoma; surface somewhat
coarsely punctured above and at sides, evidently
impunctate below in median area; vertex ornamented by a rather dense brush, its longest setae
exceed epistomal margin, a few additional setae
at sides and on epistomal area. Antenna about

and 3 each bearing

lete

(paratypes

as wide; color black.

above

most straight and parallel on basal two-thirds,
rather broadly rounded behind; striae not imterstriae almost

mm

a

convex;

row

of

interstriae
fine,

1

rounded

granules, three indistinct rows of minute, seti-

most

ward
from
rived

between

punctures

rows

of

similarly punctured.

hairlike

base,

at

declivity,

becoming

granules,

Vestiture

al-

scalelike

to-

those setae apparently derived

interstriae distinctly longer than those de-

from

striae;

longest

on declivity

scales

rather short, about six times as long as wide.

Female.— Similar

to

male

in all respects, in-

cluding frontal sculpture and vestiture.

Type Locality.— One km west

of Las Vigas,

Veracruz, Mexico.

Female.— Similar to male except frons convex above eyes, transversely impressed above
epistoma, impression extending dorsad slightly
at center, surface very coarsely punctured, vestiture sparse, inconspicuous.

Type Locality.— One km west

of

Las Vigas,

Type Materl\l.— The male holotype, female
and 19 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 5 July 1967, No. 159, from
Quercus branches, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in
allotype,

my

collection.

Veracruz, Mexico.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
allotype, and five paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 5 July 1967, No. 159, from a
Quercus branch, by S. L. Wood.

The

holotype, allotype,

and paratypes are

in

m\' collection.

Pseudopiti/ophthorus

Pseudopittjophthorus declivis,

This species is unique in the genus; it is distinguished by the subvertical, impressed elytral
declivity on which the striae are clearly indicated by rows of moderately coarse punctures.

Female.— Length

1.8

as wide; color very dark
virilis, n.

n. sp.

mm,

2.6 times as long

brown.

sp.

This species has the frons ornamented by
setae in both sexes; it is remotely similar to

Frons broadly convex above eyes, almost flat
below, with epistomal area weakly elevated;
surface very coarsely, deeply punctured above
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at sides, almost impunctate in median area
below; vestiture rather sparse except on epistoma, of fine, long hair. Antennal club moderately large, \videst through segment 3.

and

Pronotum 1.1 times as long as wide; widest
near base, sides feebly arcuate and converging
very slightly on basal two-thirds, rather broadly
rounded in front; anterior margin armed by a
continuous, elevated, serrate costa; summit at
area rather finely asperate;
posterior area rather coarsely, deeply, closely
punctured, general surface subreticulate. Sub-

middle;

anterior

Elytra 1.6 times as long as wide, 1.4 times as
as

parallel

pronotum; sides almost straight and
on basal two-thirds, rather broadly bi-

sinuate behind; striae not impressed, punctures
rather fine (coarse for this genus), deep; interstriae three times as wide as striae, with very

numerous impressed points,
impunctate. Declivity subvertical, flattened, confined to less than posterior fifth; striae 1-3 clearly indicated, punctures shallow; surface almost
fiat except for strongly elevated interstriae 1;
very fine punctures on all interstriae except 2.
Vestiture confined to posterior third, of very
fine, irregular lines,

minute

strial hair,

and rows

of erect, moderately

long, interstrial bristles of uniform length.

of middle; asperities usually in poorly defined

almost
posterior
area
rows;
subconcentric
smooth, punctures moderately coarse, rather
sparse. Vestiture of short, sparse hair, except
bristlelike in asperate area.

Elytra 1.9 times as long as wide, 1.6 times
pronotum; sides almost straight and

as long as

on basal three-fourths, broadly rounded

not impressed, punctures rather
moderately deep; interstriae almost
smootli, as wide as striae, punctures almost as
large as those of striae but almost entirely constriae

Ijehind;

coarse,

fined

interstriae

to

1

and

to

posterior fourth

of disc. Declivity steep, broadly, shallowly bisulcate; strial punctures fine, shallow; sutural

2

elevated,

slightly

interstriae

rather

slightly,

broadly impressed, 3 gradually, distinctly elevated and bearing a row of three to five moderately coarse granules; lateral areas with occasional smaller granules.

Vestiture of moder-

some

ately abundant, rather long, hairlike setae,
interstrial setae rather coarse.

Female.— Similar

Type Locality.— Laguna Santa Maria, Nayarit,

Pronotum 1.2 times as long as wide; widest
on basal third; sides feebly arcuate, converging
two-thirds, rather broadly
slightly on basal
rounded in front; anterior margin armed by
more than a dozen small teeth; summit in front

parallel

glabrous.

long
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Mexico.

to male except frons conwith
a distinct transverse imlower
third
vex,
pression, surface rather coarsely punctured, vestiture

Type Material.— The unique female holotype was taken at the type locality on 6 July

m

elevation. No. 203, from a Quercus
1965, 1000
branch, by S. L. Wood.
The holotype is in my collection.

sparse, inconspicuous.

Type Locality.— Piedras

Blancas, 10

km

east

of Medellin, Antiotjua, Colombia.

Type Material.— The male holotype, female
and 50 paratypes were collected at

allotype,

m

Pseudopitijophthonis colombkinus,

elethe type locality on 15 July 1970, 2500
vation. No. 667, from small Quercus humboldtii

n. sp.

branches, by

This unique species
of the

is

the

first

representative

genus known from South America;

it

habits

is

distinguished from other species by the very
slender form, by the shallowly bisulcate elytral
declivity on which the strial punctures are in
rows, and by the rather coarse granules on in-

were

The

my

S.

L.

galleries

and

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

collection.

Gnathophthorus clematis,

terstriae 3.

n. sp.

Fig. 7

mm

(paratypes 1.3-1.5
Male.— Length 1.4
mm), 3.0 times as long as wide; color brovvni.

Frons flattened from eye to eye, from episto vertex; surface smooth, shining, with
fine punctures (evidently only near sides; ob-

toma

scured), central area glabrous; lateral and upper
margins with a dense row of long yellow setae,
tips of those on vertex reaching epistomal margin. Antennal club rather small; sutures 1 and 2

almost straight.

Wood. The

as in other species of the genus.

The only previously knowTi species in this
genus, sparsepilosus (Schedl), is not closely
related to any of the species described here.
That species has the frons more unformly
sculptured and pubescent than those presented
below, but

it

shares the very slender form and
and elytral declivity of

the distinctive antenna
these four species.
hosts are
Cletrwti'i

Two

known breed

of the species for
in

and have similar

which

vines of the genus
habits.
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Frons
to

from

flattened

just

above epistoma

transversely divided at upper level
a feeble summit; lower area coarsely,

vertex,

of eyes by
shallowly, closely punctured, with sparse, uniformly distributed, inconspicuous, hairlike pubes-

cence; upper area appearing somewhat spongy,
very minutely, densely punctured, with microscopic pilelike pubescence and with a marginal
fringe of short hair of unifonn length, little if
any longer than setae on lower frons. Eye large,
emarginate, coarsely faceted. Antennal funicle
5-segmented, last four segments crowded, indistinct; club very large, with three moderately

procurved, nonseptate sutures.

Pronotum 1.4 times as long as wide; sides
on basal half straight and parallel, constricted
slightly in front of middle then weakly arcuate
to broadly rounded imterior margin; anterior
margin amied by eight widely spaced, coarse
teeth; summit on anterior third, indefinite; anterior third rather finely asperate; posterior area

smooth, with
brous except
margins.

fine,

for

deep, sparse punctures. Glascattered hair near lateral

Elytra 2.4 times as long as wide, 1.8 times
as long as

pronotum; sides straight and parallel

on more dian

basal three-fourths, broadly roundto posterior one-

ed behind; declivity confined

sixth; striae not impressed, punctures minute,
scarcely indicated on siu^ace; interstriae almost
smooth, impunctate. Declivity steep, rather

strongly

excavated;

striae

obsolete;

interstriae

moderately elevated, with a row of moderately
coarse punctures; area of interstriae 2 strongly
1

impressed, widened at middle; lateral areas
strongly elevated on upper two-thirds, summit
broadly rounded, with rather coarse, confused
pimctures, two very feeble granules on upper
margin of elevated area. Disc glabrous; moderately abundant,

coarse hair on declivity.

Male.— Similar to female except frons convex
above, lower half abruptly impressed, subreticulate, punctures rather coarse, vestitiu-e sparse,
inconspicuous; granules on elytral declivity
larger, pointed.

Type

LocALiTi.— Volcan

Colima,

Jalisco,

Mexico.
Gntithophthorus clematis: dorsal aspect of outline of female (above); ;ind ;uiterolateral iispect
of female head (Ix-low).

Fig. 7.

Female.— Length

mm),

3.8

times as

mm

1.9
(paratypes 1.4-2.0
long as wide; color light

Type Material —The female

holotype, male
and 106 paratypes were taken at the
type locaUty on 23 June 1965, 2.500 m elevation.
No. 100, from Clematis, by S. L. Wood. Other

allotype,

specimens, not included in the type series are
from Tapanti and Volcan Irazu, Costa Rica; and

Panama.

yellowish brown, pronotum and elytral declivity

Volcan

slightly darker.

beetles construct transverse,

Chiriqui,

The monogamous
biramose galleries
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the cambium region; egg niches are small
and packed with frass; larval mines are straight,
in grooves between the longitudinal fibers, up
in

mm

40

of uniform

long,

diameter;

fungal
growth was noted in the parental tunnels but
not in the larval mines.
to

The

my

in

holotype,

area

collection.

longitudinally

reticulately,

etched,

punc-

tures slightly smaller.

Elytra as in clenmtis except

strial

punctures

surface with minute, impressed
points, and shallow, irregular, transverse lines;
slightly

larger,

declivity devoid of granules.

and paratypes are

allotype,
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Male.— Similar

female except frons as in

to

male clematis with line between convex and
impressed areas more nearly carinate.

Gnathophthorus cracens,

n. sp.

Type LocALiTi.— Merida, Venezuela.
it

This species is allied to clematis Wood, but
has the frontal pile much longer and covering

a large area, and the declivital sulcus

is

much

narrower and anned by several denticles.

Type Materl\l.— The female holotype, male
and 65 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 29 December 1970, 1700 m ele-

allotype,

No. 210, 212, from recently cut stems

vation,

Female.— Length

mm,

about 3.8 times
as long as wide; color yellowish brown.
1.2

Frons as in clematis except lower area flat,
very finely, sparsely punctured, ending well below upper level of eyes; upper area slightly

more

on maron upper margin only, much longer,
tips reaching middle of pilose area. Pronotum
as in clematis except anterior margin armed by
10 teeth; punctures on posterior area minute.

of Clematis,

The

my

Elytra as in clematis except declivity narelevated;

areas abruptly elevated from

lateral

position of striae

2,

Type

summit armed by

compressed

small, laterally

Wood. The

habits

were

holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in

Gnathophthorus pertusus,

Loc.\LiTi'.— La

Ceiba,

five or

taken at the type locality on 15 May 1949, at
light, by E. C. Becker.
The holotype is in my collection.

Gnathophthorus
This species

is

from all
median elevations on the male frons at the epistoma and
at the upper level of the eyes, and by the peculiar cavity on the female frons. The small
size and several other features also serve to disThis

ralhis, n. sp.

allied to clematis

distinctive

tinguish

Wood, but

distinguished by the different sculpture of
the frons, by the minutely etched pronotal disc,
by the larger strial punctures, and by the dark
is

species

differs

it.

Female.— Length

Honduras.

n. sp.

others in the genus by the small,

teeth.

Type Matebial.— The female holotype was

mm),

3.7

times

as

mm

(paratypes 1.1-1.4
1.4
long as wide; color light

yellowish brown.

Frons shallowly concave from just below
upper level of eyes to vertex, a somewhat indefinite summit just below impressed area; median
third of summit area occupied by a large cavity
from upper level of eyes one-third distance to
epistoma, inner diameter of cavity apparently
larger than its opening on surface, its margins
slightly elevated, its inner walls precipitous;
surface of concave area subreticulate, impunc-

upper margin with a fringe of short
lower area with a few minute
punctures and sparse, short pubescence. Funicular segments, except pedicel, very crowded,
evidently partly fused to one another; club with
suture 1 weakly procurved, 2 almost straight.
tate,

its

hair; surface of

color.

Female.— Length

mm),

L.

extensive, pile long, dense, setae

rowly, deeply sulcate; sutural interstriae feebly

it

S.

collection.

ginal fringe

six

by

as in clematis.

1.8

mm

(paratypes 1.5-1.9

3.7 times as long as wide; color very dark

bro^vn, almost black.

Frons

from just above epistoma
below upper level of eyes rather

flattened

to vertex; area

punctured, with inconspicuous,
hairlike pubescence; upper
area twice as large as lower area, pilose as in
clematis, marginal fringe long, tips of upper
setae extend beyond middle of pilose area.
finely, shallowly

moderately

long,

Pronotum

as

in

clematis

except

posterior

Pronotimi
at

base,

1.4

sides

times as long as wide; widest
and converging very

straight

on basal three-fourths, rather narrowly
rounded in front; anterior margin armed by
about 12 small teeth; summit indefinite, onethird pronotum length from anterior margin;
slightly

anterior

almost

third

smooth,

finely

asperate;

punctures

not

posterior
evident.

area
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Elytra 2.2 times as long as wide, 1.7 times
long as pronotum; sides straight and parallel
on slightly more than basal two-thirds, then
gradually converging, very broadly rounded behind; striae not impressed, punctures minute,
almost totally obsolete, visible in subsurface
structure; interstriae almost smooth, impunctate.
Declivity moderately steep, rather deeply sula.s

cate; striae as

on

disc; sutural interstriae

weak-

2 narrowly, deeply impressed, .3
abruptly, strongly elevated well above level of
1, its summit anned by about five granules of
moderate size. Vestiture largely confined to declivity, of sparse, coarse, moderately long hair.
ly

distinguished by the very minutely punctured
central area of the female frons, by the indistinctly

more

pronotum, by the more

mm

Female.— Length

2.0
(paratypes 1.8-2.2
times as long as wide; color
very dark reddish brown.

mm), about
Frons

2.1

flattened,

cover

elytral declivi-

small setae
conspicuous.

scalelike,

much more

in

exactly

as

Umax except

in

surface

area minutely, densely punctured. Antenna as in Umax except suture 2 more
distinctly indicated. Pronotum as in Umax except

of

large

anterior

and setae absent; longer setae on

slen-

der elytral bristles, and by the more finely punctured elytra with fewer interstrial punctures.

elevated,

Mali£.— Similar to female except frons convex
on upper half, broadly, transversely impressed
below, a short, median elevation on epistoma
and at upper limit of impressed area, cavity
ty

slender, angulate, anterior projec-

tion of the female

slender,

central

projecting

very

interstriae

more

of striae

very slightly smaller, those of

interstriae
less

slightly longer

slightly

distinctly smaller.

Umax except punctures

Elytra as in

and

angle

and punctures on disc

numerous.

and more

Interstrial

scales

slender.

ground

Male.— As in male of Umax except lateral
punctures on pronotal disc smaller; elytra differ

Type Locality.— Twenty km southwest

of

as in females.

El Vigia, Merida, Venezuela.

Type Locality.— Six km (4 miles) west
Type Material.— The female holotype, male
allotype, and 33 paratypes were taken at the
type locality on 21 November 1969, 50 m elefrom a recently cut section of
a large Bignoniaceae vine (liana), by S. L.
vation. No. 150,

Wood. The woody
layered and each

structure of the liana

pair

of

the

was

monogamous

egg
each of a half dozen or more successive layers; the connecting tunnel was more
or less straight and was located where each
pair of egg galleries branched. Larval mines
were rather short and longitudinal. Fungal
growth was not evident.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
beetles

constructed

transverse,

biramous

galleries at

in

my

collection.

Sphenoceros

azteciis, n. sp.

This is the second known species in
genus and the first from North America.
very closely related to Immx Schedl, but

this
It is
it

is

of

Tepic, Nayarit, Mexico.

Type Material.— The female holotype, male
and eight paratypes were taken at the

allotype,

m

elevation.
type locality on 13 July 1965, 1000
No. 240, from cut branches of a large unidentified tree, by S. L. Wood. One paratype is from
El Salto, San Luis Potosi, Mexico, 19 June 1953,
Ficus, S. L. Wood. A series from 8 km east of
San Bias, Nayarit, Mexico, 12 July 1965, No. 235,
is in very poor condition and is not part of the
type series.
This genus was placed by Schedl in the
Corthylini; however, the above species is mo-

nogamous, the adults construct transverse, biramose tunnels in the cambium region and deposit
their eggs in niches, and the larval tunnels are
longitudinal and in the phloem. This genus is
very closely related to and eventually may be
united with certain species of Neodrtjocoetes.
The holotype, allotype, and paratypes are
in

my

collection.

